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 APRIL
 10-14 Holstein Canada National Convention tuesday-Saturday, Quebec City. 

See www.holstein.ca/public/en/news-events/national_holstein_Convention/
national_holstein_Convention for more info.

 19-22 Puyallup Spring Fair thursday-Sunday, washington State Fair events Center. 
See www.thefair.com/spring-fair/ for all the details.

 20 Dewdney-Deroche DHIA Banquet Friday, deroche hall. doors open at 6:30, dinner 
7:30. Call doug pearson 604-826-8795 for tickets ($32.50 each) and more info.

 MAY
 4 BC Holstein News Publishing Deadline for Summer 2018 issue, Friday, in mail June 5.
 18-21 Cloverdale Rodeo & Country Fair Friday-monday, Cloverdale Fairgrounds. 

See http://cloverdalerodeo.com/ for all the details.

 JUNE
 1 WCC Application Deadline Friday. Contact angela hamming 

(pahamming@dccnet.com) for application form.
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Delivering excellence in animal care supporting safe and sustainable food production 

 Dairy herd production medicine

 Leadership in animal health and welfare

 Embryo collection, freezing and sexing technologies

 IVF - advanced reproductive technologies

 Acupuncture and herbal complementary therapies

 Accredited cattle and embryo export services

 Quality service teamed with technical excellence

Abbotsford, British Columbia 
ph: 604.850.7577 

general@abbvet.ca 
www.abbvet.ca ABBOTSFORD VETERINARY CLINIC

Info@MenschMFG.com 

Mensch Manufacturing,  LLC
Factory
800.945.6678 Tel

Canada Sales 

Triaro Farms 519.848.2176 Tel
Alberta & Eastern Provinces

Janson Sales 616.813.4323 Tel
British Columbiawww.MenschMFG.com 

MANURE FEED

BEDDING

MENSCH
Quality Equipment for the Dairy Farmer

       www.stargro.ca | 1.800.798.9204 | INFo@stargro.ca

®

caLL Us toDaY For YoUr 
gENEtIc coNsULtatIoN!

GENETICS DIVISION

DENVEr HIS BREEDING SHOWS .... his Dam BRENLAND DOORMAN 
DESIRABLE VG-87 the former#1 GLPI Cow in Canada (on left) 
& his fourth dam Scientific Debutante Rae EX-92 (on right)
High Octane X VG-87 Doorman X Vg-87 G W Atwood X Ex-91 
Shottle X EX-92Durham X 6 MORE EX ROXIES!
+1430 Milk |+72 Fat KG | +15 Mammary | +17 Conformation

www.stargro.ca
mailto:INFO@STARGRO.CA
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 JUNE Continued from front cover 
 19 Vancouver Island Holstein Club Golf Tournament tuesday 10:30am, 

Cottonwood golf Course. Contact Cindy wikkerink (250-701-2862) for more info.
 19 BC Holstein Branch Golf Tournament tuesday pam, 

meadowlands golf & Country Club, Chilliwack. Contact andrea vandenBrink 
(meadowbrink@xplornet.com) for more info. Please note date change!

 JULY
 12 Vancouver Island Holstein Show thursday, 9:30am (starting with 4-h Showmanship), 

Cowichan exhibition grounds. Contact Cindy wikkerink (250-701-2862) for more info.
 17 BC Holstein Branch Picnic tuesday 12noon, eagleacres dairy, 8796 240 Street, 

langley. Contact andrea vandenBrink (meadowbrink@xplornet.com) for more info.

 AUGUST
 3-5 Abbotsford AgriFair & Rodeo Friday-Sunday, abbotsford exhibition park. 

Find more info at www.agrifair.ca.
 21-25 WCC 2018 tuesday- Saturday, abbotsford. See more details on Facebook: 

western Canadian Classic
 18-September 3 PNE Saturday-monday. See www.pne.ca/thefair/index.html for more details.
 29-September 2 117th Annual IPE wednesday-Sunday, armstrong. See www.armstrongipe.com for info.

 OCTOBER
 11 Vancouver Island Holstein Club Fall Sale thursday 11am, Cowichan exhibition 

grounds. Contact Cindy wikkerink (250-701-2862) for more info.
 11 Vancouver Island Holstein Club Annual Meeting thursday 6pm, Cowichan golf and 

Country Club. Contact Cindy wikkerink (250-701-2862) for more info. 

BC Dairy Association is Hiring 
Livestock Haulers!

BCDA is currently looking for 
responsible, professional and 
experienced livestock haulers. The 
position includes working with farmers 
and communities to promote and 
educate the public about dairy farming 
in BC.

Candidates should be knowledgable 
about dairy farming, a team player, 
and have ample experience handling & 
caring for dairy cows or livestock. 

This is a casual to part-time position 
with competitive compensation.

To apply or for more information, please 
contact:

Cecilia Ho
Communications Manager
cho@bcdairy.ca.
604.294.3775.

http://www.holsteinnews.com
mailto:karen@holsteinnews.com
www.holsteinnews.com
http://www.holsteinnews.com
https://bcdairy.ca
mailto:Meadowbrink@xplornet.com
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www.agrifair.ca
www.pne.ca/thefair/index.html
www.armstrongipe.com
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Top 10 Sellers at the Westcoast Classic Sale:
NAME PRICE CONSIGNOR BUYER

MORSAN DOORMAN MISSY 3362 $120,000 Quebequa Holsteins, Benbie & Partners (with Westcoast Holsteins
 ($60,000 1/2 interest) Westcoast Holsteins retaining 1/2 interest)  
AARDEMA SUGAR MOON-ET $115,000 Double A Dairy Westcoast Holsteins
CEDARWAL KINGDOC JITTERS $49,000 Cedarwal Farms Ltd. Peak Genetics
HEZ BO ATWOOD RUTH-ET $33,000 T&L Cattle Ltd. Tim & Sharon Abbot
PINE-TREE 7133 MODE 7770-ET $27,000 Matthew J. Steiner Jason Faria (Faria Brothers Dairy)
SIEMERS CRSH HANAN 27174 $27,000 Siemers Holstein Farms Declan Patten & Richard Hull
DYNASTY-ET x FARNEAR ABBY DELT 31523-ET $21,000 GenoSource Westcoast Holsteins
WESTCOAST MODESTY FARIA 6287 $17,000 Westcoast Holsteins Tim Rauen / Jason Faria
WESTCOAST FORTUNE GRA4004 6017 $12,700 Westcoast Holsteins Twin Ridge Genetics
BLONDIN GOLDWYN HARRIET $12,500 T&L Cattle, Robert J. Orr Peter Tuytel 

Genomic Greats, Showy Traits, Beautiful Reds, Deep Peds!
Something for Everyone at the Westcoast Classic Sale!

Photo credit: Tars Cheema

(photo 4 – please crop)
 
At the end of a long evening, and an even longer week of prep and 
hard work, the Westcoast Classic Sale team is exhilarated with a 
successful execution and will sleep well once their final duties are 
completed in the barn!

(photo 3)

Third high seller of the evening was CEDARWAL KINGDOC 
JITTERS. (L-R) Mike Barnum and Tony Vanderwal of 
Cedarwal Farms, Vanessa Romeyn on halter, 
Chris Lindhout and Darren Kooyman.

(photo 1)

Martin Rypma leads Lot # 1 MORSAN 
DOORMAN MISSY 3362 through the ring 
while frenzied bidding flashed around 
them, culminating in a final bid of 
$60,000 for her half interest.

(photo 2 – please crop)

High seller of the 2018 Westcoast Classic Sale MORSAN DOORMAN 
MISSY 3362. (L-R) Kevin, Travis and Jason Kooyman, new part-owners 
Ian and Nicole Crosbie, Martin Rypma on halter, Gary Vanderpost, Darren 
Kooyman, Barclay Phoenix and Chris Lindhout. Everyone was thrilled to 
be part of this first class event!

Excitement, camaraderie and optimism 
permeated the Abbotsford Exhibition Park 
as a constant stream of cow-keeners toured 
the sale barn, catalogue in one hand and 
pen in the other, studying and visiting. 
The sale offering represented something 
for everyone, whether looking for high 
genomic, high type, reds, heifers, milking 
cows or a combination of all. With veteran 
auctioneer John Copithorne and life-long 
cowman Norm Nabholz on pedigrees, it 
was both entertaining and informing as 
they tag-teamed the brisk movement of 
pristinely presented beauties through 
the ring. In the end, this year’s 86 lots 
would beat last year’s average by more 
than $1600, coming in at $8976! Once 
again, it would be Lot # 1 that would not 
only ignite a frenzy of bidding, but roll 
in the highest value of the night! A half 
interest in MORSAN DOORMAN MISSY 
3362 VG-88 sold for $60,000 to Benbie 

and Partners of Saskatchewan. This 
translated to a full lot value of $120,000, 
with Westcoast Holsteins retaining their 
original half ownership. Following closely 
as second high seller at $115,000 was 
AARDEMA SUGAR MOON from Double A 

Dairy of Idaho. Born in November 2017, 
she was not present in the ring, but her 
pedigree and genomic numbers made 
for enthusiastic bidding to tap into her 
genomic marketing future. Another four-
month old heifer would catch the attention 

of genomic-enthused bidders. Announced 
as the only heifer in the world over 4.0 
PTAT and over 2725 GTPI, CEDARWAL 
KINGDOC JITTERS, with a phenomenal 
PTAT of 4.2, GTPI of 2732 and GLPI of 
3297 would sell for $49,000!
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(photo 8)

Incredible Udders! (L-R) Pete Hartzell, Grand Champion ROBELLA 
SANCHEZ MARABELLA, Reserve GAMLAKE DESTRY SALLIE, Honourable 
Mention WENDON DESTRY RAINY, Mike Berry.

(photo 7)

Wendon’s winning Breeder’s Herd – Stunning uniformity 
wins the day! Legs, frames and incredible udders! 
The Wendon Stamp!

(photo 6)

Intermediate Champions: (L-R) Pete Hartzell, 
Faith Baars, Joel Phoenix with CRESTOMERE UNIX 
LINDOR (Reserve) and Marcus Hehli with 
MOSNANG DEMEN CHEDDER (Champion), 
Judge Mike Berry and Prairie Coast sponsor.

(photo 5)

Junior Champions of the Red Show: (L-R) Gary Booy, Associate Judge 
Pete Hartzell, Royal Bank Sponsor, Carl Barclay on halter of Reserve 
Junior Champion DELTERRA SHEEZ AWESOME, Steven Nelson on halter 
of Junior Champion RUANN D-B SHAR-60985, Stephen Maddox, 
Judge Mike Berry, BC Holstein Princess Faith Baars.

(photo 4)

Junior Best Bred and Owned: 
(L-R) Pete Hartzell, Faith Baars, 
Dave Hamming on the halter of 
HAMMING SOLOMON DANICA, 
and Mike Berry.

(photo 3)

Junior Champions: (L-R) Pete Hartzell, Grace Browne (FCC, sponsor of 
Reserve), Dave Hamming with HAMMING SOLOMON DANICA (Reserve), 
Blair Weeks with MILKSOURCE GLDNDRM ASSET (Junior Champion), 
Dr. Jared Lyzenga (Abbotsford Vet, sponsor of Junior Champ), 
Princess Faith Baars, Judge Mike Berry.

Pic 1

And the Winners Are: (L-R) Judge Mike Berry, Associate Judge Pete 
Hartzell, BC Holstein Princess Faith Baars, Samantha Gambonini 
with Reserve GAMLAKE DESTRY SALLIE, Barclay Phoenix with Grand 
Champion ROBELLA SANCHEZ MARABELLA, Kenton Lindenbach, 
Kenny McRae, Sheila Sundborg and Jordan Vaandrager.

(photo 2)

The Beautiful Red Winners! (L-R) 
WESTCOAST DEFIANT ADDISON 
(HM), MISS APPLE ARIA RED 
(Reserve), MS APPLES ALEDA RED 
(Champion).

Continued on page 7

2018 BC Spring Show Wet but WOW!
Photo credit: Gary Booy
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By Tars Cheema

Tars’ Tale-Spins

By Amanda Poelman
The BC Holstein Branch is honoured 

to dedicate this year’s BC Holstein Spring 
Show to Tom and Laury DeGroot of T&L 
Cattle Ltd., Rosedale.

Tom is a long-time fixture of the dairy 
industry in British Columbia. Growing up 
on a family farm, Tom’s interest in buying 
and selling cattle began around the age 
of 15 and was ignited by good friend and 
mentor, Harry Bailey. In a partnership that 
would last decades, both in commercial 
and later, purebred cattle, Tom learned a 
lot from Harry as he worked alongside him 
over the years.

In 1993, Tom married Laury, and they 
have been blessed with two children: 
Mike (28) and Karly (23). While the 
kids have other careers, both Tom and 
Laury stay active at the farm. In 2005, 
the current T&L facility was finished, 
where 80 cows are milked. Tom has had 
excellent herdsmen over the years, which 
has allowed him to continue to pursue 
his other passion: buying and selling 
great cattle.

Tom’s love for the purebred cow was 
cultivated by Harry Bailey and he has 
been fortunate to have had many great 
partnerships with top breeders across 
Canada and the US over the years. The 

My dream 
to be an 
O l y m p i c 

a t h l e t e 
ended shortly 
after I told the 
coach I wanted 
to be a luger. I 
think he heard 
‘loser’. After 

the laughter died down, I decided that 
I’d be better sticking to Debate Club. I 
can admit to not being the biggest sports 
guy. Like most Canadians, I like to watch 
the Stanley Cup finals and tune in to a 
few Olympic competitions – hockey, 
curling, drug testing. And while my own 
athletic talents are limited to chess, I 
can appreciate the drive, discipline and 
great mental/physical commitment it 
takes to be an Olympic athlete. It’s not 
just a single day event (like 4-H public 
speaking was for me); it takes YEARS of 
demanding effort.

It was on Farm Tour Day in January 
that I had a quick interaction with Jason 
Lindhout about the fabulous facility his 
crew had completed for the Hessels 
family in Delta. Most won’t know that 

2018 BC Holstein Spring Show Dedication
Tom and Laury DeGroot

Photo credit: Tars CheemaPhoto credit: Gary Booy

Longtime friends, mentors, cow 
partners and show enthusiasts, 
Harry and Angie Bailey 
congratulate Tom and Laurie 
DeGroot, honoured with this year’s 
Spring Show Dedication!

purchase of two Royal Junior Champions 
(in back to back years), RAYBROOK ASTRO 
KHARMA in 2004 and EXTONDALE 
BRASS BAKE in 2005, really kicked off 
the beginning of a long list of investments 
into deep-pedigreed cow families. 

Since everything always has a price 
tag at T&L, it’s not surprising that many 
internationally known cattle have once 
called T&L home, including LOVHILL 
GOLDWYN KATRYSHA who was Grand 
Champion at World Dairy Expo in 2015 
and Reserve a year earlier, CACHE-VALLEY 
LHEROS DEZI 2331 who was undefeated 
as a 5-year old in every show she attended 
in 2015, and BRACKLEYFARM CHELIOS 
CHEERIO, who captured Reserve Grand 
at the Royal in 2016. Two other animals 
that were bred in BC and sold by Tom, 
SUNNYHOME WINDHAMMER GAIL 
and DEWITTS REVLON GOLD CHIP, 
were Grand and Reserve at the Mexican 
National Show in December 2017. We 
certainly can’t forget to talk about Tom 
and Laury’s recent success in the Red & 
White Show ring with MEADOW GREEN 
ABSOLUTE FANNY, who claimed Grand 
Champion at both World Dairy Expo and 
the Royal Winter Fair last year, with 
partners Triple-T, Berry & Borba.

Additionally, the Tolamika prefix 

has seen plenty of success itself, with 
the likes of TOLAMIKA GOLDWYN 
MERCEDES, who was All-Western 5-Year 
Old in 2015 and All-Western Mature 
Cow last year, after consistently finding 
herself near or at the top at many shows 
across Western Canada.

While Tom’s passion for great show 
cattle is undeniable, his business savvy 
is also top notch. Tom has had a hand 
in the sale of an incredible number of 
commercial cattle, both in BC and across 
the country. Whether it be complete herd 
dispersals, groups of good milk cows for 
a commercial setting, or finding a special 
show prospect, Tom has helped other 
breeders achieve their goals through the 
years, while furthering his own as well.

With tremendous gratitude for all he 
has done for the dairy industry in British 
Columbia, the BC Branch is extremely 
proud to dedicate this year’s Spring Show 
to Tom and Laury DeGroot. 

Olympic Rings, Building Things; 
Purpose – Satisfaction Brings!

I have more than a passing interest 
in construction – I have built small 
buildings/structures and renovated for 
many years, and I can’t help but stare 
in awe at the stunning, massive, modern 
dairy barns that are such glamorous and 
comfortable homes for today’s cows. In 
our discussion, Jason admitted that he 
loves what he does – and that it comes 
from wanting a life/career with meaning 
and purpose. I admire such wisdom from 
anyone, especially when they are much 
younger than I! Most would agree, I think, 
that living life with passion and a purpose 
can’t help but deliver better results.

I can see similar passion and purpose 
in many dairy producers – whether they 
are purebred breeders developing a richly-
bred Master Breeder herd, breeders 
that are creating great individuals for 
shows or genomic excellence, or those 
perfectionists driven to excel in herd 
management or making excellent forages 
– they all share those attributes of purpose 
in their lives. At the recent Genetics 
Workshop in Abbotsford, I was impressed 
by the wide age range of participants – 
many ‘seasoned’ breeders were there 
to listen and learn – it’s a very different 

breeding/marketing game today from 30-
40 years earlier. And while the younger 
keeners have never known a time without 
Facebook and Google, the older generation 
has had to accept, adapt and adjust to 
multiple technological shifts over their 
careers. And it continues. ‘Breeding a 
better herd’ has taken an Olympian effort 
for most – because it mattered to them! 
Sometimes it yields a stunning show-
winner, sometimes it’s a Master Breeder 
Shield at the end of the rainbow. The race 
is long and sometimes the luge jumps the 
track – but that’s just life.

There’s a common thread here I believe 
– whether an Olympian, an agribusiness or 
a dairy producer – when you have passion, 
drive, goals and a sense of purpose in your 
days, your journey matters. So to those 
in our industry who put down 100% – 
whether breeding, managing, supporting 
farms, or leading our dairy organizations at 
Branch, DHI or regional/national producer 
levels, here’s to YOU. Your dedication, 
drive and persistence matters – and it 
makes our world a better place. Sorry, I 
don’t have Gold Medals to hand out, but 
maybe I can score you some old red Team 
Canada mittens off eBay! 

This year’s Spring Show was dedicated 
to Tom and Laurie DeGroot of T&L 
Cattle. (L-R) Angela Hamming of 
the BC Holstein Branch presents a 
bouquet to Laurie and Tom DeGroot.

Thank you to all the 
agribusinesses for their 
sponsorship of the 
2018 BC Holstein  
Spring Show.

DIAMOND
Meadow Valley Meats

PLATINUM
Abbotsford Veterinary Clinic
Avenue Machinery
BC Farm & Ranch 
BMO
Chinook Dairy Service
Pacific Dairy Center
TD Bank
Westcoast Holsteins

GOLD 
Farm Credit Canada
HSBC
Scotiabank
WestGen

SILVER 
AR-PE Hooftrimming
Artex
CIBC
Denbow
Eagle Builders
Holstein Canada
Linterra
PrairieCoast Equipment
Ritchie Smith Feeds
Royal Bank
Select Sires Genervations
VJV Auctions

BRONZE 
Central Vet
Chilliwack Ford
Dual Kloot Construction
J&D Farmers Dairy Service
McClary Stockyards
Mertin GM
TNT Hay Sales
Trouw Nutrition
Vanderveen Hay Sales
Vedder Transport

What a show the 2018 BC Holstein Spring 
Show was. Congratulations to ALL of the 
exhibitors who participated in the show, 
the quality of cattle exhibited this year 
was amazing! We hope you all enjoyed 
participating in the show. We were thrilled 
to add the R&W Champions this year. Our 
Judge, Mike Berry, and his associate, Pete 
Hartzell, did a tremendous job sorting 
the cattle, well done! Congratulations to 
the winners. We ALL need to thank our 
amazing sponsors who put up a lot of 
money to make our BC Holstein Spring 
Show one of the highest paying prize 
money Holstein shows in North America. 
Without our sponsors support we could not 
offer this level of prize money.  
THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS. 

I also want to thank the organizing 
committee Matt Langelaan, Nicole Tuytel, 
Jason Prinse, Amanda Luymes, Jill 
Hoeppner, Andrea Vandenbrink, and Joan 
Wikkerink. These committee members 
put in a lot of time and work to make 
everything happen. I also want to thank 
the BC Holstein Princess, Faith Baars, for 
handing out the hardware. Thank you to 
Debbie Baars, Kristin Dahl, and John Blair 
for helping out at the clerking table during 
the show. Thanks to the Sumas 4-H club 
for keeping the ring clean. Thanks to Katie 
Moran and Joanna Barclay along with the 
Chilliwack 4-H club for their help setting 
up the awards banquet. We hope to see 
you all back next year!

Carl Barclay 
BC Holstein Spring Show Chairman
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BC Holstein 
Spring Show Results
Following are the top 5 
placings in each class:

Senior Calf (24)
1. WILL-TATTOO DEFIANT TRULY (B&O)
 Exhibitor: Adam & Lacey Van Exel & 

Will & Amy Iager
2. SLEDGESTAR JACOBY ALANNA
 Exhibitor: Rietveld Dairies Ltd.
3. WEDGWOOD LAMBTOM LORALIE
 Exhibitor: Stanhope-Wedgwood
4. LAVENDER SOLOMON PARADE
 Exhibitor: Lavender Farms
5. SKYCREST LUMINEER 

SMORGASBORD
 Exhibitor: Skycrest Holsteins

Summer Yearling (26)
1. KAROLSTEIN LILASTRUCK 

1STGRADE
 Exhibitor: Westcoast Holsteins
2. LUCKY MEIHAVEN AV ROSABEL (B&O)
 Exhibitor: Hamming Holsteins & 

Lucky Hill Dairy
3. ROBELLA AVALANCHE ATLANTA
 Exhibitor: Robella Holsteins
4. BLOSSOMDAIRY SOLOMON ROSE
 Exhibitor: Blossom Dairy
5. RIETBEN WB CALISTA
 Exhibitor: Rietveld Dairies Ltd.

Junior Yearling (19)
1. WEDGWOOD JACOBY TAHLIA (B&O)
 Exhibitor: Stanhope-Wedgwood
2. HAMMING SOLOMON CHERRY ON 

TOP
 Exhibitor: Hamming Holsteins
3. STARCREST SUNNYHOME SID 

MYRTLE
 Exhibitor: Sunnyhome Farms
4. BLOSSOMDAIRY DOORMAN 

PARADISE
 Exhibitor: Blossomdairy
5. ROBELLA BYWAY WHIPLASH
 Exhibitor: Robella Holsteins & 

RockyMountain Holsteins

Intermediate Yearling (12)
1. HAMMING SOLOMON DANICA (B&O) 
 Exhibitor: Hamming Holsteins
2. LAVENDER COREYS ROBELLA
 Exhibitor: Lavender Farms
3. SMITH-OAK AVLNCH ROSETTE
 Exhibitor: Westcoast Holsteins
4. SKYCREST SOLOMON SALMONELLA
 Exhibitor: Skycrest Holsteins
5. WEDGWOOD JACOBY TALISSA
 Exhibitor: Stanhope-Wedgwood

Senior Yearling (17)
1. MILKSOURCE GLDNDRM ASSET
 Exhibitor: Westcoast Holsteins
2. ALLEY DOORMAN MAPLE
 Exhibitor: Hamming Holsteins, 

Blossom Dairy & Carl Barclay
3. WEDGWOOD CG DORINDA
 Exhibitor: Podcrest Holsteins
4. WESTCOAST AVALANCHE LAMPTON
 Exhibitor: Westcoast Holsteins

2018 BC Spring Show Wet but WOW!
By Tars Cheema

It may have felt like an early spring just 
days before, but March 22 was a day of 
hard rain and cold temperatures – but even 
that wasn’t enough to dull the enthusiasm 
of the appreciative audience. With North 
America’s biggest prize pot of $120,000, 
exhibitors from across the Prairies and as 
far south as California would bring their 
finest Holsteins to Abbotsford to compete 
in one of the most outstanding displays 
of Holsteins anywhere! Judge Mike Berry 
of Albany, Oregon and Associate Mike 
Hartzell of Washington would steadily 
and methodically work their way through 
each class, settling on class winners that 

demonstrated a consistency characterized 
by exceptional udders, correct feet and 
legs and balance! It was clear that the 
biggest cows did not have the automatic 
advantage. With many classes over 20 
head, and with incredible quality from 
top to bottom, Berry had to draw on his 
considerable judging experience to sort 
out the extraordinary from the great.

At the end of a long, cold day, it would 
be four year old ROBELLA SANCHEZ 
MARABELLA, exhibited by Robella and 
Westcoast Holsteins who would take 
Senior, Grand Champion and Best Bred 
and Owned titles this day! Following 
her as Reserve Grand Champion, all 
the way from California, was GAMLAKE 

DESTRY SALLIE, exhibited by Samantha 
Gambonini. Westcoast also took the top 
Red prize with the class-winning five-
year old MS APPLES ALEDA RED, and 
Junior Champion with MILKSOURCE 
GLDNDRM ASSET. Other top awards were 
well-shared, with the top prize Junior Red 
going to RUANN D-B SHAR-60985, from 
Stephen & Patrick Maddox (California), 
and Reserve Junior Red going to Gary 
Booy and partners, showing DELTERRA 
SHEEZ AWESOME, (Delterra, Sunninghill 
& Hamming). Hamming Holsteins were 
also thrilled to win Junior Best Bred 
and Owned with HAMMING SOLOMON 
DANICA. Mosnang Holsteins of Alberta 
took the Intermediate Champion rosette 

with MOSNANG DEMEN CHEDDER, with 
her flawless mammary, extreme balance 
and dairy quality. In group competition, 
it would be Stanhope-Wedgwood winning 
the Junior Group of Three, and Wendon in 
the Senior Breeders Herd category.

Wrapping up the spectacular event 
was the evening banquet, where Premier 
Breeder and Exhibitor awards were 
presented, along with their $10,000 prize 
cheques. This year’s Premier Breeder 
was Stanhope-Wedgwood and Premier 
Exhibitor was Westcoast Holsteins. 
Congratulations to all who contributed 
to making this show a magnificent event 
with quality cattle that would rival most 
any show in North America!

5. WENDON BYWAY WINNY
 Exhibitor: Wendon Holsteins

Junior Group of Three (8)
1. Stanhope-Wedgwood
2. Hamming Holsteins
3. Blossomdairy
4. Wendon Holsteins
5. Lavender Farms

R&W Junior Champion
RUANN D-B SHAR-60985
Exhibitor: Stephen & Patrick Maddox

Reserve R&W Junior Champion
DELTERRA SHEEZ AWESOME
Exhibitor: Delterra, Sunninghill & 
Hamming

Junior Champion
MILKSOURCE GLDNDRM ASSET
Exhibitor: Westcoast Holsteins

Reserve Junior Champion
HAMMING SOLOMON DANICA
Exhibitor: Hamming Holsteins

HM Junior Champion
KAROLSTEIN LILASTRUCK 1STGRADE
Exhibitor: Westcoast Holsteins

Junior 2 Year Old (7)
1. ROBELLA SOLOMON ANDY
 Exhibitor: Westcoast Holsteins
2. RAYON D’OR LOTUS CAN BE PRETTY
 Exhibitor: Westcoast Holsteins
3. WEDGWOOD GD DEMY (B&O)
 Exhibitor: Stanhope-Wedgwood
4. PRINSE BLAKE DOUBLE DUTCH
 Exhibitor: Prinse Farms
5. PREMIERWEST LEVERAGE ASPEN P
 Exhibitor: Westcoast Holsteins

Senior 2 Year Old (21)
1. MORSAN DOORMAN MISSY 3362
 Exhibitor: Westcoast Holsteins, 

Benbie Holsteins & Partners
2. MOSNANG SNOWY CHRISTMAS
 Exhibitor: Mosnang Holsteins
3. SKYCREST WINDBROOK 

FANCYPANTS
 Exhibitor: Skycrest Holsteins
4. WESTCOAST DOORMAN CASH 3444
 Exhibitor: Westcoast Holsteins
5. SUNNYHOME INTEGRAL MARCIE
 Exhibitor: Benbie Holsteins, John 

Hylkema & Anthony Nienhuis

Junior 3 Year Old (11)
1. HEZ BO ATWOOD RUTH
 Exhibitor: T&L Cattle Ltd.
2. SKYCREST DADDY LONG LEGS 

(B&O)
 Skycrest Holsteins
3. WEDGWOOD CG NINA
 Exhibitor: Stanhope-Wedgwood
4. WEDGWOOD G C PARADISE
 Exhibitor: Stanhope-Wedgwood
5. RUANN DOORMAN JEAN-54712
 Exhibitor: Stephen & Patrick Maddox

Senior 3 Year Old (17)
1. MOSNANG DEMEN CHEDDER
 Exhibitor: Mosnang Holsteins

2. CRESTOMERE UNIX LINDOR
 Exhibitor: T&L Cattle Ltd.
3. WESTCOAST DEFIANT ADDISON
 Exhibitor: Westcoast Holsteins
4. LAZY-A GOLDCHIP EVA-3
 Exhibitor: Exels Holsteins
5. WESTCOAST ACTION REGINA
 Exhibitor: Westcoast Holsteins

Intermediate Champion
MOSNANG DEMEN CHEDDER
Exhibitor: Mosnang Holsteins

Reserve Intermediate Champion
CRESTOMERE UNIX LINDOR
Exhibitor: T&L Cattle Ltd.

HM Intermediate Champion
MORSAN DOORMAN MISSY 3362
Exhibitor: Westcoast Holsteins & Benbie 
Holsteins & Associates

4 Year Old (19)
1. ROBELLA SANCHEZ MARABELLA
 Exhibitor: Robella Holsteins & 

Westcoast Holsteins
2. AP GAMBO ATWOOD KENAN
 Exhibitor: A Bambonie, S&P Maddox, 

& G&M Schmidt
3. MORSAN MCCUTCHEN BEHAVE 1848
 Exhibitor: Stanhope Wedgwood 

Holdings Ltd.
4. WESTCOAST ABSOL RINA
 Exhibitor: Sunnyhome Farms
5. WEBB VIEW BUTTERBALLS 

MCCUTCHEN
 Exhibitor: Robella, Benbie, Lakefield 

& Blair Weeks

5 Year Old (9)
1. MS APPLES ALEDA RED
 Exhibitor: Westcoast Holsteins
2. MISS APPLE ARIA RED
 Exhibitor: Stephen & Patrick Maddox 

& Tyler Dickerhoof
3. BERNALTA DUDE DRESSY
 Exhibitor: Westcoast Holsteins
4. WENDON GOLDWYN RAINA
 Exhibitor: Wendon Holsteins
5. SKYCREST DEFIANT LAST CALL
 Exhibitor: Skycrest Holsteins

Mature Cow (9)
1. GAMLAKE DESTRY SALLIE (B&O)
 Exhibitor: Samantha Gambonini
2. WENDON DESTRY RAINY
 Exhibitor: Wendon Holsteins
3. MORNINGVIEW DESTRY LANI
 Exhibitor: Westcoast Holsteins
4. SYMA GOLD MARIE DECEMBER
 Exhibitor: Stanhope-Wedgwood
5. TOLAMIKA DUNDEE FANTA
 Exhibitor: Skycrest Holsteins & 

Chris DeWitt Jr.

Senior Breeders Herd (7)
1. Wendon Holsteins, AB
2. Westcoast Holsteins, BC
3. Mosnang Holsteins, AB
4. Hamming Holsteins, BC
5. Stanhope-Wedgwood, BC

Senior Champion
ROBELLA SANCHEZ MARABELLA
Exhibitor: Robella Holsteins & 
Westcoast Holsteins

Reserve Senior Champion
GAMLAKE DESTRY SALLIE
Exhibitor: Samantha Gambonini

HM Senior Champion
WENDON DESTRY RAINY
Exhibitor: Wendon Holsteins

Senior Best Bred & Owned
ROBELLA SANCHEZ MARABELLA
Exhibitor: Robella Holsteins & 
Westcoast Holsteins

Production Award Winner
MS APPLES ALEDA-RED-ET
Exhibitor: Westcoast Holsteins

Herdsmanship Award
1. Ruann Dairy - Patrick and 

Stephen Maddox
2. Skycrest Holsteins
3. Benbie Holsteins

Grand Champion R&W
MS APPLES ALEDA RED
Exhibitor: Westcoast Holsteins

Reserve Grand Champion R&W
MISS APPLE ARIA RED
Exhibitor: Stephen & Patrick Maddox & 
Tyler Dickerhoof

HM Champion R&W
WESTCOAST DEFIANT ADDISON
Exhibitor: Westcoast Holsteins

Grand Champion
ROBELLA SANCHEZ MARABELLA
Exhibitor: Robella Holsteins & 
Westcoast Holsteins

Reserve Grand Champion
GAMLAKE DESTRY SALLIE
Exhibitor: Samantha Gambonini

HM Grand Champion
WENDON DESTRY RAINY
Exhibitor: Wendon Holsteins

Premier Breeder of Junior Show
Stanhope-Wedgwood

Reserve Premier Breeder of 
Junior Show
Blossom Dairy Ltd.

Premier Exhibitor of Junior Show
Westcoast Holsteins

Reserve Premier Exhibitor of 
Junior Show
Stanhope-Wedgwood

Premier Breeder
Stanhope-Wedgwood

Reserve Premier Breeder
Westcoast Holsteins

Premier Exhibitor
Westcoast Holsteins

Reserve Premier Exhibitor
Stanhope-Wedgwood Holsteins 

Continued 
from page 5
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Brian Hamming 
9344 Hwy 97N, Vernon, BC V1H 1W9 
• Ph: 250-545-0865 Fax: 250-545-7565 
• Email: bandjhamming@shaw.ca
Vice President 
Matt Langelaan 
15200 Cambie Road, Richmond, BC V6V 1Z7 
• Ph: 604-278-8055 Fax: 604-278-8582 
• Email: mattlangelaan@gmail.com
BC Branch Secretary/Treasurer 
Joan Wikkerink 
847 Garnett Road, Cobble Hill, BC V0R 1L3 
• Ph: 250-743-8690 Fax: 250-743-8691 
• Email: bcbranch@telus.net
National Director 
Ben Cuthbert 
13750 Adshead Road, Ladysmith, BC V9G 1H6 
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• Email:b.cuthbert@telus.net
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9344 Hwy 97N, Vernon, BC V1H 1W9 
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• Email: bandjhamming@shaw.ca
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6905 68 Street, Delta, BC V4K 4E2 
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Matt Langelaan (R/D) 
15200 Cambie Road, Richmond, BC V6V 1Z7 
• Ph: 604-278-8055 Fax: 604-278-8582 
• Email: mattlangelaan@gmail.com
Nicole Tuytel (UFV) 
43651 South Sumas Road, 
Chilliwack, BC V2R 4L6 
• Ph: 604-858-3498 Fax: 604-858-3416 
• Email: nicoleparkinson@telus.net
Jason Prinse (UFV) 
50825 Chilliwack Central Road, 
Rosedale, BC V0X 1X2 
• Ph: 604-798-7364 
• Email: prinsefarms@hotmail.com
Andrea van den Brink (UFV) 
47623 McGuire Road, Chilliwack, BC V2R 4S2 
• Ph: 604-824-2399 Fax: 604-824-8099 
• Email: meadowbrink@xplornet.com
HOLSTEIN ASSOCIATION OF CANADA 
Box 610, Brantford, ON N3T 5R4 
Ph: 519-756-8300 Fax: 519-756-5878 
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VANCOUVER ISLAND HOLSTEIN CLUB 
President: 
Luke VanHuizen, Duncan 
Ph: 250-701-5305 
Secretary: 
Cindy Wikkerink, Cobble Hill 
Ph: 250-743-2430 Fax: 250-743-6822
RICHmOND-DELTA HOLSTEIN CLUB 
President: 
Alan Hessels, Delta 
Ph: 604-805-7563 Fax: 604-590-2437 
Secretary: 
Celine Hessels, Delta 
Ph: 604-760-4367 Fax: 604-590-2437
LOwER FRASER VALLEY HOLSTEIN CLUB 
President: 
Kevin Antonsen, Aldergrove 
Ph/ Fax: 604-856-6650 
Secretary: 
Carl Barclay, Maple Ridge 
Ph: 778-875-3709
CENTRAL FRASER VALLEY HOLSTEIN CLUB 
President: 
Jared DeJong, Matsqui 
Ph: 604-556-4767 
Secretary: 
Amanda Luymes, Abbotsford 
Ph: 778-549-0563
UPPER FRASER VALLEY HOLSTEIN CLUB 
President: 
Danielle Prinse, Chilliwack 
Ph: 604-845-8898 
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BC Branch News

Brian Hamming  |  President

President’s Report

Spring is taking its time to come this 
year in the Okanagan! For most farming 
families, it begins the busiest time of the 
year, cropping, showing, breeding the next 
show winner, and of course maintaining 
regular chores.

We started this year with our third 
Genetic Workshop. It was a great event 
getting to listen to talks from Greg 
Dietrich from Progenesis, Dave Eastman 
of Vogue Cattle, as well as Paul Meyer, 
Rich Vanderwal and Morgan Sangster. 

And it ended with an IVF panel with Jeff 
Kooyman, Rich Vanderwal, Greg Dietrich 
and Dave Eastman. It was great to bounce 
questions off them on their experience 
with IVF.

Angela Hamming and I have 
just had the opportunity to travel to 
Toronto to attend the Holstein Canada 
President’s Meeting, March 5-7. It was 
a great meeting to discuss how the herd 
assessments were going. They are happy 
by the new farms that have seen the value 
of using Holstein Canada services and 
have signed up again. We also stopped 
in at Browndale Farms. It always blows 
me away how Holstein breeders all over 
Canada are so welcoming. We got to see 
his new barn going up, with robots going 
in. His daughter and her husband were 
taking over the farm. We all share one 
passion – breeding, showing, marketing, 
and getting to milk some of the nicest 
cows in the world!

Next was our BC Spring Show. We 

increased the prize money again and 
included a Red and White Show. We again 
welcomed cows from all over western 
Canada and into the States. It was the 
biggest show that we have ever done – 
with over 230 entries, it was one of the 
highest quality shows that has ever been 
held in BC. We used Holstein Canada’s 
computer program to do all entries, figure 
out pay-out and all the Premier Breeder 
and Exhibitor points. I would like to thank 
Carl Barclay and his committee for again 
putting in countless hours organizing this 
world class event.

The BC Branch Golf Tournament is 
June 19th at the Meadowlands Golf and 
Country Club. The BC Holstein Branch 
Annual Picnic will be held July 17th, at 
Eagle Acres Dairy.

Be sure to keep checking our website 
regularly for updates, pictures, comments 
from past and recent events. Also click 
“Like” on our Facebook page. We want to 
hear from you!

National Director’s Report
Ben Cuthbert  |  National Director

After a three-year trial period, Holstein 
Canada will maintain field services in the 
Atlantic region and Western Canada on 
an ongoing basis, with funding for the 
project from HC. This service has shown 
itself to be an invaluable service to the 
regions as well as the association.

The “Compass” project (collaboration 

with CDN/HC/Zoetis) to develop a web-
based software tool for all dairy breeds, 
to assist herds in making decisions 
to achieve their herds’ genetic goals, 
is nearing completion. Without any 
unforeseen problems, the app is 
scheduled to be released in early June 
2018.

Since May 2017, the board has been 
in the process of reviewing genotesting 
from all sources, with reduction in pricing 
as the main goal. HC was successful, and 
has negotiated a new price for Genotyping 
that began February 1. The new price is 
$33 per sample, a significant reduction 
from previous price of $45 per sample. 
We are currently in negotiation to also get 
a reduction for medium and high density 
genotyping tests.

Importing of US cattle has new CFIA 

requirements as of February 1: All cattle 
must be tagged with the mandatory US 
approved 840 tag. Removal of the 840 tag 
will not be permitted. Any cattle imported 
without the 840 tag will cause problems 
with HC herdbook, cattle assessments, 
proAction and traceability requirements.

The annual National Holstein 
Convention and AGM are fast approaching. 
The National Sale will be held the evening 
of April 11 and the National Show April 
12 in Victoriaville. The farm tours are 
scheduled out of Quebec City April 13, 
with the AGM and Master Breeder Gala 
on April 14.

Hope to see many of you 
at any upcoming 
Holstein event!

BC Branch Princess Report
Faith Baars  |  BC Branch Princess

Hi everyone! It’s been a fascinating 
year so far, and there is still so much 
to come! The BC Spring Show was a 
great event and was such an amazing 
experience, as it was my first official event 
as the BC Holstein Princess. I had a great 
time, and based off of the last event, I’m 
even more excited for the next ones! It 
was a great experience and everyone did 
so well. The Spring Show has always been 

a big hit and it’s really quite amazing to 
see a show of this caliber this early in the 
year in our province, I know people really 
enjoy going to it! There is still so much 
for me to learn and experience as the 
Holstein Princess, but for now, this is one 
thing checked off of my list of amazing 
things to do. 

Great job everyone!

MARK YOUR CALENDAR
...and plan to join us at the BC Branch Annual Holstein 

Picnic on July 17th at Eagle Acres Dairy!
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(photo 1)

The Expert Panel: (L-R) Jeff Kooyman, Rich Vanderwal, Greg Dietrich, Dave Eastman.

(photo 5)

Dr. Rich Vanderwal of Abbotsford Vet 
Clinic explains the technical aspects 
of IVF mechanics and how the rate 
of genetic gain has accelerated 
coupled with genomic testing.

(photo 4)

Dave Eastman of Validity 
Genetic Testing talks about 
the tremendous, affordable 
opportunities that genomics and 
IVF have brought to the farm gate.

(photo 3)

Greg Dietrich of Progenesis 
describes Semex’s intensive 
genetic development program.

(photo 2)

Organizer Thomas Cuthbert 
welcomes the participants and 
presenters.

Photo Credit: Jerry Strandlund

By Tars Cheema
A sizable crowd was on hand in 

Abbotsford on February 22 to hear 
multiple high powered speakers 
discuss the latest approaches to 
building and marketing exceptional 
genetics.

Progenesis
Kicking off the morning was Greg 

Dietrich of Semex’s Progenesis, the 
new Genomic nucleus/multiplier herd 
development program which came 
to Canada by way of Spain in 2013. 
Originally pioneered by La Travesia 
(Spain), Semex had a major share in its 
establishment in Canada and took it over 
soon after its debut in 2013. With the 
genomic advantages available to all in 
the dairy industry, it became obvious that 
one must have a firm process to control 
all aspects of a genetics program in the 
increasingly competitive world of global 
AI. Everything from ET, semen production, 
pregnant recipients, calving, calf rearing 
and facilities are now completely 
controlled with extreme precision within 
Progenesis. The internal development 
of high genomic females allows specific 
diversification and the positioning for 
future competitiveness. Purchasing 12-
18 heifers annually from outside also 
ensures that they have ongoing diversity 
to ensure all their ‘eggs are not in one 
basket,’ as it were. Similarly, while most 
of their ETs are sired by their own extreme 
genomic young males, they will use 

Genomics and IVF - 
Revolutionizing Genetic Improvement
Genetics Marketing Workshop

outside sires to remain competitive with 
diversity and with other popular lines.

Character Dairy Genetics
The Dietrich family operates two farms 

about two hours north of Toronto, where 
they partner with Semex to manage this 
intense genetic program. Their farm name 
is Character, and while they only milk 
about 60 cows with one DeLaval VMS, 
they have many more cows at the second 
farm. This is an intense process where 
protocols and SOPs drive the activities 
down to the smallest details – with 
precision more indicative of a hospital 
than a dairy farm. They calve 80-100 
heifers per month, with a truckload of 
pregnant heifers arriving and a truckload 
of fresh recipients leaving weekly! These 
are isolated and scrupulously clean 
environments to prevent disease from 
interfering with the intense genetic gain 
in each new generation. In particular, 
everyone must be free of Neospora, 
leucosis and salmonella. To reduce risks 
to calves, 95% of heifers are induced to 
calve a week early, with most calvings 
planned to occur Monday to Thursday. 
While this causes more retained placentas 
to contend with, they have extraordinary 
success with healthy, live calves and 
that’s priority one! The calving zone 
is beyond clean – calves do not hit the 
ground - they are assisted into sanitized 
‘sleds’ which are whisked away to a calf 
processing (clean) room (boots must 
be changed between the calving and 
processing rooms) which is fully equipped 

with clean towels, blankets, blow-dryers, 
frozen, tested colostrum and all the 
necessary materials to tag, draw hair and 
identify each calf decisively! Every calf 
is genotyped to ensure parentage and 
genetic potential are known exactly. Full 
brothers can be worth $150 or $500,000 
depending on the result of their genomic 
profile! Every calf has its ADG tracked 
which averages 1.25kg/day over the first 
100 days currently.

Management by NASA?
Every single task is recorded for any staff 

to know exactly what treatment has been 
completed. Colostrum harvest is done with 
surgical precision! Every batch is tested, 
packed and pasteurized at 60 degrees C 
before freezing. Powdered colostrum is 
also used as needed. The entire herd is 
100% vaccine free to ensure no bull gets 
a career-ending titre. Colostrum is fed 
within the first 30-60 minutes by tube, to 
ensure exact consumption and hygiene. 
All apparatus is thoroughly sanitized. 
This rigid process has yielded 6.2 Total 
Serum Solids and greater than 92% 
success of passive transfer of antibodies. 
The calves are raised in one of four barns 
which consist of two ‘pods’ each. Every 
calf pod is completely isolated to prevent 
any cross-contamination. This entire calf 
raising zone is isolated, closed, fenced 
and locked. Calves essentially remain 
quarantined for the first 2-3 weeks of life. 
They are weaned gradually over several 
weeks and are off milk by 3.5 months. 
Their program, while seemingly OCD, has 

generated extraordinarily vigorous calves 
and mortality of less than 1%!

Calves that have been identified 
as having difficult births get special 
attention from that moment on. Calves 
can be examined for any broken or 
bruised ribs and pain control is used as 
needed to ensure calves do not struggle 
early on. Any calves that appear to stall 
even a little get IV treatment immediately. 
There is no sparing care and intervention 
when elite genetics are concerned. About 
55% of the calves are males, with only the 
very best getting a chance at becoming 
AI draft picks. With only the very best 
genomic females retained for Semex’s 
intensive breeding program, many high 
quality heifers are sold to other breeders.

Holstein Canada Online Services
Jeanette Van Der Linden and Morgan 

Sangster of Holstein Canada walked the 
participants through a live demonstration 
of how to use the online services at HAC. 
From registering online, to gathering 
benchmarking reports, there are many 
interesting and sophisticated elements 
to these programs. By using your web 
account, you can access everything 
HAC produces for your herd, such as 
all previous classification reports. Call 
Morgan Sangster to help you set up your 
web account if you need help. When 
registering online, there is an option to 
‘auto-name’ which essentially pulls the 
prefix and NLID tag together, saving 
you time in naming. Pictures can be 
uploaded optionally to become part of the 

1.25kg/day
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Abbotsford 
1160 Riverside Rd.  

604.853.2372 

Enderby  
704 Old Vernon Rd.  

250.838.0745 
www.jdfarmers.com 

It pays to make  
improvements! 

J&D has it all! 
Call today for all your  
cow comfort needs.  

 

STALLS, MATTRESSES,  
VENTILATION, WATERERS,  

RUBBER MATS & MORE 

permanent ID records of any calves. For 
calves that are parentage tested, you will 
receive a full genomic profile for that calf 
for no additional fee!
Some examples of Benchmark reports are:
- Activity Reports – registrations, sires, 

top PA or Genomic lists.
- Master Breeder Analysis – updated in 

October and January.
- Performance Reports – Genetic Trends: 

production, LPI, Pro$, Health/Fertility, 
Conformation.

Vogue Genetics and 
Validity Genetic Testing

Dave Eastman has long experience 
in genetics, having spent many years 
with Albert Cormier and Genervations, 
developing highly respected animals such 
as Champion, Windhammer and Lila Z. 
When Genervations was sold in 2014, 
Eastman started Validity Genetic Testing 
and with O’Connors and Maplewood, they 
formed Vogue Genetics. He spoke of a 
number of opportunities in the fast-paced 
global genomics marketplace:
• Genomic testing confirms parentage 

which is more important than ever.
• Individual traits vary greatly within a 

herd – identify your goals and market 
accordingly.

• Have a clear vision of where you’re 
going – don’t waste your money.

• Identify niche market opportunities, 
and use IVF or sexed semen, if 
warranted, for example.

• Decide on your goals and what the 
outcome will look like.
Eastman identified high genomics, 

high type, polled, and A2A2 as all having 
merit for their brand. He also recognized 
that the Genomic Evaluations vary by 
country, recommending that you target 
your animals to the country where their 
profiles are most advantageous. As the 
dairy marketplace continues to evolve, 
you must have genetics that are relevant 
and even ‘ahead of the curve.’ With 
negative consumer attitudes towards 
dehorning becoming more pronounced, 
he is convinced of the timeliness of 
polled genetics to take a stronger place 
in everyone’s breeding programs. This 
is made possible by genomics helping 
to integrate the polled gene into a more 
competitive GLPI breeding package which 
was historically difficult. There are other 
advantages to polled genes in eliminating 
unpleasant labour, pain and drug use in 
calves, and it’s a natural form, as opposed 
to gene-editing, which consumers may 
still reject. Regarding the A2 beta casein 
variant, he pointed to the success in 
other countries and the massive lift 
given it by the investment of Fonterra 
in purchasing the A2 Milk Company. A2 
milk is likely going to gain consumer 
attention in Canada as the word spreads 
of its potential benefits. Is Canada ready 
to provide this milk? It takes some years 
to breed the A1 out of your herd, so early 

testing puts you in a better position to 
take advantage of market opportunities. 
Eastman continues to enjoy the social 
interaction and competitiveness of 
showing great cows. He emphasized the 
need for a positive interface with the 
public, engaging in dialogue that builds 
their trust and support. Their 2017 Royal 
Winter Fair Herdsman Award is testament 
to their attention to detail in public.

Western Canadian Breeders Club
Paul Meyer of WestGen introduced 

the Western Canadian Breeders Club – 
an initiative aimed at helping provide a 
shared platform for like-minded breeders 
across the west to connect and capitalize 
on marketing opportunities through 
enhanced exposure and better access to 
international markets. WestGen is well-
positioned to provide expertise in creating 
exportable ETs, connecting buyers with 
sellers and facilitating the transaction 
and exportation. They are even prepared 
to assist in helping breeders setup a farm 
website if not already established. For 
full costs and further details, go to the 
WestGen website, click on the community 
tab, then select the breeder-showcase 
option. Capturing the added value of your 
herd’s deep genetic value is difficult on 
your own – but the Breeders Club offers a 
low risk, low cost way to get connected to 
skills and markets – check it out!

Dr. Rich Vanderwal of Cedarwal Farms 
and Abbotsford Veterinary Clinic gave a 
detailed presentation into the mechanics 
of IVF and how the technology can be 
used to shorten the generation interval 
and speed up rates of genetic progress. 
BCHN will do a more in-depth look at the 
technology and mechanics of IVF in the 
next issue.

The Expert Panel Discussion
After lunch, the audience had time 

to pose questions to the four-member 
panel of experts – Dr. Rich Vanderwal, 
Greg Dietrich, Dave Eastman and Jeff 
Kooyman of Westcoast Holsteins.

1. What are your criteria for cows that 
warrant IVF?

 Eastman – There are tremendous 
genetics with so much information 
available, cheaper than ever! 
Benchmark genetic value using online 
sales data bases. It’s too slow to breed 
up, just buy great cows!

 Dietrich – Total genomic testing since 
2008. Select donors based on their 
numbers and do the math – don’t get 
caught on favourites! Can’t wait for 
multi-generation Excellents – genomic 
turnover is too fast for that.

 Vanderwal – Choose healthy females 
with a good track record of ET. Don’t 
fudge on your criteria – start high! IVF 
can offer greater repro flexibility – two 
week repeat harvest. Still, older show 
cows can be fun to include.

 Kooyman – Started a new strategy five 
years ago, IVF’ing the highest genomic 
heifers and high conformation/show 
cows, especially great for pregnant 
cows. Have a mini-partnership with 
Semex, owning very high females.

2. When do you decide you have enough 
ETs and stop IVF?

 Dietrich – Use a flow chart to help your 
decision – rank the females according 
to most important for market and then 
stop IVF accordingly, considering each 
harvest.

3. Does age of donor impact robustness 
of IVF calves?

 Vanderwal – Calf viability is linked 
more to gestation than donor age.

 Dietrich – we have seen no trend on 
calves when considering donor age.

4. How long should you IVF before getting 
heifers pregnant to calve?

 Dietrich – Usually breed at 17-19 
months, but some 24-26 month old 
donors are not pregnant. Many will 
have calves born before they are bred 
to calve.

 Eastman – We will start and stop 
donors depending on access to semen 
from critical bulls, so it’s outcome-
dependent.

 Vanderwal - Avoid allowing heifers 
to get fat especially around 14-20 
months age since that will slow their 
fertility.

5. Tell us about your use of sexed semen.

 Eastman – We use conventional as we 
want both heifers and bulls. We use 
cocktails to improve fertility and we 
use sexed when we intend to sell ETs.

 Dietrich – We use conventional since 
bulls are important to our program 
(55% bulls at Progenesis). Use sexed 
semen to produce ETs for sale. Sexed 
semen fertility is greatly improved.

 Vanderwal – Sexed semen is the best 
for donors with no AI market potential. 
Some top bulls are only available in 
sexed option early on, to control the 
possibility of competitors making the 
first sons.

 Kooyman – we use both sexed and 
conventional, depending on the donor.

6. What are your results implanting fresh 

and frozen IVF ETs?

 Dietrich – The best quality ETs are 
frozen, so their success rate is generally 
better, around 50-60% conception. 
Fresh implants are a little lower.

 Eastman – Frozen IVF conception 
is great today. Foreign markets 
haven’t caught up and are missing an 
opportunity. We need to promote IVF 
success to these international markets.

 Vanderwal – Can achieve 50% 
conception with the very best frozen 
IVF ETs. Fresh oocytes are at risk being 
transported, so absolute diligence 
required!

 Kooyman – By monitoring natural 
heats seven days a week, we’ve been 
able to bring conception rates up to 
50%.

7. How hard do you lean on a bull’s GPA 
vs PA?

 Eastman – We want to focus on the 
outliers, so we genomic test everything, 
including the calves that die, to gain 
the most information.

 Dietrich – We look for gene markers 
that might give us a high genomic 
individual, an outlier. 

 Kooyman – After experiencing 
disappointing results with biopsied 
ETs, we discontinued that and let 
Semex pick the highest genomic sires 
for making their heifers.

8. Are you convinced of genomic 
outcomes? How often are you 
disappointed?

 Dietrich – the breed has progressed so 
much, we see very few disappointments.

 Eastman – Absolutely there are 
disappointments, but they’re still all 
good useable animals.

 Vanderwal – We’ve never had so much 
information available. It’s reliable DNA 
data. Risk tolerance among producers 
will vary. The industry is accepting 
scientific backed evidence.

 Kooyman – We believe in genomics, 
especially on the conformation side.

There was good agreement that the 
technology is sound and that both IVF 
and genomic advances will create faster 
genetic progress. It was not difficult to see 
a time when producers will have access to 
very affordable, superior ETs that would 
make conventional AI breeding programs 
less desirable. We are witnessing the 
revolution within our breeding industry, 
seeing the benefits and opportunities that 
these advanced technologies are able to 
deliver. There will be no looking back.

We applaud Thomas Cuthbert and his 
BC Branch committee for assembling the 
program and experts, giving everyone a 
good look at the current state and future 
possibilities in our genetics industry and 
what it means to producers. 



Little Things, Consistency Lead to Quality Milk
For most dairies, the little things – not one single issue – cause a high somatic cell count (SCC) or a high clinical mastitis level. 
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“For most dairies, the little things – not one 
single issue – cause a high somatic cell count 
(SCC) or a high clinical mastitis level,” said David 
Reid, Rocky Ridge Dairy Consultation LLC, 
Hazel Green, Wis. Reid addressed “Practices 
that Enhance Udder Health” for attendees at 
this year’s National Mastitis Council (NMC) 
Annual Meeting. 
Reid claimed “owner’s attitude” as the key 
factor for achieving excellent udder health and 
consequently producing quality milk. “Attitude 
is much easier on small dairies where the owner 
provides most of the labor,” said Reid. “In larger 
operations, the milk quality attitude must move 
through the organization by reinforcing the 
commitment to milk quality on an almost daily 
basis.”
To produce high quality milk, large dairies often 
monitor various key performance indicators 
(KPI). “For the information to be helpful, the goal 
is to share KPIs today,” said Reid.

Training fosters excellence
“High quality milk production is best maintained 
when excellent training programs are in place 
for employees and employees are coached 
on a regular basis,” said Reid. “Employees 
must understand the ‘why’ behind the 
recommendations and protocols.”
Besides attitude, Reid credited Dairy Herd 
Improvement (DHI) services that monitor 
individual cows’ SCC. Herd managers use the 
data to determine the new infection rate, cure 
rate and level of chronic cows in the herd, and 
to evaluate the dry cow program’s effectiveness 
and to identify problem cows.
“Most herds also use cowside testing, such as 
the California Mastitis Test (CMT), to identify 
problem quarters for bacterial culture and 
possible treatment,” said Reid. Establishing a 
fresh cow protocol with a CMT paddle allows 

early intervention for culture and treatment 
assessment options.

Culture clinical mastitis
Many award-winning dairies culture clinical 
cases of mastitis. The dairy managers know 
what bacteria are causing mastitis in their 
herds. For mild and moderate mastitis, many 
managers delay treatment until preliminary 
culture results are available. 
Additionally, many quality milk herds routinely 
run bulk tank cultures. “Quantitative bulk tank 
cultures assess the presence of contagious 
bacteria,” said Reid. “In many well-managed 
herds, culture results provide a very good 
indication regarding the sanitation of teats 
when milking units are attached.” 
Dairies that produce high quality milk typically 
have written milking protocols. 

Put details in protocols
Reid said it’s important for protocols to be 
specific. “It’s not enough to tell employees 
to forestrip cows. The protocol must define 
which teats are stripped first, the number of 
streams of milk taken from each teat and that 
careful observation of the milk must be made to 
determine any abnormal milk.” 
Udder drying is also a very important aspect of 
udder prep. Use dry cloth towels in a circular 
motion on teats, followed by flipping the towel 
and aggressively pinching each teat end. Some 
dairies use paper towels, which work well when 
used in a similar manner. However, extra towels 
may be necessary for some cows. 
Reid said to keep in mind that maximum 
oxytocin letdown requires 10 to 12 seconds 
of actual teat contact time.  Teat contact time 
includes stripping, rubbing and drying teats.  
Attach milking units 90 to 150 seconds after 
teats are first touched during udder prep.

Parlor sanitation protocols
Protocols must also be very specific for 
maintaining proper parlor sanitation. Remove 
contaminated bedding under cows and scrape 
barns on a regular basis. In milking parlors, 
specify how often the deck should be washed or 
scraped, how often units should be washed and 
how often entry and return alleyways should 
be cleaned.  The washing processes must 
completely define where hoses are stored and 
the process of properly cleaning the deck and 
units, without impacting cow movement into the 
parlor or creating teat or udder contamination.  

Milk quality is never an accident. 
Herds with low SCC and low 
clinical mastitis levels pay 
attention to details and do many 
little things right on most days.
Reid added that “thinking clean” by all milk 
harvest technicians is important to maximize 
milk quality. “This means clean gloves, clean 
milking equipment, clean platforms, clean 
cows and visibly clean teats when units are 
attached.” Protocols should also include proper 
cow handling – from barn to parlor and parlor 
to barn. 
“Milk quality is never an accident,” Reid 
concluded.  “Herds with low SCC and low 
clinical mastitis levels pay attention to details 
and do many little things right on most days. 
Consistency is a key factor to maximizing 
milk quality. Practice consistent udder 
preparation and consistent cow movement and 
stockmanship protocols that result in relatively 
clean, relaxed cows in the milking parlor and 
barn. Strive to milk clean, dry, stimulated teats.”

Reprinted with permission of National Mastitis Council, 
March 2018 Newsletter

2017 MANAGEMENT CENTRE: BRITISH COLUMBIA DHI HERDS (Based on 2017 Herd Averages)

MANAGEMENT CENTRE PERCENTILES

90 TH     80  TH    70  TH    60 TH   50 TH     40 TH     30  TH      20  TH    10  TH

Milk Value: Holstein  
Average of Current 305 Day Lactations*         $8,555  $8,240  $8,046  $7,848  $7,589  $7,352  $7,082  $6,746  $6,349

Milk Value: Non-Holstein 
Average of Current 305 Day Lactations*       $7,570  $7,295  $7,074  $6,641  $6,405  $5,988  $5,784  $5,433  $4,623

Udder Health  
Herd Average Linear Score                1.7     1.9     2.0     2.2     2.3     2.4     2.6     2.7     2.9

Age at First Calving    
First Lactation (months)        23.7    24.1    24.5    24.9    25.3    25.8    26.2    27.2    28.6

Calving Interval 
Herd Average (months)               13.0    13.3    13.4    13.6    13.8    14.0    14.2    14.5    15.3

Longevity  
Annual Herd 3rd+Lactations                   45.2%   41.5%   38.9%   37.2%   34.9%   33.3%   31.5%   29.4%   25.6%

Herd Efficiency 
Average Herd in Milk            90.1%   89.1%   88.5%   87.9%   87.4%   86.9%   86.0%   85.0%   82.9%

*Value after deductions/transportation. HOW PERCENTILES WORK: If all herds/animals were arranged in order from lowest to highest, the 75th percentile would be the value of the 

herd that is better than 75% of all the other herds. The 99th percentile value is that which is better than 99% of all the other herds.

http://www.canwestdhi.com
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By Tars Cheema

MMP Chairman Holger Schwichtenberg 
spoke firmly on the ongoing issue 
of responsible, sustainable manure 
management, specifically as it relates 
to appropriate spreading times. With the 
situation involving the elevated nitrate 
levels in the Hullcar Aquifer in the North 
Okanagan, it has heightened government 
expectations of regulations to manage farm 
waste and the potential for unintended 
contamination of groundwater. “Some 
producers are still spreading wrongly, 
creating issues with government and 
public trust,” he said, referring to an 
incident of manure spreading on snow-
covered land recently. “These situations 
create a big PR mess and upset lots of 
stakeholders.” The end result could be 
the firmer regulation (or heavy control) of 
manure management, as exists in other 
jurisdictions. An all-out ban on manure 
spreading from October 1 to March 31 is 
proposed, but could possibly be handled 
through more individualized plans which 
differ by farm. BCDA President Dave 
Taylor echoed similar sentiments. “I want 
to be really clear, credibility is everything, 
we must all do our part; we can’t ask 
to have input when we won’t do what’s 
appropriate – we lose our credibility! We 
must advocate for good science and for 
good regulations.”

Reg Ens of BCAC indicated that only 
122 dairy farms are up-to-date with their 
Environmental Farm Plan, and reminded 
the audience of the need to renew every 
five years. Having your EFP certification 
speaks to our credibility as conscientious 
stewards of our land.

Ken Ashley of BCIT presented a 
fascinating look into Phosphorus. 
Phosphorus never exists in a gaseous 
state, and is one of five critical 
constituents of DNA. ATP (the P being 
phosphate) is the energy currency in our 
cells and is critical for life. Most of the 
Phosphorus in our bodies, though, is in 
our bones. While we excrete about three 
or four grams daily in our urine, hogs 
excrete 15 times that! This is crucial, as 
excess levels of phosphorus can become 
the destroyer of life, particularly in water 
pollution. We will present a more in-depth 

There has been a lot written recently 
on the topic of A2 Milk. What more to add 
then? Well, it certainly turned a few heads 
when the New Zealand-based multi-
National, Fonterra, recently announced 
a new strategic alliance with the A2 Milk 
Company brand.

One presumes that Fonterra will now 
begin conversations with its farmers to 
source A2 milk in New Zealand, to help 
meet the growing demand for A2 milk 
products. Australia is expected to be 
next. No doubt, the conversations will 
already be taking place with processors in 
Canada too.

It is not hard to imagine that some 
value-add opportunities will be created for 
farmers in BC who have been prudent in 
selecting early for A2 genetics too. Herds 
with 100% A2 cows will soon be a reality 
– if there aren’t already some now.

A quick review of beta casein genetics 
first: Beta casein is a protein made up 
of a chain of 224 amino acids that is 
responsible for around 30% of all milk 

By Paul Meyer, Sales & Marketing Manager, WestGen

Observations From the Field

Is A2 Milk about to go Mainstream?
proteins. There are two main versions of 
beta casein: A1 and A2, and although the 
A1 version has only one amino acid that is 
different from the A2 version, the digestion 
of dairy products from A1 and A2 beta 
casein proteins does differ. With the two 
variants A1 and A2, it means that cows 
can either be A1A1, or A1A2, or A2A2. 
Interestingly, and an important distinction 
from many other single gene traits like 
coat colour or polled genetics, neither 
variant dominates over the other. Cows 
that are A1A2 produce a combination of 
A1 and A2 beta-casein. When we say cows 
are A2, it means that they carry double 
copies of the A2 variant and thus produce 
no A1 beta-casein in their milk. A cow that 
is A1A2, on the other hand, has copies of 
both alleles and has an equal chance of 
passing on the A1 or A2 variant to her calf. 
Mating her to a bull that is A2A2 would 
produce an A2A2 calf 50% of the time 
and A1A2 the other 50%.

According to genomic test results 
on 6000 Holsteins sires in the CDN 

(Canadian Dairy Network) database, 
approximately 35% of Holstein sires are 
homozygous for the A2 variant; half have 
an A1A2 genotype while the remaining 
16% of sires are homozygous for the A1 
variant. Jersey, Brown Swiss and Guernsey 
breeds all enjoy a higher frequency of the 
A2A2 genotype but increasing selection 
for the A2 allele in the Holstein breed is 
quickly reducing the gap.

As producers, you might think it a long 
shot that individual farms might gain a 
premium for guaranteeing provision of 
100% A2 milk, or that it would be too 
difficult to get there, but in the era of 
genomic testing, this would be the wrong 
conclusion to draw. It is not difficult to 
imagine herd owners who have selected 
for the trait to have 50% A2A2 cows now 
and taking steps to get to 100%. After 
all, a simple genomic test confirms which 
ones have it. Purchasing cows tested to 
be A2A2 is thus pretty straight forward. 
Offering a premium for such cows would 
enable individual farms to assemble a 

complete herd of A2A2 with relative ease. 
Determining how much of a premium can 
be gained in the dairy case for A2A2 milk 
will drive the process. Perhaps an equally 
important consideration: what will be 
the impact on the image and pricing of 
regular milk?

While the science on the benefits of A2 
milk is still not so clear cut, what is clear 
is that the marketability of the A2 brand is 
quickly growing among consumers, and it 
in turn is influencing breeding decisions 
on farms. A growing number of producers 
have not simply given preference to 
A2A2 sires, but more and more are 
making it an exclusive decision. A2 milk 
has moved beyond simply being the next 
thing – Fonterra’s alliance will take A2 milk 
mainstream to a point that A2 milk can 
no longer be passed off as simply a fad. 
So, if you haven’t looked into A2 breeding 
options, ask your genetic advisor for a 
list of the A2 sires that can get your herd 
conversion started. Ultimately, only you can 
decide if it makes sense for your farm. 

MMP Chairman, 
Holger Schwichtenberg

Mainland Milk Producers AGM Highlights

look at Phosphorus in our next issue.
Wendy Bennett of AgSafe presented 

some interesting statistics about farm 
injuries. There were 52 separate injuries 
in the previous year which resulted in at 
least a day off, and involved a doctor. 
2,981 work days were lost due to these 
52 injuries with cows being implicated in 
15. 14 injuries happened to those aged 
15-24 and a further 13 injuries happened 
to workers in the 25-34 age bracket. She 
emphasized the need to recognize risks 
and to develop preventative measures. 
If an injury does happen, then a ‘return 
to work’ plan should be developed. First 
known as FARSHA, AgSafe is funded 
through WCB premiums.

Emily McNair from the BC Climate 
Action Initiative highlighted the work being 
done to understand climatic changes, the 
consequences to local regions and what 
can be done. The key is to understand 
what the risks are, then strategies can be 

developed and actions taken to minimize 
the consequences. In the Fraser Valley, 
she identified the freshet flood risk in 
winter due to extreme rain events. In this 
case, land without crop coverage is at 
risk, and the flooding must be controlled 
with better drainage systems. Summers 
appear to be showing a trend toward 
prolonged periods of drought, which 
present different challenges. Adaptation 
is the key – understanding the risks 
unique to your region, and developing 
strategies which, in the coastal example, 
is flood/drainage management in winter, 
drought/fire management in the summer.

Dave Taylor of the BCDA reminded 
producers that proAction is now 
mandatory. Non-compliance could result 
in the Milk Board suspending a producer’s 
license. The Traceability module was 
rolled-out in September 2017 and 
requires that dead-stock also be tagged 
prior to removal from the farm. Prior to 
on-farm validations, producers must 
have an ‘animal care assessment.’ Next 
up is the Biosecurity module, coming in 
September 2019. Taylor emphasized that 
validators can’t be conducting training on 
farm – the training responsibilities rest 
with the BCDA staff and he encouraged 
producers to enlist their help as needed.

Trevor Hargreaves of BCDA explained 
the origins of DIREC (Dairy Industry 
Research and Education Committee). 
Originally a provincially operated research 
body on behalf of dairy producers, it 
transitioned to the South Coastal Dairy 
Education Association, before becoming 
DIREC, operated as a sub-committee 
of BCDA. This fund seeks to allocate 
$100,000 of new monies into research 
and education annually, with some 
projects using DIREC as a gateway fund 
to leverage support from other bodies.

David Janssens, DFC rep from BCDA, 
gave an update on the issues seen at DFC, 
including the still-ongoing international 
trade talks and decisions. He explained 
that the revisions to the Canada Food 
Guide are proceeding without involving 
industry input. The suspicion is that 
there is a bias away from animal food 
sources in the guide. Product labeling is 
also being targeted for sugar, salt and fat 
content. There are also plans to control 

the marketing to children. While Ontario 
is experiencing growth in processing 
capacity, some small processors on the 
east coast are closing. Quebec remains 
a much different dairy landscape – there 
are 1300 producers with less than 40 
kg quota and they have many small 
processors, leading to much different 
issues as a result. Janssens will be 
stepping down from his role at DFC in 
July 2018 after five years.

The Vice-chair of MMPA, Theo Stoker, 
made a presentation about the Western 
Canadian Classic Junior Dairy Show, 
which is to be held in BC this August 
21-25.

Ann-Marieke Smid, a Ph. D. student 
in Animal Welfare at UBC explained 
research into the preference of dairy cows 
for outdoor access. Please see page 22 
for the full story. The ultimate goal is 
to improve the lives of animals through 
research, such as showing how increasing 
outdoor access for cows can be made 
more feasible.

Ben Janzen of the BCMMB identified 
some key factors that impact the issuing 
of quota:
1. CDC is currently experiencing some 

growth
2. CQ monthly adjustments – provincial 

allocations
3. WMP – as relates to BC production
4. Producer vs provincial credits which 

remain available
5. Seasonality – by issuing about 4% 

additional quota in August 2017, 
the traditional fall slump in milk was 
avoided – production in December 
2017 was a historic high.
National production limits have been 

suspended until August 2018, so there 
will be no over-quota penalties until then. 
At this time, production roughly equals 
processor capacity, but slight disruptions 
can cause difficulties in getting all milk 
through the plants. With the growth 
in Class 7 popularity, the result is a 
weakened blend price. More class 7 
product is being incorporated into various 
drinks and products, creating some 
challenges in fluid billing. A national 
centralized system is being developed 
to create a single program for all buyers, 
streamlining the billing process. 
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extraordinarily hard, be bold, take risks, and know how 
to find an extra buck anywhere it may be hiding – every 
little bit helped you get ahead just a bit more – another 
few cows, another piece of equipment, a few more acres. 
The tenacious and ambitious would thrive in this land of 
opportunity. Adriana, pregnant with Casey, would have 
John in his highchair in the field while digging potatoes 
in the fall of 1950. That’s just the way it was. Casey 
arrived in January 1951 and they would begin their 
farming adventure soon after, with a few cows on 80 
acres rented in Pitt Meadows.

QC would take on different jobs, earning money 

wherever he could. The near-new Ford one ton truck 
would get the work-out of its life! Starting with hauling 
cull potatoes, he would re-sort them, selling the best 
ones to neighbours and friends, and feed the real culls 
to the cows. This was also the beginning of his cattle 
hauling/dealing career! QC’s side-pursuits were many 
and varied. He would do morning milking for a neighbor, 
with a habit of being ‘a little late starting.’ He became a 
milk hauler for a time, relieving injured neighbor Cornie 
Sluis, and driving for contract hauler McKim. In these 
days, the milk was picked up in 100lb cans! Another 
neighbor had him hauling manure with a team of horses, 
and when the dike was being built around Pitt Polder, he 
got a job running tip carts on the tracks, pulled by horses 
he bought for the job. But it wasn’t always a gravy train 
on those tracks. The rough 30-acre farm they bought in 
1952 on Fenton Road had no electricity for a time, but 
it was theirs, and they began keeping more cows, calves, 
pigs and horses.

Dealing and Dairying
Adriana wasn’t as fond of horses as QC – she had been 

dragged around when trying to break a horse at harvest 
time once. Her resulting insistence that they would farm 
only with tractors sent QC out to find a used one. But a 
chance encounter with a bank manager would convince 
QC to buy new, though he had ‘not a nickel!’ Simply by 
showing the manager $400 (borrowed from his brother-
in-law), he secured the entire $1550 for the tractor and 
a one bottom plow. Though the bank was paid off in a 
year, his brother-in-law had to wait a little longer…

With the purchase of a neighbour’s five cows, they 
would start shipping milk in 1954 to the FVMPA, milked 
mostly by Adriana’s determined hands. “My wife was 
a tomboy, she loved to work!” QC declares with pride. 
And work she did…Adriana would hand-milk these cows 
morning and night, and many years later, continue in 
the parlour, retiring only when she turned 65! They had 
an 18-stanchion barn then, and milk was cooled by 
placing cans in a water-filled pit. As the herd grew, it 
became necessary to automate with the popular-at-that-
time Surge bucket milkers that hung from a strap around 
the cow’s middle. John adds, “I don’t think we could 
have had a dairy farm if not for Mom – she made sure 

the cows were always milked, and all calving cows were 
looked after day and night!” They milked some Guernsey 
cows early on, but the apparent high fat milk wouldn’t 
agree with young John, establishing Adriana’s disdain for 
coloured cows from that time on!

Using his Ford truck, QC would earn $2.50 to haul 
a cow to auction. Though he spoke little English, he 
was fluent in German, so bought and sold cows for 
his German neighbour. At one point, he had to take a 
Farmall gas tractor as payment for cows he had supplied 
to this neighbour. Cow dealing suited QC; he discovered 
a knack for buying cows that he could later re-sell for 

a profit. Any extra cows that he couldn’t resell went to 
Swift Meats – at a loss, though he always made a net 
profit on his overall purchases. Occasionally, he would 
get a cow butchered, selling the meat around the Dutch 
community successfully, because he was patient for 
payment during tough times. QC would spend much of 
his time at McClary’s in Vancouver, often staying later 
than the other farmers, bidding up the cull cows which 
the packing plants would hope to buy cheap with fewer 
bidders. A great friendship developed with Art and Marj 
McClary, whom QC saw as having great integrity.

Perhaps it may seem surprising, but QC had an 
interest in better cattle too, purchasing some purebreds 
in the late ‘50’s, which launched their Donprins herd. 
Soon, they enjoyed showing some cows and heifers at 
the Haney Fair. Once, he bought a large (old) open heifer 
at the beef sale, settled her with a feedlot bull and when 
she calved in big with a great udder, he proceeded to 
show her to a first place finish at Haney!

Along the way, he would also become lifelong friends 
with Ian Paton Sr. as they forged a symbiotic relationship; 
a cagey bidder with a smooth auctioneer. Though Ian 
started his auctioneering career with McClary’s, his 
biggest impact came through Paton and Smith Farm 
Services. Ian would occasionally delay the start of a sale 
until QC arrived, because he knew QC would help get 
bids rolling, ensuring the fairest prices for the sellers. 
QC saw it as a ‘civic duty’ to bid and buy cattle from 
his fellow dairymen to ensure good prices. When Kevin 
Smith dispersed his herd in Milner, “Paton couldn’t even 
get $300 for this calf! So I bought her and she became 
a good cow for Jack,” asserts QC.

As some of us can imagine, it was an on-going 
challenge for Adriana to cope with QC’s enthusiastic 
auction action! She dropped in to McClary’s once to do 
an audit for herself. Sitting beside QC, she thought she 
could intervene and limit his purchases to the two or 
three head that he had admitted to buying. But QC was a 
seasoned veteran of the stands, so with one arm around 
her shoulders, he coyly continued bidding and buying 
behind her back. What may have seemed funny at the 
time soon turned frigid when she discovered 14 cows 
had been bought! Spring thaw did not arrive for some 
time after this deft deception!

QC van Dongen has been a most 
colourful character in our industry. And 
it’s often ‘characters’ that make the most 
fun stories to share! Gary and I spent an 
afternoon at 95-year old QC’s bedside, 
with eldest son John gently providing some 
prompts, as we listened intently to his 
quiet voice unearthing fossilized memories, 
compressed under decades of full-on living!

By Tars Cheema

Against All Odds?
Looking back at a life of nearly 96 years, would we 

ever think QC’s odds of making it weren’t great early on? 
He describes his grandmother as a ‘strong’ woman who 
lost her first six children, before raising 13 successfully. 
Her last child was QC’s mother. Born in North Brabant, 
Holland in April 1922, QC was the oldest of eight children, 
with his only brother being the youngest. “I got started 
on the wrong foot, I looked like my mother’s family…it 
messed me up,” explains QC with a twinge of long-buried 
sadness. His difficult father didn’t like that, and it would 
taint how he treated QC. We’ve heard that kids had to 
grow up quickly in the old days, and that was certainly 
the case for 15-year old QC and the others when their 
mother tragically died of cancer at 42. Though his father 
remarried soon after, QC would only say, “It was hard.”

QC was an avid horse guy in his early years and 
perhaps this was a defining element leading to his 
eventual marriage to Adriana Prinse from a nearby 
village. The story goes that he was riding his horse in a 
town parade and Adriana was playfully throwing pebbles 
at his horse, while teasing him with, “Hey, little guy, 
where are you going with that big horse?” Always one to 
enjoy a little fun and teasing himself, QC took the bait 
and they married in early 1949. It was common practice 
in the old days to give wedding gifts of livestock to help 
newlyweds generate income. The pregnant sow that QC 
and Adriana received as their wedding present killed her 
piglets, which was devastating for their budget (wasn’t so 
great for the piglets either…..). Adriana’s suggestion to 
consider a life in Canada eventually lead them to take a 
slow boat to Halifax in May! After many days on the train 
from Halifax to Richmond, they would arrive with $219 
in their possession, anxious to be met by the familiar 
faces of QC’s sister Anne and husband, Wim Zylmans. 
This was quite a year – capped off with the birth of John, 
in December, the first of six boys and one daughter!

Let the Wheeling and Dealing begin!
There’s no question, back in the early days of BC’s 

expanding post-war dairy era, the immigrants had to work 

QC – The Life and Times of a 
Legendary Wheeler Dealer!!

Frank Saville, San Doelman, QC and Adriana share a moment at a sale (of course!) QC’s birthday cake, featuring a horse 
and a Holstein - but no cattle truck!
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The Delta Diversion
Wiebe Keulen of Neveridle Farm was a progressive 

dairyman who often bought cows from QC in the ‘50’s. 
They would end up doing a lot together – trading cropping 
for heifers and such. QC would follow Wiebe to Delta in 
1963 after growing tired of ‘making hay with wet wheels’ 
in Pitt Meadows. QC and Adriana farmed on 40 acres on 
104th Street in Delta before purchasing the 113-acre 
parcel in 1964 that would become their ‘home farm,’ 
on 112th Street, also known as Oliver Road, named for 
John Oliver, Minister of Agriculture and early BC Premier 
– 1918 to 1927. The terribly neglected, old two-story 
house built on a log foundation in 1885, had originally 
been John Oliver’s house! This farm remains in the family, 
owned by daughter MaryAnn and husband Jim Hessels, 
who still farm with their family today. In 1966, QC 
built one of the earliest parlours – a double-6, allowing 
them to grow easier than most – reaching 120 milking 
cows in the early ‘70’s! They continued developing the 
Donprins herd with good AI breeding and some purebred 
purchases over the coming years.

As the kids grew, the family became actively involved 

in showing at various 4-H shows for many years. A skilled 
manager knows how to optimize his resources! With a 
troop of boys that needed to be kept busy, QC had no 
trouble putting them to work. In the mid-late 1960’s, the 
teenage boys would run two single row corn harvesters 
and a few side-discharge silage wagons. Stat holidays 
from school were extra-productive times – Victoria Day 
weekend would have most of the first cut silage brought 
in and Thanksgiving weekend would be perfect for corn 
silage harvest!

Son Casey was Adriana’s steady assistant in the 
parlour until he left in 1970 to enter the construction 
world, eventually becoming a general contractor. An 
opportunity to sell some land to the Roberts Bank 
Railway in 1972 allowed QC to buy 95 acres on Page 
Road in Matsqui where son Gary farms. “Land was going 
up everyday – I never forget how good that land looked 
with flowering peas – it was good land!” recalls QC with 
a spark. Around 1979, QC bought the 1904 heritage 
house and 65 acres across the road from the home farm, 
from Tom Erskine. Son Jim built a milking parlour here 
and started his herd, but moved to Sumas Prairie in 
the mid ‘80’s, allowing Jack to move in his herd from a 
rented farm in Aldergrove.

Though his vision may have been to build one big farm 
with all his boys working together, the opportunities to buy 
and sell land at various times resulted in multiple farm 
locations which, one by one, allowed each boy to take 
on their own dairy. Doesn’t really matter that the original 
plan never panned out…QC still looked like a genius!

Horses, Horseshoes and a 
Guardian Angel

It’s not hard to understand QC’s nostalgic attachment 
to horses, given the time and place of his upbringing when 
horses were revered for both their function and beauty. 
But in Canada, horses were hay-burners, unappreciated 
by Adriana or the kids. Still, QC managed to always 
have a dozen or two hanging about pastures somewhere 
among his various acreages. Sadly, his hankerin’ for 
horses would intersect badly with the SPCA, causing 
some unwanted attention.

Over his farming career, QC had some ‘incidents.’ 
While they could have turned out very differently, he’s 

still here, recalling the moments with the swagger of 
a war hero. In January 1963, he was driving his trusty 
Ford truck, fortunately with no cattle, but with Casey 
and Jim, on Glover Road, when he hit some black ice. 
It spun out 180 degrees, rolled over a couple times, 
popped out the windshield and landed on its wheels at 
the bottom of an embankment. Miraculously, no one was 
hurt! After having Peter Van Der Wal pull the truck back 
up to the road, he started up the roughed-up old truck 
and had a cold, wet drive home with the boys.

A few years later, QC was using a dump truck with 
home-built wooden sides to haul cows between the two 
Delta farms. One of the sides fell off going past Hank 
Malenstyn’s farm, but QC didn’t notice, nor did he 
notice Hank trying to frantically flag him down! Three or 
four miles later, the cows were still in the truck when he 
arrived at the 112th Street farm.

Much later, in the ‘90’s, QC was running a blue GMC 
with baby duals and a horse box on it to move livestock 
around. On a sunny summer day, QC was driving on 56th 
Avenue in the Bradner area and where the road dips and 
curves to cross over Nathan Creek…QC didn’t! His truck 
climbed up and over the concrete barrier, fortunately 

getting hung up by its back wheels, leaving QC 
and the front of the truck looking into the creek 
only a few meters away. This would be one of 
those incidents that Adriana would not find out 
about until some years later, when she came 
across the picture that Gary took.

Adriana had an unfortunate encounter 
with a bull in 1982. Following a year of 
rehabilitation, she returned to milk for 
a few years, deciding after turning 65 
that it was time to retire from her life 
of dairying – she had certainly earned 
her retirement!

It Wasn’t ALL Work!
Not to be unkind, but when I was 

told of QC’s great love of dancing, 
I had a hard time picturing Fred 
Astaire. But one shouldn’t judge a book 
by its cover, or the coveralls it wears. 
QC liked cows, but he loved horses and 
dancing! QC lit up when asked about his 
interest in dancing: “My mother never 
learned how to dance, but she must 
have really wanted to, she would send 
me and a couple of my sisters to go 
dancing.” It’s not hard to see where 
dancing and his caring mother share 
the same spot in this tough old 
man’s heart. QC, known as ‘The 
Dancing Machine,’ was actually 
quite busy at various dances since 
most farming guys weren’t much 
into dancing, resulting in plenty 
of available and willing ladies, for 
when Adriana would take a break. 
Unfortunately for his partner, The 
Dancing Machine was often less 
enthusiastic about being The 
Milking Machine the next morning, 
resulting in a delay or absence.

Regardless of the crazy pace of 
the week, Adriana and QC made 
church every Sunday their priority. It 

was a place of faith, belonging, socializing, fundraising 
and supporting others with their time and donations. 
Their faith was deep and genuine and it showed in the 
way they lived their lives. Whether it was church, Holstein 
Club, 4-H or community events, QC and Adriana were 
enthusiastic participants – there was more to life than 
auctions, farming and milking cows!

Old Habits Die Hard
Even well into retirement, QC kept up his auction 

routines, buying and selling for many years. When none 
of the kids would take his cows any longer, he would 
re-sell or donate them before they would leave the 
auction. When John and Sue Hylkema had their herd 
dispersal in 2014, QC and third son Eddy came to enjoy 
the festivities. It must have been excruciating for QC 
to resist buying a cow – though he may have bid on a 
few. There was a party atmosphere well into the night, 
with 91-year old QC finally heading home about one am! 
His day started at nine am; a cattle auction, free lunch, 
evening BBQ and a full day of socializing – he claimed it 
had been the ‘best day of his life!’

After the Final Lot is Sold
Adriana passed away 12 years ago on Good Friday, April 

14, 2006 after a long battle with Parkinson’s disease. 
They had been married 57 years, have seven children, 33 
grandchildren and 50 great-grandchildren at this time! 
Over the past dozen years, Eddy has been QC’s reliable 
driver and committed companion at various auctions, 
farm tours, social visits and funerals. When QC turned 
93, they moved into a small house in Chilliwack together.

One cannot underestimate the emotional significance 
of hearing someone’s life journey – someone nearing a 
century of age. Thank you QC, for letting us peek behind 
the curtains of your life and to the rest of the van Dongen 
family for helping to dust off the acres of scattered 
details to capture this little piece of Holstein History.

There’s far more to QC’s story than this simple synopsis; 
I’d encourage you to go visit and hear some more, and if 
you’ve not done so with your own aging relatives, make 
time before it’s too late. These moments are gold.

One last note – why has 
everyone called him 
QC all these years? 
Turns out that the 
Canadians struggled 
with saying Quirinus 
Cornelis. And it’s 
been QC ever since!

“May I have this 
dance for the 
rest of my life?” 
The Dancing 
Machine with his 
lifelong dancing 
partner, Adriana.

QC and his truck narrowly escape a dip in Nathan Creek!
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A Peek into the Past

Milk Quality and Safety – 
How It Began in BC

ß ß

Mike Yusko, 
BC Dairy Historical Society
www.bcdairyhistory.ca
@bcdhs

In 1900, the population of BC was 
expanding rapidly and there was an 
increasing demand for milk. Without 
refrigeration, milk was easily spoiled, and 
harmful bacteria reached an increasing 
number of consumers. Pasteurization 
was not common or readily accepted 
by the industry. A Royal Commission on 
the milk supply in BC in 1913 reported 
that during the summer months, infants 
regularly died of what was called 
“summer diarrhea,” which was linked 
to the consumption of raw milk. In 
1912, 49 infants died in Vancouver 
from “summer diarrhea”. Raw milk was 
a known carrier of tuberculosis, scarlet 
fever, diphtheria, brucellosis and septic 
sore throat. In 1912, nearly one third of 
fatal cases of tuberculosis in childhood 
came from being infected with bovine 
tuberculosis.

According to Everett Crowley, in his 
“The Story of Avalon Dairy Ltd. 1906 to 
1996,” in 1913, almost three quarters 
of the milk consumed in the Vancouver 
area was imported from the United 
States. In 1908, the Vancouver Medical 
Association appointed a commission 
of four doctors to investigate the 
Vancouver Milk Supply. Commissioner 

Dr. C.S. McKee 
found many farms 
in an unsanitary 
condition and urged 
the introduction of 
voluntary chemical 
and bacteriological 
standards. If a 
farmer attained 
these standards 
and bottled his own 
milk, he could use 
the name ‘Vancouver 
Medical Association’ 
on his milk bottles. 
Although the 
commission had 
no authority, its 
influence led to the introduction in 
Vancouver of “approved” milk.

The government and the dairy 
industry took consumer safety seriously 
and began drafting regulations to 
make farmers and dairies adopt better 
sanitary practices. The Milk Industry Act 
of 1913 gave municipalities the right 
to enact regulations for the production 
and sale of milk. Some dairies installed 
pasteurization equipment and milk 
testing laboratories. For example, 
the Fraser Valley Milk Producers’ 
Association (FVMPA) became the first 
dairy in Canada to hire a full-time 
bacteriologist and set up a testing lab at 
their Vancouver Milk Processing plant.

In the 1950s, the BC government 
established the Dairy Branch of the 
Department of Agriculture and hired 
Dairy Farm inspectors to enforce the Milk 
Industry Act Regulations. In 1978, the BC 
Dairy Branch implemented the Mastitis 
Control Program, a voluntary program of 
testing and education. The result was 
very successful and in 1996 the average 
somatic cell count of milk received at BC 
milk plants was the lowest in the world.

The BC dairy industry continues to 
meet changing consumer demands for 
safe and nutritious milk with the new 
National proAction program. 

Above: 1926 - C.D. Kelly 
on left, the first dairy 
bacteriologist for the FVMPA

The government health 
inspectors began visiting dairy 
farms and milk plants to ensure 
adoption of the sanitary standards. 
The industry established programs 
to educate milk handlers and dairy 
workers on the proper milk handling 
methods to keep consumers safe.

Right: 1923 - The first dairy 
manufacturers’ short course 
held in BC

QC and Adriana van Dongen

We are blessed, 
and we love you.
John (seated), Casey, 
Eddy, Jack, Gary, Jim 
and MaryAnn (seated)

Thank you for giving us Life and Love
Thank You for your faith, your heart, your 
good example, your work ethic, your honesty, 
your love of family and friends and your 
dedication to the farming community.

We offer our greatest thanks, admiration, and respect to our Mom and Dad

www.bcdairyhistory.ca
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By Christine Koch

Mainland Young Milk Producers’ 
Evening with your Veterinarians event 
on March 7 was another big success, 
with about 60 producers attending to 
learn about calf health and conducting 
research on your farm. There was also 
plenty of time to socialize and ask 
questions of the vets. The meeting was 
held at the WestGen meeting room and it 
was standing room only!

The first two vets on the program were 
Dr. Mike and Dr. Dave from Abbotsford 
Vet Clinic. They spoke about calf health. 
Dr. Mike discussed feeding and housing 
calves. He focused on colostrum, the 
goals of calf raising, why we care about 
calf performance, nutrient priorities for 
winter calves, and maintenance of calves. 
His last key message was how to improve 
calf health without any additional capital 
investment by consistency in the timing 

By Tars Cheema

President of the VIMPO, Chris 
Groenendijk expressed his concern over 
the shrinking number of Island producers 
in his opening remarks. He was excited 
however, by the interesting innovations 
coming from Little Qualicum Cheese’s 
fresh milk dispenser, and Van Valley 
Farm’s bottled Cowichan Milk Company 
launch.

Unlike most of the Fraser Valley, 
Vancouver Island struggles with its 
wildlife interface more than the 
urban one. Graeme Fowler, a Wildlife 
Biologist contracted to the BC Ministry 
of Agriculture has been dealing with 
various wildlife pests for some years. 
He has assessed damage from elk, bear, 
wildfowl and deer. There are about 90 
dairy, beef and forage clients on the 
Island with ungulate problems affecting 
about 10,000 acres. The plans require 
a prevention strategy, such as scaring, 
chasing and legal hunting. Recently, 
Canada Geese have been targeted for 
reduced populations in areas where they 
have been causing significant damage 
to estuaries and parks, supported by 
affected municipalities. The geese also 
damage early corn seedlings, so there is 
a cross-benefit to agriculture. In some 
cases, eggs are ‘addled’ to make them 
non-viable.

David Janssens provided a similar 
DFC update as reported in the MMP 
meeting, with a few additional highlights. 
He explained the situation regarding 
DFO’s discontinuation paying promotion 
fees to DFC. The funding formulas are 
complicated, but the current disruption 
with DFO may be the catalyst to develop 
a more cohesive funding system. There 
is a concern that DFO may becoming 
more comfortable acting independently, 
when the need for a united national 
voice is very critical in light of trade 
deal pressures. Regarding the review of 
the Canadian Food Guide, DFC is using 
its partners to deliver the message that 
dairy remains a part of a healthy diet. 
The proposed package warning labels 
which are targeting salt, fat and sugar are 
worrisome because they fail to account 
for the complete nutritional value. As an 
example, the salt content of chips and 
cheese fail to account for the protein 

Young Stock Corner | Mainland Young Milk Producers

MYMP Evening with your Veterinarians

of feeding, consistency in feeding 
concentration, temperature, and volume 
and keeping everything clean.

Dr. Dave spoke about the goal of 
raising healthy calves. He spoke about 
the different diseases affecting calves, 
preventative management and control, 

stress, biosecurity, and enhancing calves’ 
environment. Hygiene, biosecurity, 
ventilation, nutrition and diagnostics are 
important parts of disease prevention. 
Prevention is the best return on producers’ 
time and money.

The third vet was Dr. Lisa from Agwest 

Veterinary Group. She spoke about 
making research a reality on your farm. 
Research and planning allow producers 
to be proactive rather than reactive to 
issues. Producers can work with their vets 
to develop research projects, record data, 
and interpret data. Let your cows tell their 
story; watch what they’re doing. Her take 
home messages were: be aware of cause 
and affect where changes may result in 
unforeseen actions down the road. The 
second was data is power, and the last one 
was vets provide solutions and can help.

MYMP would like to thank everyone 
that attended the event to invest in 
learning about calf health and research on 
the farm. MYMP would like to thank Drs. 
Mike, Dave, and Lisa for three fabulous 
presentations that provided excellent 
practical, hands-on information. And a 
special thanks to WestGen for providing 
their meeting room for the event. You all 
contributed to the success of the evening.

Matt Lee (Island Dairy) presents Milk Quality Award to Fred Wikkerink (R) 
yet again!

Island Dairy Producers Enjoy a Packed Program
Vancouver Island Milk Producers Organization AGM

Outgoing President Chris 
Groenendijk steps into VP role.

and other beneficial attributes of cheese. 
While producers have become acquainted 
with proAction’s Animal Care module in 
the past year, the contract with Holstein 
Canada as service providers is nearing 
completion. DFC will consider other 
service providers, but it’s clear that third 
party, independent, unbiased assessors 
are required, in order to retain assurance 
of credible assessments. Maintaining 
the public trust is crucial in reassuring 
governments that Canada’s standards 
contained in proAction are superior to 
other countries. The Traceability module 
was unable to work adequately through 
CCIA – it was unable to comply with 
proAction standards. Other methods of 
reporting/tracking are being considered.

Ben Janzen, Milk Board Chair, provided 
some additional updates beyond what was 
reported in the Mainland Milk Producers 
meeting. Manitoba has been well below 
its allotted production, primarily due to 
very limited processor capacity. Very little 
quota has been issued in recent years 
due to this reality. Manitoba has been 
skimming and dumping for about two 
years. Other western processing plants 
are very tight to maximum capacity 
also. A new powder plant was opened 
in Winnipeg in late 2017, allowing for 
some production quota to be released. 
BC is expected to be over quota perhaps 
by May. The CDC is looking at new 
methods to determine quota issuance so 
that the industry can be more nimble in 

responding to market signals. Processors 
complain of a lag time, which impacts 
their ability to serve consumer demand 
quickly. The Class 7 pricing ripples 
continue. The ratio of Class 7 included in 
other products impacts the blend prices 
and the P9 must share the cost of Class 
7 ratio billing. The NEP information is on 
the website and remains open to input 
until end of April.

A brief update from Worksafe BC 
identified a small number of primary 
issues of concern. Farms must be 
attentive to ensuring a means of escape 
when handling cattle and must train 
staff in handling competency. As always, 
everyone must ensure proper handling 
and storage of all chemicals on the 
farm, and keep all machinery guards in 
place. An experiment looking at the H2S 
levels of manure pits revealed that high 
(dangerous) levels are detected when pits 
are agitated. Primary protection consists 
of monitoring ventilation (wind direction) 
and avoiding human exposure to the 
fumes released from the pit.

WestGen Director Ridley Wikkerink 
presented an update on behalf of 
Paul Meyer, who was unable to cross 
the Coquihalla due to extreme snow. 
The western-Canadian owned farmer 
organization achieved 200,000 doses of 
semen sold in the previous year, none of 
which was $2 young sire semen. There 
was an increase in sales of sexed semen, 
and of beef semen which topped 2000 

doses – a three-fold increase since 2010! 
Heat Time sales have continued to grow. 
VI dairy producers will know that long-
time customer service rep Camilo Ruiz 
retired late in 2017, and while he leaves 
big shoes to fill, Chris Bartels has taken up 
the challenge. The new Boviteq West IVF 
barns are open in Abbotsford, providing 
custom IVF collections for clients across 
western Canada. Recently, Agwest 
Veterinary Services has established a new 
business consulting service with qualified 
ag professionals across the west, known 
as Proventus. The business operates out 
of the WestGen location in Abbotsford. 
The AI landscape continues to change 
with mergers and acquisitions continuing 
to reduce the number of separate 
competitors in the AI industry in North 
America and beyond.

The VI Milk Quality awards are 
sponsored by Mill Bay Vet Clinic and 
Island Dairy Services. Once again, Fred 
Wikkerink of Wikksview Farm, Cobble Hill 
was the top quality award winner, followed 
by Viewfield Farms of Courtenay and 
Roemers Farm of Mill Bay. Wikksview had 
quality stats of 44,000 SCC and 7400 
plate loop count and had no infractions 
of any kind.

After many years as President of the 
VI Milk Producers Organization, Chris 
Groenendijk stepped down to Vice-
President, with the election of Mickey 
Aylard of Sidney taking on the role of 
President. 
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North Fraser 4-H Club
Club Reporter: Kalvin Wijnsma

North Fraser 4-H Dairy Club is 
looking forward to another busy year! 
Everybody is getting their calf picked 
out for the season. We had our speech 
night on March 3rd (see picture). We 
will be having our speak and shows 

Agassiz Rainbow 4-H Club
Club Reporter: Mila Dinn

Agassiz Rainbow 4-H Club has started 
off the new year with two new members 
and a newly elected executive. Agassiz 
Rainbow is a community club that offers 
projects of all shapes and sizes such 
as dairy, swine, sheep and horse. In 
February, Agassiz Rainbow kicked off 

the new year by doing public speaking. 
Chelsey Froese, Mila Dinn, and Wyatt 
Meyers received top placings at the local 
competition. Mila and Wyatt went on 
to compete at the District level against 
various Chilliwack clubs. Demonstrations 
will be held in April.

Cowichan 4-H Holstein Club
Club Reporter: Samantha Wikkerink

Last month our club had a few speeches 
done. Danielle Groenendijk did a speech 
on her experience doing the West Coast 
Trail, which we found entertaining and 
had lots of information. She also did an 
impromptu speech on what sports have 
done for her. We found it very interesting 
to see her point of view on sports.

Matt Brandsma also did a speech on 

sibling rivalry. It had a personal touch 
to the story and I believe lots of our 
members could relate. We found humour 
in it and it was a good speech. He also did 
an impromptu speech about what sports 
have done for him. Matt’s speech had lots 
of information in it and it was nice to get 
a male point of view on what sport can do 
for you.

Golden Ears 4-H Community Club
Club Reporter: Julia Pitsiaeli

The Golden Ears 4-H Community 
Club is off to a roaring start! 2018 sees 
the start of our eleventh year, with twelve 
members and two projects. This year 
we will be continuing Dairy, but we are 
adding Goat, a project this club hasn’t 
done in several years. We had our first 
meeting on February 15th, where we got 
to know our new members and voted on 
the executive. This year our president 
is Naomi Carson, our vice president is 
Julia Pitsiaeli, our secretary is Abigail 
Carson, our treasurer is Hannah Carson, 

our safety officer is Aimee Tjernagel 
and our four reporters are Hannah, 
Julia, Carina and Aimee. Hannah will be 
reporting on the Goat project and Aimee 
will be reporting on the Dairy project. 
The Goat project has seven members, 
the Dairy project has four members, 
and we also have one member working 
as a Junior Leader for the dairy project. 
We will soon be holding our Speeches, 
Demos and Speak and Shows, and we 
are very excited for what the year has 
to offer!

Matsqui Holstein 4-H Club
Club Reporter: Hudson Treloar

The past few months in our 4-H club 
have been very enjoyable. This year, we 
are welcoming new members Charis 
Kampman, Kirstyn Kobes, Owen Van 
Reeuwyk, Lucas Lydan and Luon West, 
who are all first-year members. Good luck 
to all of you!

We also had our Senior speeches this 
February. In first place, we had Karlina 
Postma with her speech on homelessness, 
in second place we had Karleigh Kobes, 

with her speech on her first 4-H calf, and 
in third place we had Hudson Treloar with 
his speech on music. I would like to give 
a huge round of applause to those who 
gave their speeches, as well as a thank-
you to the fantastic judges who took time 
out their day to judge all of our speeches. 
Junior speeches will take place in March.

2018 has been a very exciting year 
for our 4-H club, and I can’t wait to see 
where it goes!

Milky Way Dairy 4-H Club
Club Reporter: Cheyanne Haak

Our club has had a great start to the 
4-H year. Our first meeting was held the 
middle of January. We went roller-skating, 
had a pizza party and fit in a business 
meeting. The pizza party was thanks to 
our club’s hard work decorating and 
cleaning our stall at last year’s Okanagan 
Stock Show, resulting in us taking first 
place in the stall competition.

This year our club has three leaders 
and a junior leader, as well as 23 
members. We had our club elections at 
this first meeting. Carleigh McCune is 
our president, Ashlee McAvoy is our vice 
president, Navi Schalin is our secretary, 
Elizabeth Ferguson is our treasurer, 
Cheyanne Haak is our press reporter, and 
Allyson McAvoy is our safety officer. At the 
meeting we also discussed our projected 
schedule for the year, which will include 
education, business meetings, and fun 
events. Some of the fun events we want 
to do are go to Calgary, swimming pools, 
and lots of fun fairs and shows.

Our club started the year with a 
challenge. The goal was to find as many 
calves as possible from as many farms 
as possible. The goal was to find calves 
that you may want to use for this year’s 

project. You had to measure, find their 
pedigree, and take a photo. The winning 
group got to choose any type of cake they 
would like as a prize.

Our club is already planning our annual 
Milky Way Dairy club show. For this event 
we are planning to have instructors come 
in and help us get a better understanding 
of showing, fitting, and clipping. We will 
also compete within our club for our 
club’s showmanship and confirmation 
awards. We also plan to attend Spring 
Show, Maple Ridge, and IPE this year. 
Our club enjoys going to shows because 
of all the other clubs we get to meet, and 
we love decorating the stall for the week. 
I think we may be the bulk barn’s favorite 
customers because every time we have a 
fair or meeting our leader goes to the bulk 
barn to get a “couple” of things.

We will be doing a lot of fundraising 
this year, like our lottery board, bottle 
drive, garlic festival, and hot dog sales. 
We will be having our club speech event 
April 14th, which is always a lot of fun for 
our club (partly cause of the prizes!), it’s 
one of the highlights of the year.

We are really looking forward to another 
fun year of learning! 

and demos in just a few weeks. We will 
be having our Snowcap fundraiser, as 
well as the bake sale and Tupperware 
fundraiser. We hope that this will be a 
fun year of 4-H and that we can learn 
a lot!

Sumas 4-H Holstein Club
Club Reporter: Taylor Dekker

Hello from the Sumas Holstein 4-H 
club! We hope you are having a great 
spring! Recently our club had our speech 
night. Congratulations to our winners 
and the members who did a speech for 
the very first time! Ryan Meier was first 
place Junior with his speech on the 
telephone, second Elinor Hammersmark, 
third Gilbert Winkelaar. Senior winners 

were Julianna Antonsen with her speech 
on how the shoes we wear affect our feet, 
second Tamara Antonsen and third Kyle 
Vaandrager. Thank you to our judges 
who came and listened to us! Our next 
meeting is our intro to 4-H day, where we 
kick off the animal part of the year. Also, 
thank you very much for supporting our 
club at our Spring Show bake sale!

mailto:chris%40holsteinnews.com?subject=
mailto:mail@bc4h.bc.ca
www.bc4h.bc.ca
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Another 
large crowd 
contributed 
to raising 
approximately 
$170,000 
at the Make 
a Difference 
Auction on 
March 15. 
This money 
will get 
matched 4:1 
by the federal 
government 
and be used by Canadian Foodgrains Bank to help those in third world 
countries who have been displaced because of natural disasters, famine 
and unrest/war.

The 
organizing 
committee 
would like 
to thank all 
those who 
came out 
to support 
this auction 
through a 
donation, 
and all those 
generous 
bidders 
who came 
out to buy the donated items, as well as all the volunteers that put in 
the countless hours of planning, preparing and collecting donations. A 
big thank-you to Mayor Braun and local MP Ed Fast for coming out and 
joining in this auction. 

What is 4-H?  
4-H British Columbia is a program for kids aged 6-21, who work in 
clubs and learn responsibility, leadership, public speaking and 
community-involvement through year-long project-work which can 
be an animal, camera, garden, almost anything! 
 

HEAD     HEART     HANDS     HEALTH 

Join Today: 1-866-776-0373            www.bc4h.bc.ca 

XLVets is a community of independently-owned, 
progressive veterinary practices that work together,

sharing knowledge, experience and skill
to achieve excellence in veterinary practice.

BRITISH
COLUMBIA

ALBERTA

SASKATCHEWAN
MANITOBA

ONTARIO

XLVets is a collaborative group
of over 60 farm animal vets in 

Canada and over 500 globally.

By working together we 
can achieve so much more

www.xlvets.co.uk

Country Charm Farmswww.agwestvet.com

We strive to keep cows HEALTHY, HAPPY and PRODUCTIVE 
with our goal of helping producers improve PROFITABILITY 

and SUSTAINABILITY through strategic advice.

www.xlvets.ca

Accredited

Servicing Fraser Valley 
Dairy Producers
Since 2004

Lisa McCrea Hemphill BSc, DVM
Brent Fawcett BSc, DVM

Ben Potvin BSc DVM
Alison Vaughan BSc, MSc PHD

Steve Chiasson DVM, cVMA
Lauren MacLeod BSc DVM

1625 Angus Campbell Rd.
Abbotsford, V3G 2G4

Office: 604.826.5089
office@agwestvet.com

Making a Difference!
Canadian Foodgrains Bank Auction
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Straight-Shootin’!
I’ve known John some 30 years; 

first as a lanky, gruff, strong-opinioned 
judge at Tier 2 judging clinics, later, as 
a knowledgeable, hospitable cowman 
at his Hyljon farm. And while he’s still 
tall, and sounds like he gargled with 
gravel, he’s not so gruff – and I have no 
trouble respecting his strong opinions. 
Back in the day, John would take issue 
with anyone who didn’t recognize the 
importance of rear teat placement, or 
anyone who placed stature ahead of 
‘correctness,’ and though disposition 
wasn’t considered in the show-ring, he 
lobbied for a temperament score on bull 
proofs. His irrefutable ability to sort out 
the good cows earned him an ‘Aspiring 
Judge’ title, but he never had grand 
aspirations to become an Official Judge. 
Sue also found judging interesting, so 
it’s no surprise that Nicole, Hans, Teresa 
and Benjamin have demonstrated similar 
talent. John’s priority has consistently 
been to breed hard-working, great 
uddered/legged cows without extreme 
size and within a reasonable budget! Two 
Master Breeder Shields…maybe he’s on 
to something!

Early Years are Always 
Tough Years

They received their first shield in 
2002, just a couple years into the new 
farm on Gibson Road. “It was never our 
dream or goal to win a shield; we had to 
pay bills! We had moved our 50 purebred 
cows into a different barn with 100 
grades and we had our hands full with a 
young family!” remembers John with a 
touch of exhaustion. It was a rough start, 
with a lot of TLC needed for the herd 
and the barn, but they ‘made it work.’ 
Using sand bedding improved longevity 
so much that with ample two year olds 
calving every year, they quickly moved the 
grades along. Interestingly, only three of 
the original grades can be traced in any 
of the pedigrees.

 “Those were tough years for all of us 
– and I can still remember how much of 

a boost that first award gave us – don’t 
underestimate the power of something 
positive to keep you motivated,” recalls 
John. “We could only take 10-month old 
Benjamin with us to Fredericton for that 
first award, but we’re all going to Quebec 
City this year!” explains a very happy Sue.

The Cows
Let’s dial the time machine back to 

1981 for a moment. John started that 
August with 26 cows, one of which was 
KEW FARM BONITA ADMIRAL VG 85. 
Bred on Vancouver Island, this solid 
Northcroft Admiral Citation daughter 
would make a big impact on the Hyljon 
herd; her descendants earning points for 
the first shield and seven VG generations 
later, 26 descendants would support the 
second award!

Other top point-earning cows would 
trace back to John’s earliest days – cows 
from Cherwood, Cora-Lynn, Korwest, 
Citadel, Rypster and Langholm. Earning 
the most points for this shield was 
HYLJON MORTY CAZY EX 92 7* – not 
surprising, given her rich bloodline 
tracing back to SUNNYHOME STAR 
RACHEL VG 3*, a daughter of VERNWAY 
CONDUCTOR REBA from John 
Youngquist’s herd in Washington. Cazy’s 
EX-91 Shottle daughter would also add 
points with lifetime production credits 
over 80,000kg.

The Bulls
The older group of cows earning this 

shield were frequently daughters of Lee, 
Outside, Rudolph, Allen and Modest. 
“Lee added so much quality into the cows 
– bone, udder, hide. The Outsides weren’t 
all wet, didn’t have the best texture, but 
they were survivors with health traits! Even 
with Rudolph’s bad feet, they tracked 
straight; they were tough, fertile cows that 
were ahead of their time with health traits. 

Allen worked really well on my dairy cows, 
as did Modest – he left us three VG two 
year olds at one time,” reminisces John. 
Later, Toystory would provide an outcross 
opportunity, leaving John with many 
good cows, including three EX. Buckeye 
also left a couple EX cows and they all 
milked! Other bulls like James and Storm 
left some good cows, but lacked strength 
and fertility, which made John hesitant to 
use much Goldwyn. “My Goldwyns were 
inconsistent, so I missed him, although 
I don’t miss the disposition,” says 
John. That said, he thinks the best cow 
he ever bred may be a Goldwyn. Bruno 
Giacomazzi bought a springing Mr Sam 
at the sale and took her to Dardel in 
Alberta where the Goldwyn heifer she was 
carrying eventually became an EX-92-3E 
cow with Superior Production awards. 
John’s tone turns mellow as he speaks of 
his favourite bull - Shottle. “I had seven 
or eight Excellents, they were balanced, 
quality, really functional and so pleasant 
to work with,” he says. “The whole family 
teases John about how much he loves his 
Shottles,” laughs Sue.

Some sires of younger cows of interest 
were Charge, Ashlar, Windbrook and 
Fever. “Charge was an early health traits 
bull that I was really happy with; one left 
us an Excellent Final Cut.” Ashlar left 
shapely udders, brought the size down on 
overly big cows and was an under-rated 
bull in John’s view. Most exciting were 
the Windbrooks and Fevers! “Windbrook 
far exceeded our expectations – the six 
two year olds in the sale were great milk 
cows and two went Excellent later! Fever 
bred great legs, a nice disposition for a 
Goldwyn son and they get better with 
every lactation,” emphasizes John.

Chilliwack Chapter Closes
The previous move to Gibson Road had 

taken a toll on the cows, which convinced 

John to sell the cows rather than subject 
them to the exhausting summer relocation 
to Saskatchewan. It was a hard decision, 
but better to disperse the cows in BC and 
continue the adventure in Hague with the 
heifers. “We could have easily sold the 
cows to a dealer, but we were proud of 
our herd and it was really satisfying to see 
them sell well,” admits John. “It was a 
fun event, a highlight for our family and 
it gave us closure so we could make the 
move,” adds Sue. Eighteen Excellent 
cows would go through the ring on July 
12, 2014, with another 10 going EX 
since! The 148 mature animals averaged 
$4000 when the day concluded. The 
excitement of the new adventure helped 
temper the sadness of leaving their 
longtime Chilliwack roots. On July 20, 
three big liners would begin the long 
journey with 162 young stock to Hague, 
Saskatchewan.

From the Frying Pan into 
the Fire (or from the Fridge 
into the Freezer?)

The Hague farm consisted of four 
quarter sections of land on two locations, 
nearly 1100 head of cows and heifers and 
a double-12 parlour operating 15 hours 
a day over three milkings! The herd was 
about 10% crossbreds and there was 
a bull breeding the heifers (his career 
shifted quickly to the fast food industry). 
Hans and Patrick immediately jumped 
into milking action due to a shortage in 
labour, and it’s been a learning curve 
ever since. “I think it took us a whole 
year to feel like this was home. We left 
Leah and Richelle in BC, which left an 
empty spot in my heart,” reminisces Sue. 
“Well, honestly, it was extremely difficult 
for the whole family to be separated, we 
were very close, also we weren’t prepared 
for the slower pace and different ‘culture’ 

The Power of Something Positive
Hyljon Earns Their Second Master Breeder Shield!

By Tars Cheema

Remember John and Sue 
Hylkema from Chilliwack? 
Hard-working cow-people that 
won their first Master Breeder 
Shield in 2002, then dispersed 
all their cows in 2014, but took 
all the young stock and most 
of their kids to Saskatchewan? 
Yeah, those Hylkemas. Well, 
they did it again! Thanks in 
part to many of the buyers of 
their well-bred cows, those 
cows went on to develop and 
earn points for Hyljon’s second 
Master Breeder award in 2017!

“We’re not shooting for Excellents; they have to 
be well-balanced, productive and healthful.”

The Hyljon Farm Team: (L-R) 
Teresa, Patrick, Susan & John, 
Melissa & Hans, Benjamin.

Photo credit: Rachel Berg Photography
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The new, clean, comfortable 
and insulated barn at Hague!

Prairie skies can be wild 
and dazzling!

HYLJON TESSA 
PRELUDE VG, 
13 lactations! 
Last calved at 
20 years old! 
190,000kg 
lifetime and 
nine Superior 
Production 
Lactations. 
(L-R: Benjamin, 
Leah, Teresa 
and Richelle)

Below: 
It’s a DRY cold, 
but still beautiful!

here,” she recalls. “We had to take a deep 
breath and slow down, enjoy the beauty 
of this place, which has a different pace 
than the coast,” John continues.

 “There are opportunities here for the 
next generation and we can prepare and 
adjust to the winters. They aren’t so bad, 
but I look forward to not having to wear 
so many layers!” laughs John. “With 
the cold, sunshine, straw and dryness, 
it’s a pretty healthy environment.” They 
are milking over 600 cows in the same 
parlour, but built one new 280 stall barn 
in 2016, and have another clone under 
construction. After great past success 
with sand bedding, they are still making 
improvements with the reclaimed manure 
solids, which provides excellent comfort, 
but is more moist in winter than ideal.

Among the Hyljon heifers were more 
daughters of Fever, Shottle and Steady. 
“We’re just as happy with these young 
cows – they are well-balanced, quality 
cows,” conveys John with satisfaction. 
“I soon learned that shorter, wider cows 
would thrive in this environment better 
than tall cows.” He continues to set the 
parameters for the breeding program, 
limiting stature to +7, putting greater 

emphasis on chest width and continuing 
focus on great F/L and mammary. Herd 
life, temperament, fertility and health 
traits must all be positive. They use 
60% genomic and 40% proven sires. 
“We’re not shooting for Excellents; they 
have to be well-balanced, productive and 
healthful,” summarizes John.

A farm this size relies upon good 
employees to run smoothly. Patrick looks 
after overseeing the eight full-time and 
four part-time staff which they are thrilled 
to call ‘honest and reliable.’ Hiring, 
motivating and valuing good employees 
is critical. Additionally, he looks after 
breeding and herd health duties. Hans 
is the mechanic/maintenance guy and 
feeds and beds with great pride. Hans’ 
wife Melissa was the calf manager until 
the recent arrival of their first child (a girl) 
on March 5th! John and Susan continue 
to provide overall management support 
in various areas, including mentoring 
and motivating, while making the staff 
know they are greatly appreciated, 
through different celebrations. A fun and 
supportive work culture benefits everyone. 
Nineteen-year old Teresa is involved with 
milking, feeding calves and herd health. 

She is excited to be the WCC participant 
on Team Canada at the European 
Young Breeders School in Belgium this 
September! She is also returning to the 
University of Saskatchewan in September 
to study Agri-business. Outside of school 
and basketball, fifteen-year old Benjamin 
helps with milking, and assorted 
maintenance duties.

Awards are Great, But the 
Real Prize…is the Journey

When 18-year old John went to work 
for Piet Thibaudier in Delta, it was 
meant to expand John’s experience and 
perspective. What he got was a lifelong 
friendship and an injection of breeding 
enthusiasm. “I want to recognize and 
thank the positive influences that 
instilled a passion for breeding good 

cattle- like my Dad, Lambert Hylkema 
and Piet Thibaudier. Also, I would like 
to mention and thank the dairy people 
that taught me to properly assess cattle; 
the ones that come to mind are: Gordie 
Souter, Cor Hamming, Gene Wautier, 
Bruno Giacomazzi, Dick Carlson, Richard 
Vanderwal and Don Ricka.” That’s like 
the All-Star team of BC cowmen!

An unfortunate slip on a patch of 
ice resulted in John shattering a leg in 
October 2016, which unintentionally left 
him with time to visit nearly 50 herds to 
judge the ‘Breeders Cup.’ He made a very 
sage observation; “Visiting those herds 
proved to me that if you don’t have a good 
ration or cow comfort, your genetics don’t 
matter.” Two Master Breeder Shields lend 
undeniable credibility to John’s skills 
and philosophy. Congratulations to the 
Hylkemas! 

V i s i t o r s  a l w a y s  w e l c o m e !

We are honoured and humbled to receive our 2nd Shield

A BIG THANK YOU!

we could not have done it without the added success that our 
former fellow Bc dairy farmers have achieved with our cattle.

THANK YOU from  
HYLJON HOLSTEINS 
Hague, Saskatchewan
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canwestdhi.com   1 800 549 4373   

Access your herd  
data anytime, anywhere.

P R E M I E R ’ S  A W A R D  F O R
AGRI-FOOD INNOVATION EXCELLENCE

Award Recipient

NEWLY 
UPDATED!

Mobile DHI

UBC Research
By Anne-Marieke Smid

Dairy Cows and Outdoor Environments

Anne-Marieke Smid obtained her 
Masters in Animal Science at Wageningen 
University, The Netherlands and is 
currently a PhD student in the Animal 
Welfare Program at the University of 
British Columbia.

Societal concerns regarding the quality 
of life of dairy cows include the issue of 
outdoor access. A series of studies done 
at UBC has shown that cows will spend 
most of the day inside and most of the 
night on pasture, when given a free 
choice. Research has also shown that 
pasture access can provide certain health 
benefits, including improved udder, 
foot and leg health. However, providing 
pasture access is not always feasible for 
dairy farmers. Farmers can face a range 
of practical constraints, including the 
lack of available pasture, particularly as 
farm sizes increase. A possible alternative 
to pasture is to provide cows access to 
a deep-bedded outdoor area where cows 
can move and lie freely. This alternative 
requires less space than pasture and may 
be easier to implement on some farms. 
The main objective of my PhD is to 
investigate the potential of these outdoor 
packs to make outdoor access for dairy 

cows more feasible on farms.
The aim of my most recent experiment 

was to determine the preference of dairy 
cows to access pasture versus an outdoor 
sand pack during the night. When offered 
access to both outdoor options at the same 
time, cows spent 90% of the night on 
pasture and only 1% of their available time 
on the sand pack (with the remaining time 
spent inside the free-stall barn). Despite 
having free access to TMR inside the barn, 
cows may have been highly motivated to 
graze. Another possible explanation for 
our results is the larger space provided 
on pasture compared to the sand-bedded 
pack. We are currently investigating 
whether providing more space on the 
outdoor pack increases usage.

Our second aim was to determine if 
cows that were only allowed access to 
the outdoor sand-bedded pack and the 
free-stall would still prefer to go outdoors 
during the night. Our results indicate 
that when provided access to the sand-
bedded pack as the only outdoor option, 
cows chose to spend about half the night 
outside (see Figure 1). In new research, 
we are assessing preference for an outdoor 
pack in more adverse conditions such as 
during cold, wet winters.

Mean (± SEM) percentage of time groups of lactating dairy cows 
(n = 8 groups) spent outside and inside the free-stall barn during the night 
(20:00 - ~ 8:00) when provided a free choice between the free-stall barn 
and pasture and between the free-stall barn and a sand pack (adapted 
from Smid et al. 2018; Journal of Dairy Science 101:1448-1455). 
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 Avoid Formaldehyde with  
 safe and e� ective HEALMAX®

 Footbath Concentrate

Now you can stop digital dermatitis quickly and safely —

with a convenient treatment that’s safe, biodegradable, 

and proven e� ective. Featuring a PATENTED MODE-OF-
ACTION you won’t get with any other hoof care product, 

HEALMAX® Footbath Concentrate delivers results in 

just a few days. It gets your herd back on track without 

harming you, your workers, or your family. HEALMAX® 
is also available in convenient spray and foam formulas.

TOUGH ON HAIRY HEEL WARTS.
EASY ON YOU AND YOUR HERD.

See fast results 
     with HEALMAX®.

Before

After

Select Sires GenerVations, Inc.
Kemptville, Ontario • (613) 258-3800

ACI-2367 HealMax vs Formald_SelectSires.indd   1 3/19/18   9:19 AM

Van Der Wal equipment (1989) ltD.

Spring Breakdowns? 
Service & Repairs...  

Only A Phone Call Away! 
604-463-3681

Quality Pre-Owned Farm Tractors & Equipment. 
Come to Maple Ridge and check us out.

23390 River Road, 
Maple Ridge, BC V2W 1W1 
Phone 604/463-3681    Fax 604/463-3495

We have been selling and servicing farm equipment to dairy farmers for over 29 years.
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DairySMART
M a n a g e m e n t

GReenbelT
VeTeRinARy SeRViceS

Complete Dairy Herd Veterinary Services
• Preventative Health Programs
• Reproductive Programs – Ultrasound

Consulting Services
• Milking System and Milker Evaluation
• Herd Performance Benchmarking
• Barn Design and Troubleshooting
• Genomic Evaluation

Dairy Education and Apprenticeship Training
• Approved training provider for the 

BC Dairy Apprenticeship Program Level 1 
• DairySMART Herdsmen Training Courses

Dan McDermid, DVM
John Dick, DVM
Jason Ricka, DVM
Phil Chris, DVM
Elad Ben-Ezra, DVM 
Beverly Chard, DVM

8451 Harvard Place, 
Chilliwack, BC  V2P 7Z5
Phone:  604-792-1501 
Fax:  604-792-1173
office@greenbeltvet.com
www.greenbeltvet.com

Working with your dairy herd to improve health and production. 
A strong tradition of service and professionalism since 1981.

Complete 
Embryo Transfer 

Services
Freezing, Sexing, 

CFIA certified exporting

Marty Darrow, DVM
Over 25 years 

experience.

By Tars Cheema
The WCCHTA members gathered in 

Abbotsford on January 24 & 25 to hold 
their recertification course and their AGM. 
They have conducted six hoof trim training 
courses for producers in BC in 2017 and 
multiple courses in Alberta, teaching 
producers, ag students and veterinarians. 
Established in 2014, the WCCHTA 
members are trained and certified in the 
Five-Step Dutch Method, and require 

Western Canadian 
Certified Hoof 
Trimmers
Highlights of 2018 AGM

WCCHTA Trimmers at Pacific Ag Show

on-going professional development and 
recertification within five years. Instructors 
are to be recertified every two years. A 
‘re-check’ day was held the day before 
and provided an excellent opportunity to 
critique one another and ‘recalibrate’ ones 
techniques, to help ensure all trimmers 
are following the method accurately and 
producing consistent outcomes.

In addition to learning the Five-
Step Dutch Method, they have invested 

AG CENTRE: Chilliwack
44725 Yale Road West, 
Chilliwack, BC V2R 4H3 

604-792-1301

HEAD OFFICE: Langley
21869 - 56th Avenue, 
Langley, BC  V2Y 2M9 

Toll Free 1-800-665-9060

Toll Free 1-800-242-9737 
www.rollinsmachinery.com

High Performance 
Rakes

mailto:office@greenbeltvet.com
www.greenbeltvet.com
www.rollinsmachinery.com
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   ATMOSPHERE 99% 
Jacoby x VG-85 McCutchen x VG-87 2* Snowman x EX-92 Goldwyn  x VG-86 O Man x VG-86 CONVINCER x VG-85 DUSTER 

full sisters (l-r): Brabantdale Jacoby Albania & Brabantdale Jacoby Armenia

+19
CONFORMATION

+17
 MAMMARY

+2.47
 SCC

Reach for the Atmosphere...contact your ABS Representative today!

In your area contact: Andrew Flokstra 604-799-3848 or Kevin Frueh 250-709-1849

Introducing

• Quick and easy to prepare  3
• Formulated for optimal growth  3
• Compatible with computer feeders  3
• Highest quality ingredients  3
• Research proven products  3
• Excellent value  3

Milk Replacers Contact:

Casey Jacobs of NutriSource 
summarizes the effectiveness of 
different DD treatments.

considerable time in recent years 
learning the science behind it, while 
also committing to a high standard of 
stockmanship and animal welfare. Their 
objective to help educate others has 
been expressed with the training sessions 
mentioned earlier, which include a 
significant theory component and they 
sponsor leading speakers in hoof health 
at their events.

Vancouver Island hoof trimmer Hugh 
Smythe made a short presentation on 
Trimmer Safety. He addressed the need 
for proper face protection for 1) preventing 
fine particulates from the trimming 
process entering your airways (protecting 
long-term respiratory health) and 2) 
preventing possible injury from projectiles 
or equipment. He also displayed a variety 
of petri dishes, which were used to culture 
microbes from different exposures related 
to trimming. While it is understood that a 
barn environment is far from sterile, the 
dishes grew some very substantial cultures 
from different equipment samples. 
The take-home message was that more 
attention needs to be paid to sanitation of 
tools, equipment and minimizing human 
exposure to the pathogens present. Long 
term exposure can create undesirable 
cumulative conditions.

Dr. Laura Solano, Farm Animal Care 
Associates, is a DVM from Costa Rica 
and PhD from the University of Calgary 
and is a hoof health expert. She shared a 
number of research findings. The Model 
Size Trim Method is meant to understand 
the consequences of a large or small 
cut-out of hoof material. In the case of 
non-infectious lesions, first lactation 
cows had half the risk of lameness if 
trimmed (model) bigger. There was no 
difference for later lactation cows. With 
infectious lesions, model size shows 
little difference. Studies also revealed 
that increasing the dorsal wall length 
to 8.5-9 cm was necessary to ensure 
adequate sole thickness. Her own 
experience with methods to detect digital 
dermatitis (DD) showed that washing 
feet and using a simple mirror at milking 
time to increase heel visibility was 92% 
accurate in detecting the presence of 
DD, but it dropped to 50% when just 
visually inspecting back feet of cows in 
headlocks. Robot milking stalls equipped 
with cameras which send the data to a 
computer for analysis can be useful in 
this system. While she recommended 
the proper sanitation/disinfection of 
trimmer tools to minimize the risk of 
spreading DD between cows, she also 
acknowledged that there are far greater 
risk factors in the DD equation. The 
offending treponeme organisms can 
be controlled with alcohol, hydrogen 
peroxide, chlorhexidine, 1% bleach or 
other commercial products (Virkon).

Casey Jacobs, a hoof health and 

welfare consultant with NutriSource, 
presented results of different studies that 
have tested the effectiveness of different 
DD treatments. The question of whether 
to wrap or not was answered with the 
results of using tetracycline and Intra 
Hoof gel applications. In both cases, 
results were better when wraps were used 
for two days. Another study showed that 
using tetracycline to treat DD in lactating 
cows can risk antibiotic residues in milk. 
It is necessary to limit the amount used to 
about 2g to help minimize the absorption. 
A rough guideline of treating 10% of 
the herd at one time will reach the 
max Canadian residue limit (bulk tank) 
about 10 hours following treatment. Her 
information was limited to products that 
actually had data to show effectiveness. 
Jacobs reminded the audience that 
footbaths are not treatments – they are 
meant to help prevent/control, and that 
treatments are meant to provide healing. 
It should be noted that all treatments 
need diligence and early application – 
there is no magic bullet cure! By the time 
a DD lesion has established itself at the 
M4 stage (with characteristic hairy, big, 
thick, red appearance) it is chronic and is 
a reservoir of disease, ensuring on-going 
challenges. 

Western Canada Distributor 
for Mapleview Agri Ltd.
Justin Weiss 1-587-257-4666
Justin.Weiss@summitcalfsolutions.ca

mailto:Justin.Weiss%40summitcalfsolutions.ca?subject=


Brian and Erin Anderson and family play a vital role in BC’s dairy industry. In 1999, four 
years after they were married, they took it upon themselves to “educate the public” 
about the dairy industry, and so “Educate-A-Kid” became a go-to program the 
Andersons developed and grew to the successful venture it has become today. The 
decision to go out on their own after years of working with Brian’s family at their 
Aldor Acres farm necessitated a change of venue and a name change. From a 
40-acre piece of bare land purchased years earlier, Eagle Acres Dairy was born. 
The Eagle Acres name was chosen in honour of their eldest son, Jared, who 
passed away in 2015, and bestowed on them by their close friends of the 
Kwantlen Indian Band, who did a tribute at his memorial and gave him the 
Eagle Spirit. Today, as one sits outside their beautiful new home on their 
new farm site, majestic eagles can be seen soaring over the new barns, 
and the family knows someone is watching over them. The family has 
been through a lot over the past couple of years, but the future does 
look brighter, and with their children, the dairy industry in BC should 
hope that this farm becomes generational, because it is indeed 
needed and vital to our industry. From kindergarteners to seniors, 
hundreds and hundreds have been educated about the dairy 
industry. Their goal is to educate the public and give a positive 
perception of the dairy industry and farming in general, while 
still being part of the conventional BC dairy industry. With 
their passion and determination, they will succeed and the 
uneducated will become the educated, to the benefit of all.
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BC DAIRY
Growing Forward with     Innovation

Fraser Valley
Water Smart

Advantages:
• It was a very important three-fold consideration when building the new facilities: 

the public, the cows, and labour.
• For the public: curb appeal, ample parking, washroom facilities, theatre seating for 160, 

increased hospitality area for events, and more square feet around calving pens.
• For the cows: increased manure storage, including dry cows and heifers, and potential more 

cows. Increasing cows to maximum for one robot. Switched from deep sawdust to mats with 
sawdust topping due to hard-to-source sawdust availability. Sand not an option – too dirty-

looking for the public image. Fans, brushes and curtains for cow comfort.
• Labour: automated calf feeders for milk replacer. Ease of cow movement throughout barn, 

leading to quiet, controlled cow traffic.

Challenges:
• Partial area of the new barn was built on a seam of peat, which led to higher overall costs and 

more wait time.
• Due to short time frame constraints, the stress level rose dramatically concerning plans, layouts, pre-loads, 

construction availability, including most trades.

Recommendations:
• The Anderson family is appreciative and thankful for all those helping hands that allowed them to make this 
transition come to fruition. From friends to agri-businesses and agri-trades, all who put in time and overtime, and 

friendship time, they are eternally grateful to them all. All working together during very difficult times, they 
pulled it off and people from around the globe will continue to visit their dairy farm in Langley and enjoy a real, 

working farm in action.

A need for change and time constraints led to a couple of frenzied years for 
Brian and Erin Anderson and their family. Site prep for their new homestead 

began in the fall of 2015 with plenty of pre-load needed for the swampy 
ground of their future farm. The pre-load strip permit was issued in May of 

2017, and Primo Contracting started building the foundation of their new 
barn June 1. Cows needed to be, and were, moved into their new facilities 

by September 15. With the majority of work done, the Andersons 
opened their barn doors for many guests during the popular farm tours 

in late January 2018, and on March 1 they were once again doing 
what they do best: educating the public about the dairy industry.

Advantages:
• Net increase of stalls will result in more than one stall per cow
• Transition of 10 milkers to five Pen Technicians, eventual reduction in staff
• Modern technology suits younger management and staff for the future
• Staff and cows are quieter and there appears to be fewer lame/injured legs
• Technology monitors numerous sick cow variables such as production, activity, 

rumination and milk temperature
• Software identifies potential sick cows more efficiently and earlier, saving time, and helping cows 

recover quicker with earlier treatment
• West Coast Robotics Farm Management Service is very helpful expertise
• Much better ration and mixing precision required for smooth robot flow
• Upgraded lights provide much improved visibility through barns
• Herd was gradually switched in groups over 10 months from parlour to robots, allowing difficult cows to 

have retries from parlour to robots (less culling)

Challenges:
• Robots in fresh pen needed modifications to limit damage from fresh heifers
• Without parlour, cows are dry-treated and hoof-trimmed in chute
• Must emphasize staff safety to avoid injuries by working with cows differently
• It is not ideal bedding while cows are continuously in the barn
• Adjusting the PMR to reduce the fetch cows was hard on the other cows

Recommendations:
• Plan more heifers per robot and fewer older cows per robot
• Much easier on cows to acclimate them to barn and robot stations before actual change-over
• Do not move cows between robot groups – maintain a stable group through lactation
• Exclusive two year old groups do very well with reduced competition
• Have an excellent robot grain pellet and top-dress it on PMR to acclimate the cows
• Budget and plan ahead – go into the transition with a cushion of milk and extra calving cows

Corner’s Pride Farms Ltd. Eagle Acres Dairy
Corner’s Pride Farm originated with Richard Muxlow on Lickman Road in 1968, milking 30 

cows. Just four years later, they moved to the current location on McGrath Road and added 
120 more cows. Current general manager and partner Bernie VanderMeulen started 

working there in 1980, right out of high school and bought into the partnership with 
Richard’s sons, Neil and Ivan, six years later when they were milking 350 cows. In 2000, 

CPF had grown to 800 cows and Bernie would buy out Neil. When Ivan passed away 
from cancer 12 years ago, Bernie continued to farm with Ivan’s wife, until 2012 when 

CPF bought her out and bought Artique Farm. Today, the farm is owned by Bernie, 
his wife Yvonne, their son Justin and Brandon and Janel Bisschop. While a large 

rotary parlour would have been more economic, it would not have solved the 
labour challenges. A significant bonus of the free-flow robotic system is quieter 

cows and staff. An extensive survey helped them narrow down their robot 
choice as they toured large installations around the US. Surprisingly, the 

quotes for this massive project varied less than 2%. They considered four 
robot companies, and after recognizing that ‘they can all milk cows,’ the 

final decision came down to dedicated support, expertise and proactive 
leadership. Management can now focus on efficiencies, protocols and 

improved outcomes. “Everyone knows we operate as a business – we 
do annual performance reviews, monthly budget forecasts, quarterly 

budget plans and we review variances regularly to fine-tune,” 
explains Bernie. With the 15-year old double-25 parlour already 

sold, they will be fully robotic by May 2018 and will take some 
months to fully settle in before looking to ‘Live Life Lely!’

By Tars Cheema By Gary Booy

(L-R) Brianna, Erin, Brian 
Gabriel and Reid Anderson, 

with herd favorite Bilbo.

Farm Facts:
• Milking 1650 cows 2.7x/day with 31 Lely robot stations
• 37kg/day avg., 4.2% BF with goal of 1.5 kg BF daily, year-round
• 55 cows/robot avg. (mature cows 62/robot – more than ideal)
• Currently 250-300 cows calving per month, goal of 200/month
• All sand bedding for last 15 years, flush barns
• Previously, always maintained 0.9 - 1.1 stall per cow
• With new barns, 1740 stalls for 1650 cows
• Two dedicated robots in fresh/hospital pen – under-stocked intentionally
• Herd is AI bred and SCC tested 6x/year
• 15 full-time, 4 part-time staff while still in transition

Farm Facts:
• Eagle Acres milks 50 cows, a 33 litre daily average, with hopes of 

expanding to 65 in the near future.
• For educational purposes, they milk four different breeds of dairy cows.

• On tour days, they have three different milking systems in use: a 
stanchion, a three-cow herringbone, and a DeLaval VMS.

• The herd is on DHI and are classified – important tools in their 
management system.

• The home farm sits on 40 owned acres, with an additional 150 acres on a 
long-term lease.

• 90% of the acreage is in green crops, 10% in corn.

The Corner’s Pride Farm 
team, Bernie and 
Yvonne VanderMeulen, 

Justin VanderMeulen, Janel 
and Brandon Bisschop, look 
forward to starting up the 

last of the 31 Lely robotic 
milkers by May.

Corner’s Pride Farms (CPF) has been milking a lot of cows for a long 
time! Keeping good staff milking the more than 1600 cows had become 
challenging in recent years, prompting investigation of easier labour 
systems. They began building two new drive-through barns (240 and 320 
stalls) in January 2017 and by November, the first 13 Lely robotic milking 
stations were operating. By May 2018, with all remaining renovations 
and robot installations complete, the 31 robot herd will be Lely’s 
biggest operation in Canada and the second largest in North America!

An early morning milk pick up - beautiful and peaceful. The new barns at Eagle Acres Dairy.

Petsen
services

http://www.langeng.com
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1009 Belvedere Street, Enderby
Phone: 250-838-6455  |  Email: diana@mtnview.ca

As Nutrient management concerns 
grow, Mountain View Electric Ltd is 
here to work with you.
We offer solutions from GEA Houle and 
FAN, for all you Manure Separation or 
Green bedding needs, we have the 
equipment to make it happen.
If it is Nutrient Removal you are 
looking for, a GEA Centrifuge may be 
what you need. Any way you need 
to break it down, give us a call, we 
are here to help you find the right 
solution.

Houle

More information 
or personal advice? 

Check www.schippers.ca 
or call us on 

1866-995-7771 

How can I ensure
my animals’ water
is as good as mine?

Water quality is often underestimated and yet 
it is such an important nutrient for each animal. 
Did you know that your animals drink about 
twice as much water as they eat food? When 
working with our Total Water Care concept,
you are guaranteed the continual clearing 
of water lines to eliminate biofilm while 
simultaneously cleaning the water and 
maintaining the refreshing taste. Total Water 
Care ensures that your water lines and the
water itself are toxin-free and safe for both
you and your animals to consume.

TOTAL WATER CARE - Our answer

mailto:diana@mtnview.ca
http://www.stargro.ca
mailto:info%40stargro.ca?subject=
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Call for a Delivered Price!  Phone Chris at 403-715-0551 or Cale at 403-635-0104 or email info@hubkahay.com 

Alfalfa – Mixed Hay – Timothy – Straw 
All in 3x4x8 Medium Square Bales Delivered from 
Our Farm to Your Farm. Check out the inventory 
on our website with analysis and pictures.  
www.hubkahay.com

PS 270 PROSPREAD APRON BOX SPREADER
- Heavy-duty guillotine gate for increased material metering and flow management.

-VeriSpread vertical beaters for quality spreading of a wide variety of materials in 

a 25’ -30’ pattern. 

-10-degree sidewall flare for increased heaping capacity without extending the loading height. 

-Dual apron for consistent, reliable flow to beaters and longer life for chain and slats. 

KuhnNorthAmerica.com700 heaped cu. ft. capacities. 

facebook.com/matsquiagrepair

youtube.com/matsquiagrepair

@matsquiagrepair

@matsquiag

We’re Social: 

34856 Harris Rd, 
Abbotsford BC

604-826-3281

www.matsquiagrepair.com

SUPERIOR BUILD. SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE.
KUHN PS 270 PROSPREAD

Over 880 people registered for the 
2018 WCDS in Red Deer, AB with both 
local (Alberta) attendees, as well as those 
coming from far and wide (across Canada, 
the USA, China, Germany and the 
United Kingdom). The seminar received 
outstanding industry support with 94 
sponsors and industry service providers. 
The week provided the opportunity to 
bring together dairy producers, and 
industry, government and university 
representatives to share knowledge 
and information. The tradeshow area 
and extended breaks allowed for lots of 
networking and the research poster area 
meant the latest dairy-related university 
research was shared and discussed.

The week began with a tour of three 
progressive dairy farming operations 
and a milk quality workshop. During the 
Wednesday morning opening session Dr. 
Gordon Atkins (Atkins Veterinary Services) 
was presented with the John J Kennelly 
WCDS Award of Merit for his many and 
continued contributions to the Canadian 
dairy industry.

The Wednesday to Friday sessions were 
packed with national and international 
(USA, Netherlands, Spain and United 
Kingdom) speakers covering a wide range 
of topics. Topics varied from the changes 
to the Canadian Food Guide, reducing 
antibiotic use, hiring and retaining an 
excellent workforce, lameness prevention 
and treatment, as well as facility design 
to improve cow comfort. There were 
also sessions dedicated to nutritional 
management, rearing of replacement 
livestock and advances in genetics and 
reproduction. The Thursday morning 
student research presentation competition 
and producer panel were both big hits 
again, with lots of discussion and sharing 
of ideas and information. View the full 
program at www.wcds.ca/program. 

What’s News

Achieving 
Dairy 
Excellence
Western Canadian 
Dairy Seminar 
(WCDS) 2018

mailto:info@hubkahay.com
www.hubkahay.com
www.wcds.ca/program
https://www.facebook.com/Matsquiagrepair/
https://www.youtube.com/user/MatsquiAgRepair
https://www.instagram.com/matsquiagrepair/
https://twitter.com/hashtag/matsquiag
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Superior Production–Top 10 for BC
January – February 2018

YEARLINGS (81 ANIMALS REPORTED)

ANIMAL BCA TOTAL BCA DEV. M DEV. F DEV. P COMP. FARM NAME
TONESA LAKOTA MANIFOLD GP 81 400-395-388 1183 114 73 102 289 Tonesa Holsteins Ltd., Chilliwack
ROMYNS SUDAN PEPSI GP 83 365-417-372 1154 75 102 66 243 Romyn-Hill Farm Ltd., Sorrento
FRASER EDGE GALOP INA G 78 374-400-377 1151 76 107 89 272 Fraser Edge Farms Ltd., Deroche
MARLENA EVAN 1721 GP 81 397-345-389 1131 134 98 126 358 Marlena Farms Ltd., Dewdney
ROMYNS COLLATERAL JELLYBEAN VG 86 366-390-365 1121 72 73 55 200 Romyn-Hill Farm Ltd., Sorrento
TONESA QUIRKY DOORMAN G 79 358-385-347 1090 72 63 61 196 Tonesa Holsteins Ltd., Chilliwack
LYBA WICKHAM CHARIS GP 84 336-404-338 1078 75 117 65 257 Shadow Ridge Dairy, Agassiz
TONESA NAMEEKA BOMBERO G 77 342-385-342 1069 56 63 56 175 Tonesa Holsteins Ltd., Chilliwack
TONESA LASHONDA FIX GP 81 332-393-343 1068 46 71 57 174 Tonesa Holsteins Ltd., Chilliwack
MARLENA SOVERIGN 1737 GP 82 364-349-353 1066 101 101 90 292 Marlena Farms Ltd., Dewdney

2 YEAR OLDS (119 ANIMALS REPORTED)

ANIMAL BCA TOTAL BCA DEV. M DEV. F DEV. P COMP. FARM NAME
TRIWEST LILLY BREKEM 1044 G 78 378-411-387 1176 76 84 88 248 Triwest Farms Ltd., Chilliwack
LAVENDER OBSERVER ROBELLA GP 83 367-390-369 1126 96 96 96 288 Lavender Farms Ltd., Abbotsford
TONESA ADAILLIA FEVER 1067 VG 85 322-437-337 1096 36 115 51 202 Tonesa Holsteins Ltd., Chilliwack
WISSELVIEW BALISTO LEAH GP 84 371-339-373 1083 77 28 72 177 Wisselview Farms, Pitt Meadows
WESTAR EXPLODE MAGIC GP 82 359-376-347 1082 52 75 49 176 Westar Holsteins, Rosedale
MARLENA BAYLAKE 1617 G 77 354-356-371 1081 91 108 108 307 Marlena Farms Ltd., Dewdney
TRIWEST BETSY SUPERPOWER 1058 G 73 369-378-328 1075 66 49 29 144 Triwest Farms Ltd., Chilliwack
CEDARWAL KIAN BOUNCE GP 80 361-363-345 1069 104 100 82 286 Cedarwal Farms Ltd., Abbotsford
FRUEH SABRINA VG 85 289-417-339 1045 48 156 91 295 Frueh Farms Ltd., Duncan
WISSELVIEW JENKINS CORRIE VG 85 359-311-372 1042 70 4 75 149 Wisselview Farms, Pitt Meadows

3 YEAR OLDS (80 ANIMALS REPORTED)

ANIMAL BCA TOTAL BCA DEV. M DEV. F DEV. P COMP. FARM NAME
FRUEH SNOWDRIFT VG 85 341-473-336 1150 61 145 45 251 J. William Wikkerink Farms Ltd., Cobble Hill
TRIWEST JAMIE SOMA 958 GP 81 386-351-348 1085 83 22 49 154 Triwest Farms Ltd., Chilliwack
SUNNYHOME MOGUL BLESSING GP 82 389-346-345 1080 87 48 52 187 Westar Holsteins, Rosedale
DEE-LINE MERRY SNOW 1 VG 86 373-359-338 1070 120 77 71 268 Eric & Erika Davidson, Enderby
SPALLVUE BROKAW BRISTOL VG 87 345-362-357 1064 90 100 94 284 Luttmerding Farms, Armstrong
MARCOR MARJORAM CHASE GP 81 350-363-349 1062 117 110 114 341 Mount Cheam Farms Ltd., Agassiz
PRINSE BROKAW DYNO MIGHT VG 88 331-401-328 1060 68 114 62 244 Prinse Farms Ltd., Rosedale
KAMBROS OBSERVER SHEY 5915 G 79 322-386-340 1048 42 73 63 178 Kambro Farms Ltd., Abbotsford
ELMIDO TONI ALTIMA 2248 GP 83 378-332-328 1038 119 65 73 257 Elmido Farms, Chilliwack
SUNCOUNTRY ATWOOD JULIANNE VG 85 329-350-356 1035 74 88 93 255 Luttmerding Farms, Armstrong

4 YEAR OLDS (46 ANIMALS REPORTED)

ANIMAL BCA TOTAL BCA DEV. M DEV. F DEV. P COMP. FARM NAME
WISSELVIEW BREWMASTER MISTY GP 83 328-461-342 1131 39 154 45 238 Wisselview Farms, Pitt Meadows
TONESA STEPHANIE HEFTY 962 GP 83 343-387-343 1073 59 67 59 185 Tonesa Holsteins Ltd., Chilliwack
MORSAN HERO FOOLS VG 86 361-368-338 1067 54 67 40 161 Westar Holsteins, Rosedale
WISSELVIEW LAUTHORITY BERLINE EX 91 340-368-339 1047 51 61 42 154 Wisselview Farms, Pitt Meadows
UBYSSEY BRUNO SALIA 3001 GP 83 362-349-325 1036 120 73 82 275 UBC Dairy Education & Research Centre, Agassiz
KAMBROS OIL SHE 5506 VG 85 310-408-315 1033 29 94 38 161 Kambro Farms Ltd., Abbotsford
WESTCOAST SID CHEREE EX 92 322-390-306 1018 69 108 45 222 Hamming Holsteins Ltd., Vernon
KAMBROS HERO ANKA 5630 VG 88 308-396-312 1016 27 82 35 144 Kambro Farms Ltd., Abbotsford
SUNNYHOME IOTA MATILDA VG 87 321-348-344 1013 55 69 78 202 Sunnyhome Farms Ltd., Salmon Arm
FRUEH MAN O MAN AFTER ME AGAIN VG 85 334-341-337 1012 93 80 89 262 Frueh Farms Ltd., Duncan

5 YEAR OLDS (14 ANIMALS REPORTED)

ANIMAL BCA TOTAL BCA DEV. M DEV. F DEV. P COMP. FARM NAME
LAVENDER SHAMPOO SPARKLER VG 87 353-348-323 1024 82 54 50 186 Lavender Farms Ltd., Abbotsford
SILVERVALE ALTABAXTER BEEBOP GP 80 281-447-270 998 26 146 17 189 Gordon Fox, Westwold
BAARSVIEW STEADY KAREN GP 81 318-368-301 987 65 85 47 197 Baarsview Farms Inc., Deroche
CEDARWAL ICE JORDAN VG 86 302-340-332 974 45 77 69 191 Cedarwal Farms Ltd., Abbotsford
TONESA ROSIE BALTI 932 GP 80 291-355-321 967 7 35 37 79 Tonesa Holsteins Ltd., Chilliwack
HAMMINGVIEW BRONCO MAXINE VG 87 312-332-319 963 41 66 49 156 Hammingview Farms Ltd., Pitt Meadows
HYLJON WINDBROOK KEIRA EX 90 278-358-325 961 7 62 51 120 Elkview Farms Ltd., Grindrod
MALAWYK ALTAIOTA 083 GP 80 314-327-311 952 29 40 28 97 W&N Vander Wyk Bros., Dewdney
KLEINVALLEY MANIFOLD MAXY 942 VG 85 321-303-313 937 74 36 61 171 Kleinvalley Farms, Langley
UBYSSEY BOWMAN PRETTY GIRL EX 90 289-347-292 928 40 71 49 160 UBC Dairy Education & Research Centre, Agassiz

6 YEAR OLDS (11 ANIMALS REPORTED)

ANIMAL BCA TOTAL BCA DEV. M DEV. F DEV. P COMP. FARM NAME
HUSO HAYDEN 59 VG 88 354-398-330 1082 85 103 56 244 Country Charm Farms Ltd., Abbotsford
ALPINA SUPER SUDS VG 86 350-316-335 1001 95 53 77 225 Alpina Dairy Farm Ltd., Abbotsford
EDUCATE-A-KID RISINGSTAR SAMBA GP 83 312-323-332 967 65 42 81 188 Eagle Acres Dairy Centre, Langley
PRINSE ATWOOD SHINE EX 91 310-361-293 964 47 74 27 148 Prinse Farms Ltd., Rosedale
LAVENDER SIGNET ROSE VG 85 317-327-308 952 46 33 35 114 Lavender Farms Ltd., Abbotsford
TONESA LISA LOU 870 EX 90 298-359-293 950 14 39 9 62 Tonesa Holsteins Ltd., Chilliwack
BAARSVIEW DEEK KAROLL 9919 G 74 303-345-295 943 51 63 42 156 Baarsview Farms Inc., Deroche
WEST GARRETT 587 GP 81 280-340-305 925 13 58 39 110 West River Farm, Rosedale
DUCKETT D LILO-ET VG 86 259-373-288 920 -11 86 18 93 Rose Gate Dairy Farms Ltd., Matsqui
WILLSWIKK DAMION DARENA VG 85 256-379-282 917 15 85 37 137 J. William Wikkerink Farms Ltd., Cobble Hill

7 YEAR OLDS (2 ANIMALS REPORTED)

ANIMAL BCA TOTAL BCA DEV. M DEV. F DEV. P COMP. FARM NAME
KAMBROS JUNCTION TILDA 4960 VG 86 318-343-325 986 38 30 48 116 Kambro Farms Ltd., Abbotsford
WALLYANN BAXTER CALLIE VG 88 305-339-293 937 58 73 41 172 Wallyann Holsteins Ltd., Grindrod

Top Total BCA Records B.C.
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Top Total BCA Records B.C.

34289 4th Avenue, Abbotsford, B.C. V2S 8B6 
2 Minutes from the  Sumas Border
Ph: (604) 854-3821 Toll free: 1-888-854-4568  |  Fax: (604) 854-3959

DESIGN to COMPLETION
Call Mid Valley 
Manufacturing

Our 
stalls are 
Canadian 

design and 
Canadian 

built!

Made in

Canada

midvalleymfg.com

MID VALLEY MANUFACTURING

~ WILLIAMS LAKE ~ 
~ KAMLOOPS ~
1.800.665.5909

info@thewaterpeople.com 
www.thewaterpeople.com

Highlands Irrigation LimitedHighlands Irrigation Limited

Dick Ford Chris Ford Nigel Pedersen Colin Boreham Mike Upton

COMPLETE IRRIGATION SYSTEMS
Design & estimates by experienced and qualified irrigation specialists

PUMPS • PIPE • PIVOTS
and all other irrigation systems

Come visit our booth at the BCCA-AGM in Smithers on May 31st

8 YEAR OLDS (1 ANIMAL REPORTED)

ANIMAL BCA TOTAL BCA DEV. M DEV. F DEV. P COMP. FARM NAME
FRUEH BOLTON JULIANA VG 88 296-378-295 969 55 117 47 219 Frueh Farms Ltd., Duncan

9 YEAR OLDS (0 ANIMALS REPORTED)

10 YEARS AND OLDER (0 ANIMALS REPORTED)

LONGTIME PRODUCTION-100,000 KGS OR MORE (16 ANIMALS REPORTED)

ANIMAL NAME LACTATION KGS MILK % FAT % PROTEIN KG PER DAY OF LIFE FARM NAME
SILVERVALE JON BOY TESS VG 86 8 137,318 3.60 2.83 29.51 Gordon Fox, Westwold
SUMMERSHADE ELLIBOLTON VG 85 7 122,900 3.19 2.87 32.67 Summershade Farms Ltd., Abbotsford
NICOMEN ALEJANDRO GLORIA GP 80 7 113,716 3.12 3.03 30.89 Nicomen Farm Ltd., Deroche
FRUEH BOLTON JULIANA VG 88 5 111,337 4.368 3.27 32.61 Frueh Farms Ltd., Duncan
M WAY MEGATON 450 GP 83 8 109,749 4.51 3.23 28.3 Milky Way Dairy, Chilliwack
NIPPONIA EDR RD ESSENCE EX 90 7 109,032 3.63 3.30 26.93 Suncountry Holsteins Ltd., Armstrong
NIPPONIA EDR RD ESSENCE EX 90 7 109,032 3.63 3.30 26.93 Springbend Farms, Falkland, Kloot Farms Ltd., Chilliwack
KAMBROS BOLTON DOTTY 4458 G 75 8 107,442 3.93 3.12 28.36 Kambro Farms Ltd., Abbotsford
DARIDELITE LATHAM LADYBUG EX 92 8 106,884 4.17 3.36 28.02 Dari Delite Farm Ltd., Sicamous
HYLJON JEEVES INDIANA GP 83 5 106,383 3.34 3.025 34.93 Westar Holsteins, Rosedale

STAR BROOD COWS

ANIMAL NAME NO. OF STARS FARM NAME
WILLSWIKK OUTSIDE DELLA EX 95 14 Wikkshaven Holsteins, Cobble Hill
MAURICIENNE RUDOLPH NIKE EX 92 13 Bradner Farms, Abbotsford
RAELAND LEDUC WILHELMINA EX 92 12 Bradner R Farms, Abbotsford
VYECROFT LINDY MANDY VG 88 12 Sandy & Lilian Stewart, Mara
LARCREST CHEVELLE-ET VG 87 11 Cedarwal Farms Ltd., Abbotsford,  
   Wisselview Farms, Pitt Meadows,  
   Postma Farms Ltd., Deroche
LINDENRIGHT DUNDEE L LAURAL EX 93 10 Wedgwood Holsteins, Cobble Hill,  
   Stanhope Dairy Farm Ltd., Victoria
COOKIECUTTER MOM HUE-ET VG 88 10 Cedarwal Farms Ltd., Abbotsford
STONEDEN FOOLS GOLD RED VG 88 8 Westcoast Holsteins, Chilliwack
FARNEAR-TBR GOLDWYN BRIN-ET VG 88 7 Kelton Holsteins Ltd., Abbotsford,  
   Real Canadian Cattle, Abbotsford,  
   Gifford Acres Farm Ltd., Abbotsford,  
   Brinkland Dairy Ltd., Enderby
HYLJON MORTY CAZY 325 EX 92 7 Frueh Farms Ltd., Duncan 

New address:
2567 Tolmie Road, Abbotsford, BC V3G 2T9

NEW Phone #: 604-823-0018

BC Holstein News
has MOO-ved!

PLEASE TAKE NOTE!

http://www.midvalleymfg.com
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FA R M  S A L E S  •  W O R L D W I D E  M A R K E T I N G
CanadianFarmRealty.com

SHELDON FROESE 204.371.5131 
sheldon@canadianfarmrealty.com

Details on these listings and more at  www.canadianfarmrealty.com

• North of SteiNbach
• VacaNt dairy
• 315 acreS
• capacity to milk

100 cowS

MANITOBA D 13154

SASKATCHEWAN D 13155

MANITOBA D 13107 SASKATCHEWAN D 16525

MANITOBA D 9481

MANITOBA D 13299
• Near haywood
• 376 acreS
• 100 kgS quota
• 106 free StallS
• maSter breeder herd

• Near laird
• 158 acreS
• 166.7 kgS quota
• double 8 parlour

• Near SteiNbach
• 985 acreS
• 262 kgS quota
• 198 Stall barN
• New heifer barN

• Near St. claude
• 555 acreS
• 102 SaNd bedded

StallS
• 105.06 kgS quota

• Near SaSkatooN
• 3 lely robot milkerS
• New free Stall barN
• 176 kgS of quota
• 208 acreS

Who would have thought that dairy 
farming in BC would have been such a 
great way to build wealth these past 50 
years or so? It is wonderful that hard 
work and a passion for cows and farming 
have also led to financial independence. 
Today, I would like to discuss ways to turn 
a pot of gold, be it a farm or an RSP, into 
something potentially wonderful for your 
family and your community.

The sale of a farm can generate a lot 
of cash - and a big tax bill. The first step 
is to put money aside for the taxes and 
keep it safe. A budget for a new home, 
renos, gifts/help for children and trips are 
important too, along with a secure, tax-
efficient income stream from investments. 
I like to think of the investment portfolio 
as if it was a dairy farm – you live on the 
milk cheque, not by selling slivers of 
quota. You have done this all your life.

Suppose you have budgeted for all that 
spending/giving in setting up your new 
life away from the farm, but even when 
thinking about worst case scenarios, 
there is still way more than you need. I 
have a client who had an expected nine 
million dollar tax bill the year he sold his 
business. After looking after the family 
and himself, as described above, there was 
still a lot of extra. He is also interested in 
philanthropy, but at present is too busy to 
devote the time to thoughtful donations. 
There was too much extra to give away at 
one go anyway.

Financial Focus
By Dr. Patrick O’Brien DVM, Wealth Advisor and Vice President, RBC Dominion Securities

The Pot of Gold and 
Redirecting Taxes to Your Favourite Charity

A Family 
Foundation 
in the Big 
Tax Year:

One solution 
to this client’s 
“problem” of a massive 
tax year was to create 
his own family foundation. 
There are two methods to 
create your own foundation. 
You can, through your lawyer, 
set up a private foundation 
unattached to any other 
organization. This can be expensive 
and time consuming in the set up and 
in keeping up with mandatory donations 
and complying with CRA (Canadian 
Revenue Agency) regulations and 
scrutiny. Better for most people is to set 
up an “off the shelf’ foundation that is part 
of an umbrella not-for-profit foundation 
that handles all the administration. These 
foundations are available through most 
investment firms. There is no set up cost 
here at RBC Dominion Securities, no 
requirement to donate 3.5% per year, 
and the yearly fees for compliance and 
administration are reasonable. My client 
was happy to receive a tax deduction of 
about 1/2 of his donation in his big tax 
year. The money is growing steadily tax-
free inside his foundation. Every so often, 
he directs me to send some money to a  

registered Canadian charity 
that has caught his eye. He spends zero 
time filling out forms or receiving CRA 
correspondence. It is as easy for him as 
buying a Big Mac hamburger. J

I could see a farming husband and wife 
in their big tax year donating $100,000 
or more to a foundation and using that as 
their source of yearly donations to their 
church or other favoured charity. They 
were going to give anyway, so why not get 
the deduction in the big tax year when 
it is really needed? They could choose to 

give just the invested income (or any other 
amount) carrying on until the foundation 

was empty. It is important to point 
out that you direct 

the funds inside 
your foundation, 
but you can’t 

take it back; it is 
an irrevocable gift. 

You also can’t direct a 
donation to a charity unless it is 
registered in Canada.

The Big RSP/RIF 
Pot of Gold Problem:

I have a few farming clients and 
many business owners/employees 
who have built up significant value 
inside their RSPs (retirement 

savings plan) or RIFs (retirement 
income fund) to the point that they 

are wondering why they still contribute. 
There are two reasons to still contribute 
to an RSP (assuming that it has a good 
investment performance). The first is an 
immediate tax deduction at a time when 
you are making a good income. This keeps 
more of your money in your jeans and less 
going off to CRA in the present moment. 
The second is that you can consider your 
RSP or retirement income fund (RIF) as 
a charity savings account if you, your 
spouse, or children are never going to 
need it. I am hoping this program will 
work for me. It is premature to speculate 

http://www.canadianfarmrealty.com
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The 34th WesTern 
Canadian ClassiC

Junior dairy 
shoW will be in

abboTsford this 
augusT 21-25!

All interested youth are 
welcome to join us at our team 
development sessions:
April 21: 10 am - Judging at 
Benco Holsteins, Chilliwack

June 9: 10 am - Clipping & Judging 
at Melinke Farms, Deroche

July: Dairy Science 
(Date & Location TBD)

Apply now for Team BC!
Application forms are available from 
Angela Hamming: 604-818-7113, 
pahamming@dccnet.com and must 
be postmarked by June 1, 2018.

w w w . w e s t e r n c a n a d i a n c l a s s i c . c o m

Flo-Star MAX
The gold standard in

performance, capacity,
durability, weight

reduction, milkability
and comfort.

HiFlo Evolution
The ultimate in

durability and simplicity.

Magnum Liners
The best of both worlds
by providing both cow

comfort and unparalleled
performance.

Lethbridge, AB - Ponoka, AB - Chilliwack, BC - Hague, SK
www.chinookdairyservice.com

Boumatic’s
Milking

Champions

Boumatic’s
Milking

Champions
High Performance      Durability      ComfortHigh Performance      Durability      Comfort

on family needs as I am only 54 and I 
have longevity genes. When/if it becomes 
clear that my family doesn’t need the 
money, then there are two ways I can use 
my RSP to fund important charities.

The Yearly Gradual Approach:
When you start taking money from 

your RIF at age 72 (mandatory) you can 
donate those dollars to your favourite 
charity each year. The donation will just 
about wipe out your tax obligation on 
those RIF withdrawals for most people. 
You might consider taking out your RIF 
payment in a lump sum at some point 
in the year, probably December, and 
making the donation in that same year. 
Alternately, you could take the withdrawal 
monthly and put in the collection plate 
(make sure the church keeps a record of 
your donation). You could also take out 
more than your minimum and donate it 
all as you see fit.

The Lump Sum Approach:
A further solution where you are 

willing to give up control of a bigger 
amount of your RSP/RIF (or in your will) 
is to create a foundation as mentioned 
above. Assuming your spouse doesn’t 
need the money and is not a beneficiary 
of the account, you lose very little of the 
cash to the CRA, unlike an RSP that 
becomes part of the estate. By creating 
the foundation and donating the RSP/
RIF, the cash stays under the direction 
of your trusted survivors to carry out 
your charitable wishes with only a small 
fraction going to the CRA.

These are a few solutions to your 
“Pot of Gold” issue. Since donations are 
irrevocable, and you can only donate to 
registered Canadian charities, one has to 
consider carefully the options with the 
help of your trusted advisors. If you are 
interested in knowing more of the details, 
my contact information is below.

All the best for a great spring season!

RBC Dominion Securities Inc.* and 
Royal Bank of Canada are separate 
corporate entities which are affiliated. 
Patrick O’Brien is a wealth manager 
and can be reached at 604-467 5321 
or patrick.obrien@rbc.com. *Member-
Canadian Investor Protection Fund. RBC 
Dominion Securities Inc. is a member 
company of RBC Wealth Management, 
a business segment of Royal Bank of 
Canada. ® / TM Trademark(s) of Royal 
Bank of Canada. Used under license. © 
2018 RBC Dominion Securities Inc. All 
rights reserved. 

STORE HOURS 
MON - FRI: 9 - 6, SAT: 9 - 5

604-846-0120
#1 - 45802 LUCKAKUCK WAY 
CHILLIWACK, BC  V2R 5P9
www.chilliwackworknplay.com

Stop by  
Work n Play 
for hard working 
farm duds. We 
have everything 
for your little and 
big farmers!

mailto:pahamming@dccnet.com
www.westerncanadianclassic.com
mailto:patrick.obrien@rbc.com
www.chilliwackworknplay.com
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Creating more value together.
As leaders in animal nutrition we pride ourselves in working with our Canadian dairy 
farmers bringing innovative nutritional solutions to their operations.

Chilliwack, BC  |  trouwnutrition.ca  |  hiprofeeds.com  |  1-800-663-2267

CHILLIWACK       44160 Yale Road West         1.800.663.2615
LETHBRIDGE       511 - 41 Street North            1.877.663.2615

www.southernirrigation.com

Intelligent Water Solutions

IRRIGATION REELS

http://trouwnutrition.ca
https://www.hiprofeeds.com
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NEW EXCELLENT 
ANIMALS
November 2017 – February 2018

Central Fraser Valley
SUNTASIA GOLDSUN FIRE ITUP EX 91 
Sire: Toc-Farm Goldsun ET 
Owner: John Sunder, Deroche

WESTERNROSE MAURY 1894 EX 91 
Sire: River-Gorge Maury 
Owner: Rose Gate Dairy Farms Ltd., 
Matsqui

BRADNER SEAVER ANASTASIA EX 90 
Sire: R-E-W Seaver-ET 
Owner: Golden Gate Farms Ltd., 
Abbotsford

CEDARWAL DOORMAN ECHO EX 90 
Sire: Val-Bisson Doorman 
Owner: Cedarwal Farms Ltd., Abbotsford

CEDARWAL RALSTON CABOODLE EX 90 
Sire: Cedarwal Ralston 
Owner: Cedarwal Farms Ltd., Abbotsford

CEDARWAL WINDBROOK IMAGE EX 90 
Sire: Gillette Windbrook 
Owner: Cedarwal Farms Ltd., Abbotsford

COZY PRAIRIE JETT AIR MILEY EX 90 
Sire: Sildahl Jett Air-ET 
Owner: Cozy Prairie, Abbotsford

DOCKUM BRENDA LAVAMAN 232 EX 90 
Sire: Gen-I-Beq Lavaman 
Owner: Dockum Holstein Farms Ltd., 
Abbotsford

DOCKUM DANITA MITCH 321 EX 90 
Sire: Ammon-Peachey Mitch-ET 
Owner: Bewelcome Farms Ltd., Deroche, 
Dockum Holstein Farms Ltd., Abbotsford

DRESLER LIBBY STANLEY CUP EX 90 
Sire: Gillette Stanleycup 
Owner: Tony Driessen, Abbotsford

GIFFORD DELINDA DEMPSEY EX 90 
Sire: Summershade Elton Dempsey 
Owner: Gifford Acres Farm Ltd., 
Abbotsford

HUSO ZELGADIS 3062 EX 90 
Sire: Cascina Giobbi Zelgadis 
Owner: Country Charm Farms Ltd., 
Abbotsford

LAREST GOLDCHIP BURBERRY EX 90 
Sire: Mr Chassity Gold Chip-ET 
Owner: C-N-J Holsteins, Deroche

OCEAN-VIEW PAL ZANDRA-ET EX 90 
Sire: Glenn-Ann Palermo-ET 
Owner: Mardelen Holsteins Ltd., 
Chilliwack

SUNTASIA DORADA HANHA EX 90 
Sire: Ladys-Manor Obs Dorada-ET 
Owner: John Sunder, Deroche

SUNTASIA WINDHAMMER FIRED UP 
EX 90 
Sire: Gillette Windhammer 
Owner: John Sunder, Deroche

VEDDERLEA FEVER LYRIC EX 90 
Sire: Crackholm Fever 
Owner: Vedderlea Farm Ltd., Abbotsford

WESTERNROSE GOLDCHIP 2062 EX 90 
Sire: Mr Chassity Gold Chip-ET 
Owner: Rose Gate Dairy Farms Ltd., 
Matsqui

WESTERNROSE TREASURER 1532 
EX 90 
Sire: Rockymountain Treasurer 
Owner: Rose Gate Dairy Farms Ltd., 
Matsqui

Lower Fraser Valley
(none to report)

BC’s New Excellent and Multiple Excellent Cows 
November 2017 – February 2018

North Okanagan
WESTCOAST ABSOL RINA EX 92 
Sire: Apples Absolute-Red-ET 
Owner: Sunnyhome Farms Ltd., 
Salmon Arm

BORNHAVEN MILLAY FEVER EX 91 
Sire: Crackholm Fever 
Owner: Village Ranch Ltd., Sorrento

EVERGRAZE MOJITO SANCHEZ EX 91 
Sire: Gen-Mark Stmatic Sanchez 
Owner: Evergraze Holsteins Ltd., 
Armstrong

HAMMING JASPER SHAYA EX 91 
Sire: Wilcoxview Jasper-ET 
Owner: Hamming Holsteins Ltd., Vernon

HAMMING MILAUS SUSI EX 91 
Sire: Baruf Milaus ET 
Owner: Hamming Holsteins Ltd., Vernon

SUNNINGHILL ATWOOD ROSE EX 91 
Sire: Maple-Downs-I G W Atwood 
Owner: Hamming Holsteins Ltd., Vernon

BORNHAVEN BELLYO DEMPSEY SP 
EX 90 
Sire: Lirr Drew Dempsey 
Owner: Village Ranch Ltd., Sorrento

BORNHAVEN LINDEE DEMPSEY RY 
EX 90 
Sire: Lirr Drew Dempsey 
Owner: Village Ranch Ltd., Sorrento

ELKVIEW BRAXTON MACAYLA EX 90 
Sire: Regancrest S Braxton-ET 
Owner: Sandy & Lilian Stewart, Mara

EVERGRAZE LINA FULTON EX 90 
Sire: Navs Shtl Fulton-ET 
Owner: Evergraze Holsteins Ltd., 
Armstrong

HAMBERLIN SUPER AUTHOR EX 90 
Sire: Comestar Lauthority 
Owner: Hamberlin Holsteins Ltd., Mara

HAMMING EPIC EVERLY EX 90 
Sire: Genervations Epic 
Owner: Hamming Holsteins Ltd., Vernon

HAMMING GILLESPY EVETTE EX 90 
Sire: De-Su Gillespy-ET 
Owner: Hamming Holsteins Ltd., Vernon

MARVLE GOLD CHIP ROBYN EX 90 
Sire: Mr Chassity Gold Chip-ET 
Owner: Black Forest Farm Ltd., Enderby, 
Marvle Holsteins, Enderby

MAZJESTIC DEMPSEY TASHA EX 90 
Sire: Lirr Drew Dempsey 
Owner: Joe Mazur, Enderby

MAZJESTIC DUNDEE LILLIAN EX 90 
Sire: Regancrest Dundee-ET 
Owner: Joe Mazur, Enderby

PREVIEW GOLDSUN ROXY EX 90 
Sire: Toc-Farm Goldsun ET 
Owner: J View Holsteins, Grindrod

RDOUBLE-J 234 EX 90 
Sire: Badger-Bluff Fanny Freddie 
Owner: Wayleen Farms, Creston

ROCKLEDGE SABRINA FEVER EX 90 
Sire: Crackholm Fever 
Owner: Rockledge Farms Ltd., Enderby

ROCKLEDGE SALINE DEMPSEY EX 90 
Sire: Lirr Drew Dempsey 
Owner: Rockledge Farms Ltd., Enderby

ROCKLEDGE SASSY BRAXTON EX 90 
Sire: Regancrest S Braxton-ET 
Owner: Rockledge Farms Ltd., Enderby

SPALLVUE BROKAW MAGGIE EX 90 
Sire: Mr Atwood Brokaw-Et 
Owner: Hamming Holsteins Ltd., Vernon

SPALLVUE DEMPSEY MAPLE EX 90 
Sire: Lirr Drew Dempsey 
Owner: Luttmerding Farms, Armstrong

SPRINGBEND SEAVER JADENE EX 90 
Sire: R-E-W Seaver-ET 
Owner: Elkview Farms Ltd., Grindrod

STARCREST LAMPADA LA EXCLUSIVE 
EX 90 
Sire: Comestar Lauthority 
Owner: James & Kirsty McAvoy, 
Armstrong

SUNNYHOME FEVER GINIA EX 90 
Sire: Crackholm Fever 
Owner: Sunnyhome Farms Ltd., 
Salmon Arm

SUPLESSE SHADOW TRIX EX 90 
Sire: B-Crest Shadow-ET 
Owner: Michael Haambuckers, Enderby

Richmond/ Delta
MARTIANN STEADY KELLY 101 EX 91 
Sire: Stantons Steady 
Owner: Martiann Holsteins Ltd., Delta

MARTIANN WINDBROOK PAULA 162 
EX 91 
Sire: Gillette Windbrook 
Owner: Martiann Holsteins Ltd., Delta

TOLAMIKA WINDBROOK FANCY PANTS 
EX 91 
Sire: Gillette Windbrook 
Owner: Martiann Holsteins Ltd., Delta

MARTIANN GOLDWYN SECRET 59 
EX 90 
Sire: Braedale Goldwyn 
Owner: Martiann Holsteins Ltd., Delta

PICKMICK ALTAGRATIS 2105 EX 90 
Sire: Charity Altagratis-ET 
Owner: Pickmick Dairy Farm Ltd., Delta

ROEMERS GUTHRIE GRAND EX 90 
Sire: Fustead Goldwyn Guthrie-ET 
Owner: Martiann Holsteins Ltd., Delta

SILVERMAPLE HETZRY IVY EX 90 
Sire: St-Jacob Destry Heztry-ET 
Owner: Martiann Holsteins Ltd., Delta

Upper Fraser Valley
MS APPLES ALEDA-RED-ET EX 93 
Sire: Lookout P Redburst 
Owner: Westcoast Holsteins, Chilliwack

POL BUTTE MCCUTCHEN FOOLS GOOD 
EX 92 
Sire: De-Su BKM Mccutchen 1174-ET 
Owner: Westcoast Holsteins, Chilliwack

SUNNYMERE FEVER LILY 690 EX 92 
Sire: Crackholm Fever 
Owner: Westcoast Holsteins, Chilliwack

WESTCOAST ABSOL RINA EX 92 
Sire: Apples Absolute-Red-ET 
Owner: Westcoast Holsteins, Chilliwack

CLAQUATO GOLD CHIP BLISS EX 91 
Sire: Mr Chassity Gold Chip-ET 
Owner: T&L Cattle Ltd., Rosedale

MORSAN WINDHAMMER ANGIEL EX 91 
Sire: Gillette Windhammer 
Owner: Westcoast Holsteins, Chilliwack

TOLAMIKA WINDBROOK FANCY PANTS 
EX 91 
Sire: Gillette Windbrook 
Owner: T&L Cattle Ltd., Rosedale

BENCO HILTON WINDBROOK EX 90 
Sire: Gillette Windbrook 
Owner: Benco Holsteins, Chilliwack

BENCO STARWARS FEVER EX 90 
Sire: Crackholm Fever 
Owner: Benco Holsteins, Chilliwack

CEDARWAL DOORMAN ECHO EX 90 
Sire: Val-Bisson Doorman 
Owner: Westcoast Holsteins, Chilliwack

COLBRIT LAWMAN PRETZEL EX 90 
Sire: Comestar Lawman 
Owner: Colbrit Holsteins, Agassiz

ELMBRIDGE REGINALD GUCCI EX 90 
Sire: Regancrest Reginald-Et 
Owner: Elmbridge Farms, Chilliwack

KELTON GOLDWYN ROSEY 179 EX 90 
Sire: Braedale Goldwyn 
Owner: Kelton Holsteins Ltd., Abbotsford

LYBA BRAWLER TARYN EX 90 
Sire: Gen-I-Beq Brawler 
Owner: Shadow Ridge Dairy, Agassiz

MORSAN DEMPSEY DUN PRESENCE 
EX 90 
Sire: Lirr Drew Dempsey 
Owner: Westcoast Holsteins, Chilliwack

MORSAN UNO D MISSY 1579 EX 90 
Sire: Amighetti Numero Uno ET 
Owner: Westcoast Holsteins, Chilliwack

NICREST JAMAR PINATA EX 90 
Sire: Hurtgenlea Jamar-ET 
Owner: Elmbridge Farms, Chilliwack

ROEMERS GUTHRIE GRAND EX 90 
Sire: Fustead Goldwyn Guthrie-ET 
Owner: T&L Cattle Ltd., Rosedale

SILVERMAPLE HETZRY IVY EX 90 
Sire: St-Jacob Destry Heztry-ET 
Owner: T&L Cattle Ltd., Rosedale

SPRINGBEND GOLDSUN MUDSLIDE 
EX 90 
Sire: Toc-Farm Goldsun ET 
Owner: Westcoast Holsteins, Chilliwack

SPRINGBEND SANFLAN BEE STING 
EX 90 
Sire: Quality Sanflan 
Owner: Westcoast Holsteins, Chilliwack

SPRINGBEND SEAVER JADENE EX 90 
Sire: R-E-W Seaver-ET 
Owner: T&L Cattle Ltd., Rosedale

SUPLESSE SHADOW TRIX EX 90 
Sire: B-Crest Shadow-ET 
Owner: Suplesse Farm Ltd., Agassiz

UBYSSEY JETT AIR SALIA 3153 EX 90 
Sire: Sildahl Jett Air-ET 
Owner: UBC Dairy Education & Research 
Centre, Agassiz

VANDYK-S DAYSTAR TANGO EX 90 
Sire: Ronelee SSI Hero Daystar-ET 
Owner: Westcoast Holsteins, Chilliwack

WESTCOAST SHOTTLE CARLIE EX 90 
Sire: Picston Shottle-ET 
Owner: Westcoast Holsteins, Chilliwack

Vancouver Island
SILVERMAPLE BRAXTON CALYPSO 
EX 93 
Sire: Regancrest S Braxton-ET 
Owner: Ben & Suzanne Cuthbert, 
Ladysmith

SILVERMAPLE ATWOOD CILANTRO 
EX 92 
Sire: Maple-Downs-I G W Atwood 
Owner: Ben & Suzanne Cuthbert, 
Ladysmith, Stanhope Dairy Farm Ltd., 
Victoria, Wedgwood Holsteins, Cobble 
Hill

SUNNYMERE FEVER LILY 690 EX 92 
Sire: Crackholm Fever 
Owner: Andrew P. DeGroot, Nanaimo

WILLSWIKK BROKAW GLADYS EX 92 
Sire: Mr Atwood Brokaw-ET 
Owner: J. William Wikkerink Farms Ltd., 
Cobble Hill

WILLSWIKK DEMPSEY JOAN EX 92 
Sire: Lirr Drew Dempsey 
Owner: J. William Wikkerink Farms Ltd., 
Cobble Hill

HIDDENLUCK LAVAMAN KITTEN EX 91 
Sire: Gen-I-Beq Lavaman 
Owner: Vanjaarsveld Holdings Ltd., 
Duncan

Continued on next page
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PENDENE LAUTHORITY MISSIE EX 91 
Sire: Comestar Lauthority 
Owner: J. William Wikkerink Farms Ltd., 
Cobble Hill

ROCKYCREST SAMMY GRACIOU EX 91 
Sire: Gen-I-Beq Sammy 
Owner: Rockycrest Holsteins Ltd., 
Duncan

ROEMERS DEMPSEY LAZER EX 91 
Sire: Lirr Drew Dempsey 
Owner: Roemer Farms Ltd., Mill Bay

SAANWOOD SC ROSSIE EX 91 
Sire: Gillette Stanleycup 
Owner: Viewfield Farms Ltd., Courtenay

WEDGWOOD MERIDIAN DELCIE EX 91 
Sire: Sully Hart Meridian-ET 
Owner: Stanhope Dairy Farm Ltd., 
Victoria, Wedgwood Holsteins, 
Cobble Hill

WILLSWIKK SID DAISYANNA EX 91 
Sire: Pine-Tree Sid-ET 
Owner: J. William Wikkerink Farms Ltd., 
Cobble Hill

WILLSWIKK WINDBROOK JAXEN EX 91 
Sire: Gillette Windbrook 
Owner: J. William Wikkerink Farms Ltd., 
Cobble Hill

FRUEH GOLD SUBLIME EX 90 
Sire: Toc-Farm Goldfish ET 
Owner: Frueh Farms Ltd., Duncan

FRUEH JANA GILLESPY EX 90 
Sire: De-Su Gillespy-ET 
Owner: Frueh Farms Ltd., Duncan

FRUEH LINJET JENNA EX 90 
Sire: Sunnylodge Linjet 
Owner: Frueh Farms Ltd., Duncan

FRUEH REDLINE JUNE EX 90 
Sire: Fradon Redliner 
Owner: Frueh Farms Ltd., Duncan

GREENDIKE AVALON ABEDIEN 610 
EX 90 
Sire: Farnear-TBR Altaavalon-ET 
Owner: C&H Groenendijk, Chemainus

MOUNTAIN LEGEND MALLORY EX 90 
Sire: Ra-Mar-Land Legend-TW 
Owner: Michael Laszczyk, Duncan

ROEMERS GOLDSUN SWEETIE EX 90 
Sire: Toc-Farm Goldsun ET 
Owner: Roemer Farms Ltd., Mill Bay

ROEMERS GUTHRIE GRAND EX 90 
Sire: Fustead Goldwyn Guthrie-ET 
Owner: Roemer Farms Ltd., Mill Bay

ROEMERS SHOTTLE SNIKER EX 90 
Sire: Picston Shottle-ET 
Owner: Roemer Farms Ltd., Mill Bay

SAANWOOD LAUTH COUNTESS EX 90 
Sire: Comestar Lauthority 
Owner: Viewfield Farms Ltd., Courtenay

SAANWOOD LAVENGUARD JARA EX 90 
Sire: Comestar Lavanguard 
Owner: Viewfield Farms Ltd., Courtenay

SILVERMAPLE GOLDCHIP FRAYA EX 90 
Sire: Mr Chassity Gold Chip-ET 
Owner: Ben & Suzanne Cuthbert, 
Ladysmith

SILVERMAPLE HETZRY IVY EX 90 
Sire: St-Jacob Destry Heztry-ET 
Owner: Ben & Suzanne Cuthbert, 
Ladysmith

SILVERMAPLE SHOTTLE CUPCAKE 
EX 90 
Sire: Picston Shottle-ET 
Owner: Ben & Suzanne Cuthbert, 
Ladysmith

STANHOPE BUTTERCUP PRONTO EX 90 
Sire: Windy-Knoll-View Pronto-ET 
Owner: Stanhope Dairy Farm Ltd., 
Victoria, Wedgwood Holsteins, 
Cobble Hill

WILLSWIKK AUGUSTUS DARCY EX 90 
Sire: Willswikk Augustus 
Owner: J. William Wikkerink Farms Ltd., 
Cobble Hill

WILLSWIKK BROKAW RHEA EX 90 
Sire: Mr Atwood Brokaw-ET 
Owner: J. William Wikkerink Farms Ltd., 
Cobble Hill

WILLSWIKK DEMPSEY JULIUS EX 90 
Sire: Lirr Drew Dempsey 
Owner: J. William Wikkerink Farms Ltd., 
Cobble Hill

WILLSWIKK JASPER DIVINITY EX 90 
Sire: Wilcoxview Jasper-ET 
Owner: J. William Wikkerink Farms Ltd., 
Cobble Hill

WILLSWIKK WINDBROOK DIXIE EX 90 
Sire: Gillette Windbrook 
Owner: J. William Wikkerink Farms Ltd., 
Cobble Hill

MULTIPLE EXCELLENT 
ANIMALS
November 2017 – February 2018

Central Fraser Valley
ALPINA BLITZ HOLLY EX 5E 
Sire: Fustead Emory Blitz-ET 
Owner: Alpina Dairy Farm Ltd., 
Abbotsford

LAVENDER PRONTO ISADORE EX 4E 
Sire: Windy-Knoll-View Pronto-ET 
Owner: Lavender Farms Ltd., Abbotsford

STANHOPE HONORA SANCHEZ EX 4E 
Sire: Gen-Mark Stmatic Sanchez 
Owner: Lavender Farms Ltd., Abbotsford

KLARNIE BONAIR LOIS 939 EX 3E 
Sire: Karona Bonair 
Owner: Locarno Farms Ltd., Abbotsford

ALPINA BEACON INTEL EX 2E 
Sire: End-Road Beacon-ET 
Owner: Alpina Dairy Farm Ltd., 
Abbotsford

ALPINA BRAXTON TULARE EX 2E 
Sire: Regancrest S Braxton-ET 
Owner: Alpina Dairy Farm Ltd., 
Abbotsford

ALPINA STANLEYCUP SWISS CUP 
EX 2E 
Sire: Gillette Stanleycup 
Owner: Alpina Dairy Farm Ltd., 
Abbotsford

BENNER SNOWMAN JALIE EX 2E 
Sire: Flevo Genetics Snowman 
Owner: JTL Cattle Co, Abbotsford

CALBRETT SNOWMAN LEXIE EX 2E 
Sire: Flevo Genetics Snowman 
Owner: Rose Gate Dairy Farms Ltd., 
Matsqui

HUSO EMBASSY 2014 EX 2E 
Sire: Ryan-Crest Embassy-ET 
Owner: Country Charm Farms Ltd., 
Abbotsford

KENMARANK FEVER AURORA EX 2E 
Sire: Crackholm Fever 
Owner: Kenmarank Farms Ltd., 
Abbotsford

KENMARANK LARAMEE CARLIN 
EX 92 2E 
Sire: Pine-Shelter Laramee Mor-ET 
Owner: Kenmarank Farms Ltd., 
Abbotsford

LAVENDER ROSANA MAGNATISM 
EX 2E 
Sire: Mister Magnetism-ET 
Owner: Lavender Farms Ltd., Abbotsford

LAVENDER SHOTTLE ROBBEY EX 2E 
Sire: Picston Shottle-ET 
Owner: Lavender Farms Ltd., Abbotsford

MARKWELL SHAMROCK MIKASA-ET 
EX 2E 
Sire: Ladys-Manor Pl Shamrock-ET 
Owner: Tony Driessen, Abbotsford

SUNTASIA GERARD DELILAH EX 91 2E 
Sire: Schillview Oman Gerard-ET 
Owner: John Sunder, Deroche

SUNTASIA SHOTTLE HOLLYBURN EX 
91 2E 
Sire: Picston Shottle-ET 
Owner: John Sunder, Deroche

VEDDERLEA FEVER LUCILLE EX 2E 
Sire: Crackholm Fever 
Owner: Vedderlea Farm Ltd., Abbotsford

Lower Fraser Valley
DIVINE BAXTER VALENTYME EX 3E 
Emerald-Acr-Sa T-Baxter 
Divine Holsteins, Langley

KLEINVALLEY MAURY MALTA 941 
EX 2E 
River-Gorge Maury 
Kleinvalley Farms, Langley

North Okanagan
ELM-PARK TAHARI-ET EX 6E 
Sire: Valleyriver Joyboy Red 
Owner: Rockledge Farms Ltd., Enderby

EVERGRAZE OUTSIDE MADISON EX 5E 
Sire: Comestar Outside 
Owner: Evergraze Holsteins Ltd., 
Armstrong

EVERGRAZE RD METALLICA EX 5E 
Sire: Regancrest Design-ET 
Owner: Evergraze Holsteins Ltd., 
Armstrong

MAPEL WOOD SHOTTLE GEM EX 4E 
Sire: Picston Shottle-ET 
Owner: Sunnyhome Farms Ltd., 
Salmon Arm

SUNNYHOME ATLAS MALLIE EX 4E 
Sire: MD-Delight Durham Atlas-ET 
Owner: Sunnyhome Farms Ltd., 
Salmon Arm

SUNNYHOME SHOTTLE MULBERRY 
EX 4E 
Sire: Picston Shottle-ET 
Owner: Sunnyhome Farms Ltd., 
Salmon Arm

ROCKLEDGE SATIN RUSTLER RED 
EX 3E 
Sire: Sir Ridgedal Rustler-Red-ET 
Owner: Rockledge Farms Ltd., Enderby

SUNCOUNTRY JULIA DAMION EX 3E 
Sire: Erbacres Damion 
Owner: Suncountry Holsteins Ltd., 
Armstrong

BAYMEADOWS CALIBER IDA EX 2E 
Sire: Lake-Effect Altacaliber-ET 
Owner: Hanson Farms Ltd., Creston

BORNHAVEN COUNTESS ROLLS ROY 
EX 2E 
Sire: Springbend Rolls Royce 
Owner: Village Ranch Ltd., Sorrento

BORNHAVEN DEMPSEY TALENT VAN 
EX 2E 
Sire: Lirr Drew Dempsey 
Owner: Village Ranch Ltd., Sorrento

BORNHAVEN LANGDON KAY SAN EX 2E 
Sire: Kellercrest Langdon-ET 
Owner: Village Ranch Ltd., Sorrento

BORNHAVEN RONNIE MILLION 37 
EX 2E 
Sire: England-Ammon Million-ET 
Owner: Village Ranch Ltd., Sorrento

DARIDELITE WINDHAMMER MARVEL 
EX 2E 
Sire: Gillette Windhammer 
Owner: Elkview Farms Ltd., Grindrod

ELKVIEW WINDBROOK LIORA EX 2E 
Sire: Gillette Windbrook 
Owner: Elkview Farms Ltd., Grindrod

EVERGRAZE DEMPSEY MAIDEN EX 2E 
Sire: Lirr Drew Dempsey 
Owner: Evergraze Holsteins Ltd., 
Armstrong

EVERGRAZE MONETARRI DEMPSEY 
EX 2E 
Sire: Lirr Drew Dempsey 
Owner: Evergraze Holsteins Ltd., 
Armstrong

GOLDENSET BRAXTON FIMMY EX 2E 
Sire: Regancrest S Braxton-ET 
Owner: Hamming Holsteins Ltd., Vernon

HAMBERLIN CRATER MANIFOLD EX 2E 
Sire: Mainstream Manifold 
Owner: Hamberlin Holsteins Ltd., Mara

HAMBERLIN TOWEL WINDBROOK 
EX 2E 
Sire: Gillette Windbrook 
Owner: Hamberlin Holsteins Ltd., Mara

HAMMING SHOTTLE DARLING EX 2E 
Sire: Picston Shottle-ET 
Owner: Hamming Holsteins Ltd., Vernon

HAMMING SMOKIN PAULA EX 2E 
Sire: Misty Springs Smokin 
Owner: Hamming Holsteins Ltd., Vernon

MAZJESTIC DAMION TESSA EX 2E 
Sire: Erbacres Damion 
Owner: Joe Mazur, Enderby

MAZJESTIC MILLION NATTY EX 2E 
Sire: England-Ammon Million-ET 
Owner: Joe Mazur, Enderby

MORSAN GULF LANA EX 2E 
Sire: De-Su Gulf-ET 
Owner: Shadynook Farms Ltd., Enderby

MTN-EDGE KATELYN BRAXTON EX 2E 
Sire: Regancrest S Braxton-ET 
Owner: Michael A. Luttmerding, 
Armstrong

ROCKLEDGE BELINDA FEVER EX 2E 
Sire: Crackholm Fever 
Owner: Hamming Holsteins Ltd., Vernon

ROCKLEDGE STACY SANCHEZ EX 2E 
Sire: Gen-Mark Stmatic Sanchez 
Owner: Rockledge Farms Ltd., Enderby

SPALLVUE FEVER ROCKSTAR EX 2E 
Sire: Crackholm Fever 
Owner: Luttmerding Farms, Armstrong

SPRINGBEND DUDE HADLEY EX 2E 
Sire: Gibbs-I Claynook Dude 
Owner: Rockledge Farms Ltd., Enderby

SUNCOUNTRY DORIE GUTHRIE EX 2E 
Sire: Fustead Goldwyn Guthrie-ET 
Owner: Suncountry Holsteins Ltd., 
Armstrong

SUNNYHOME GOLDCHIP MARCIE EX 2E 
Sire: Mr Chassity Gold Chip-ET 
Owner: Sunnyhome Farms Ltd., 
Salmon Arm

SUNNYHOME SHOTTLE MUSIC EX 2E 
Sire: Picston Shottle-ET 
Owner: Carlar Holsteins, Salmon Arm

SUNNYHOME SHOTTLE MUSIC EX 2E 
Sire: Picston Shottle-ET 
Owner: Sunnyhome Farms Ltd., 
Salmon Arm

TOLAMIKA SID TAMMARA EX 2E 
Sire: Pine-Tree Sid-ET 
Owner: Hamming Holsteins Ltd., Vernon

Richmond-Delta
FREJA SWEETIE TOYSTORY 466 EX 3E 
Sire: Jenny-Lou Mrshl Toystory-ET 
Owner: The Hessels Family, Delta

MARTIANN DENISON KALAYNA 1303 
EX 3E 
Sire: Jerland Denison-ET 
Owner: Martiann Holsteins Ltd., Delta

MARTIANN WINDBROOK KEEPER 3 
EX 91 2 
Sire: Gillette Windbrook 
Owner: Martiann Holsteins Ltd., Delta

MORSAN WINDBROOK LOVELY EX 2E 
Sire: Gillette Windbrook 
Owner: Martiann Holsteins Ltd., Delta

Upper Fraser Valley
PJV GOODMAN 390 EX 91 5E 
Sire: Langs-Twin-B Good Man-ET 
Owner: P.J.V. Farms Ltd., Chilliwack

Continued on page 38
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The 
Co-operators 
welcomes BC 
Agriculture 
Council as 
its newest 
member

The Co-operators/BCAC

The Co-operators Group Limited 
recently announced its newest member 
organization, the BC Agriculture Council 
(BCAC). The Co-operators, a Canadian 
insurance and financial services co-
operative, now has 44 members, including 
co-operatives, credit union centrals and 
representative farm organizations.

 “Today we celebrate an exciting day for 
BC agriculture,” says Stan Vander Waal, 
Board Chair with BC Agriculture Council 
(BCAC). “BCAC has recently become a 
member partner with The Cooperators 
and look forward to a successful and 
mutually beneficial partnership. The Co-
operators share many of the same values 
that guide our approach to business and 
we believe that by working together, 
this relationship will prove valuable 
to our members and the farmers and 
ranchers of British Columbia.” Vander 
Waal continues, “This partnership also 
aligns with BCAC’s strategic plan for 
organizational sustainability.”

As a co-operative, The Co-
operators Group Limited is owned and 
democratically controlled by members 
who use its services or products. The 
membership of The Co-operators consists 
of 44 organizations from every region of 
the country, representing the agriculture, 
finance, retail/consumer, service, health, 
and labour sectors of the Canadian 
economy.

 “It is a pleasure to welcome the 
BC Agriculture Council as our newest 
member,” said John Harvie, chairperson of 
the board of directors of The Co-operators. 
“As an organization representing BC 
farmers and farm associations, the 
BCAC will strengthen our co-operative by 
bringing its insights and perspective to 
our governance table.” 

What’s News

At Jaylor we have designed a TMR Mixer to work 
with your operation offering the effectiveness, 
efficiency and dependability you’ve come 
to expect. Our patented square cut auger 
consistently delivers the mix your cows require. 

Thank you to all our customers; existing, new 
and future! We are excited to build relationships 
that last a life time. 

Because Nutrition Matters, 
and Customers Matter. 

www.JAYLOR.com

DeALeR LOcAtiOns:
Avenue MAchinery | 1521 Sumas Way, Box 369, Abbotsford, Bc v2T 6Z6 | 888-283-3276
Avenue MAchinery | 7155 Meadowlark road, vernon, Bc v1B 3B6 | 800-551-6411
iSlAnd TrAcTor & Supply | 4650 Trans canada highway, duncan, Bc v9l 6l2 | 888-795-1755
SouTh peAce GrAin cleAninG coop | 10540 road 213, dawson creek, Bc v1G 4h8 | 250-782-7820

Nic Barker 
403-393-9864 
Territory Manager, 
Western Canada

Call WaterTec Today and Get Your Free Estimate!

            

Toll Free in Canada 1-888-675-7999
www.watertecna.com

Growing More With Less Water 

HDPE Pipe 
European Drag Hose

Metal 360 Dairy Fittings 
Cornell Diesel Pump
Irrigation Hose Reel 

Manure Chopper Pump

www.JAYLOR.com
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KELTON BALTIMOR DAISY 307 EX 3E 
Sire: Regancrest Baltimor-ET 
Owner: Kelton Holsteins Ltd., Abbotsford

RF DUPLEX CALLIE EX 3E 
Sire: Mesland Duplex-ET 
Owner: Westcoast Holsteins, Chilliwack

BENCO CLARICE LAVANGUARD EX 2E 
Sire: Comestar Lavanguard 
Owner: Benco Holsteins, Chilliwack

BENCO HERO BRAXTON EX 92 2 
Sire: Regancrest S Braxton-ET 
Owner: Benco Holsteins, Chilliwack

BENCO STRONG BAZOOKA EX 2E 
Sire: Genervations Bazooka 
Owner: Benco Holsteins, Chilliwack

BRANET BRADNICK CORVETTE EX 2E 
Sire: Regancrest-GV S Bradnick-ET 
Owner: Westcoast Holsteins, Chilliwack

GILLY JORDAN MAYA EX 2E 
Sire: Gillette Jordan 
Owner: Westcoast Holsteins, Chilliwack

LESPEREE METEOR LAUZI EX 91 2E 
Sire: Sully Altameteor-ET 
Owner: Westcoast Holsteins, Chilliwack

MEADOWBRINK SALVADORE SELMA 
EX 2E 
Sire: Despointes Salvadore 
Owner: Meadowbrink Farms, Chilliwack

MISS ALABAMA-RED-ET EX 2E 
Sire: KHW Kite Advent-Red-ET 
Owner: Westcoast Holsteins, Chilliwack

MORNINGVIEW DESTRY LANI-ET EX2E 
Sire: Scientific Destry-ET 
Owner: Westcoast Holsteins, Chilliwack

MORSAN AFTERSHOCK CAL S BRENDA 
EX 2E 
Sire: MS Atlees Sht Aftershock-ET 
Owner: Westcoast Holsteins, Chilliwack

MORSAN BRAXTON J HAMEL EX 2E 
Sire: Regancrest S Braxton-ET 
Owner: Westcoast Holsteins, Chilliwack

MORSAN DESTRY SEISME RC EX 91 2E 
Sire: Scientific Destry-ET 
Owner: Westcoast Holsteins, Chilliwack

MORSAN WINDBROOK LOVELY EX 2E 
Sire: Gillette Windbrook 
Owner: Westcoast Holsteins, Chilliwack

MS STARMARK REXY-RED-ET EX 2E 
Sire: KHW Kite Advent-Red-ET 
Owner: Westcoast Holsteins, Chilliwack

PJV PRIDE 604 EX 2E 
Sire: Regan-Alh Pride-ET 
Owner: P.J.V. Farms Ltd., Chilliwack

SPRINGBEND DUDE HADLEY EX 2E 
Sire: Gibbs-I Claynook Dude 
Owner: Springbend Farms, Falkland

TOLAMIKA SID TAMMARA EX 2E 
Sire: Pine-Tree Sid-ET 
Owner: T&L Cattle Ltd., Rosedale

UBYSSEY BOWMAN GIANA 1100 EX 2E 
Sire: De-Su Bowman-ET 
Owner: UBC Dairy Education & Research 
Centre, Agassiz

Vancouver Island
SAANWOOD SEPTEMBER LAVENDER 
EX 6E 
Sire: Pursuit September Storm 
Owner: Viewfield Farms Ltd., Courtenay

HIDDENLUCK TALENT LOLA EX 5E 
Sire: Ladino Park Talent-IMP-ET 
Owner: Frueh Farms Ltd., Duncan

STANHOPE HONORA SANCHEZ EX 4E 
Sire: Gen-Mark Stmatic Sanchez 
Owner: Stanhope Dairy Farm Ltd., 
Victoria, Wedgwood Holsteins, Cobble 
Hill

STANHOPE SARAH GOLDWYN EX 4E 
Sire: Braedale Goldwyn 
Owner: Stanhope Dairy Farm Ltd., 
Victoria, Wedgwood Holsteins, 
Cobble Hill

ROEMERS DAMION CHER EX 3E 
Sire: Erbacres Damion 
Owner: Roemer Farms Ltd., Mill Bay

WIKKSVIEW MR SAM PAULI EX 3E 
Sire: Regancrest-Mr Drham Sam-ET 
Owner: Wikksview Farm Ltd., Cobble Hill

WILLSWIKK DAZZLER JOLENE EX 91 3E 
Sire: Brownking Altadazzler-ET 
Owner: J. William Wikkerink Farms Ltd., 
Cobble Hill

WILLSWIKK DUPLEX DION EX 3E 
Sire: Mesland Duplex-ET 
Owner: Wikkshaven Holsteins, 
Cobble Hill

WILLSWIKK FEVER DEXTER EX 3E 
Sire: Crackholm Fever 
Owner: J. William Wikkerink Farms Ltd., 
Cobble Hill

BENNER SNOWMAN JALIE EX 2E 
Sire: Flevo Genetics Snowman 
Owner: Roemer Farms Ltd., Mill Bay

FRUEH BRADY BUNCH EX 91 2E 
Sire: Butz-Butler Atwood Brady-ET 
Owner: Frueh Farms Ltd., Duncan

FRUEH SHOTTLE TRILLIUM EX 2E 
Sire: Picston Shottle-ET 
Owner: Frueh Farms Ltd., Duncan

PENDENE LAUTHORITY MAYA EX 2E 
Sire: Comestar Lauthority 
Owner: J. William Wikkerink Farms Ltd., 
Cobble Hill

POELMAN SHOTTLE REBA EX 2E 
Sire: Picston Shottle-ET 
Owner: C&H Groenendijk, Chemainus

WIKKSVIEW ARBOR GENET EX 2E 
Sire: Wabash-Way Arbor-ET 
Owner: Wikksview Farm Ltd., Cobble Hill

WIKKSVIEW BRADNICK RAINY EX 2E 
Sire: Regancrest-GV S Bradnick-ET 
Owner: Wikksview Farm Ltd., Cobble Hill

WILLSWIKK BAXTER DOTTIE EX 91 2E 
Sire: Emerald-Acr-Sa T-Baxter 
Owner: J. William Wikkerink Farms Ltd., 
Cobble Hill

WILLSWIKK BRAXTON DALLAS EX 2E 
Sire: Regancrest S Braxton-ET 
Owner: J. William Wikkerink Farms Ltd., 
Cobble Hill

WILLSWIKK FEVER SAPPHIRE EX 2E 
Sire: Crackholm Fever 
Owner: J. William Wikkerink Farms Ltd., 
Cobble Hill

WILLSWIKK LAUTHORITY LANA EX 92 2E 
Sire: Comestar Lauthority 
Owner: J. William Wikkerink Farms Ltd., 
Cobble Hill 

Tools to Increase Milk Fat Production
By Chris Gwyn, BSc Agr. Ruminant 
Sales Development Manager, Jefo

With payment for butterfat at a sky 
high level in BC today, maximizing fat 
yield will improve your bottom line. The 
following article will present an overview 
of management and nutrition that impacts 
both yield and % fat in the milk you ship.

Over 400 different fatty acids can be 
found in milk. The majority of fat in milk 
(95%) is in the form of triglycerides, which 
are simply three fatty acids attached to 
a glycerol backbone. The following table 
lists some of the major fatty acids and 
their relative concentration in milk fat.

Dairy Cow Milk 
Fatty Acids Profile
Fatty Acid gr/100 gr of fat Cow

C4:0; butyric 2.87
C6:0; caproic 2.01
C8:0; caprylic 1.39
C10:0; capric 3.03
C12:0; lauric 3.64
C14:0; myristic 10.92
C16:0; palmitic 28.7

Fatty Acid gr/100 gr of fat Cow

C18:0; steric 11.23
18:1 cis-9; oleic 22.36
18:2 cis-9 cis12; linoleic 2.57
18:2 cis-9, trans-11, CLA 0.57
18:3 cis-9, cis-12, cis15; 0.5 
alpha-linolenic
Total n-6 2.83
Total n-3 0.56
Saturated FA 68.72
Monounsaturated 27.4
Polyunsaturated 4.05
Total Fat (g per 100g milk) 3.76

Chief among those is Palmitic, also 
known as C16:0 because it is made up 
of 16 carbons and is a saturated fat. 
Uniquely, C16 can be created either in 
the udder from shorter carbon fatty acids 
(example c4, c6, etc.) known as “de novo 
synthesis” or, palmitic acid can come 
from the cow’s feed (10% of the fat in 
corn oil is C16, 30% in grass silage, 
while commercial fats can be as high as 
98% C16). A cow’s body fat stores, which 
she mobilizes in early lactation, contain 
28% palmitic fat.

How is Milk Fat Made?
The cells of the udder (alveoli) are 

mini-factories, taking preformed fats, 
volatile fatty acids (VFA) from digestion of 
feed in the rumen, glycerol and glucose 
from the blood stream to create and blend 
the 400+ fatty acids in milk.

Central to this is the availability of 
volatile fatty acids (Acetate, Butyrate and 
Propionate) which are produced by the 
myriad of microbes living and fermenting 
feeds in the rumen. Those microbes thrive 
at a certain pH range and the acidity 
of the rumen can impact the diversity 
of the microbes. When the rumen pH 
is too low for extended periods of time, 
fiber digestion will be reduced, lowering 
the production of specific VFAs (acetate, 
butyrate), resulting in lower yield of milk 
fat. Overfeeding of unsaturated fat can 
also reduce milk fat. Unsaturated fats 
are toxic to rumen microbes when fed 
in excess. They are naturally present in 
forages, grains, protein ingredients and 
therefore need to be considered during 
ration formulation.

Dairy Cow Milk Fat Synthesis 
(see FIGURE 1)

Why Palmitic acid? 
In order to supplement fat without 

affecting the rumen microbes, it is 
possible to use rumen inert fat like 
free palmitic acids (C16:0). The most 
common and highest quality source 
of Palmitic Fatty acids originates from 
refined palm oil, popular because it 
contains a naturally high % of palmitic 
acid (50%) and therefore yields per acre 
are higher when it is refined. Unrefined 
palm oils may be cheaper, but their mix 
of impurities and less desirable fatty 
acids make them less effective. Feeding 
200-400g per cow per day of this fat very 
efficiently increases both fat % and yield. 
Researchers have reported an optimal 
feeding rate of 1.8% of dry matter intake. 
Work with your nutritionist to ensure 
proper formulation.

Some Additional Strategies to 
Increase Milk Fat

Specific ingredients can be added 
to the ration that have been proven to 
help enhance rumen function, including 
sugars, rumen buffers, yeast and yeast 
metabolites. Certain micro-nutrients work 

FIGURE 1  :  Dairy Cow Milk Fat Synthesis FIGURE 2  :  Factors Affecting Milk Structure

Continued from page 36
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post-ruminally to enhance fat % and yield. 
One example is the use of rumen Bypass 
B Vitamins which have specific roles in 
the production of milk fat. Implementing 
protected B Vitamins has been shown 
to increase fat yield by 60 grams/cow/
day. This represents $1 per cow per day 
increased revenue in BC.

Management is key to increasing milk 
fat yield and % on your dairies and is 
done by ensuring the ration designed by 
your nutritionist is:

1. Followed
 - accurate weight of each added  
 ingredient.
2. Properly Mixed
 - correct mixing time
 - ingredient order
 - forage particle length
3. Fed
 - to all cows 
 - on time, to minimize the hours  
 when bunks have no effective feed
4. Consumed
 - with minimal sorting and left overs

What about milk functional 
properties?

Very few reports relate feeding, 
management and milk handling to 
changes in milk functional properties. 
Reports 30 years ago in the USA looked 
at concerns about foaming of milk, so 
though a rare problem, it’s not a new one. 
Foaming is related to the fat structure 
within milk. A number of factors can 
change milk fat structure.

Factors Affecting Milk Structure 
(see FIGURE 2 on left page)

With respect to feeding, no particular 
nutrients or ingredients are known to be 
linked to this issue. One study looked 
at the level of nutrition and concluded 
that “underfeeding of energy” of cows 
resulted in higher % of free fatty acids 
in milk. Although free fatty acids level 
is typically very low in milk, it could 
change the biochemical structure of milk 
when increased. Research is being done 
to gain greater clarity into how feeding 
and managing dairy herds, and how milk 
handling could potentially impact the 
functional properties of milk.

Conclusion
Even in today’s high fat yielding herds, 

there are management and nutritional 
strategies to further increase the efficient 
production of milk fat. Dairy producers 
have the opportunity to select the best 
options for their herd’s profitability. 

canadianfoodgrainsbankabbotsfordauction
email: brandsma.rob@gmail.com

Thank You!! 

To all those who came out and 
supported this year’s Canadian 
Foodgrains Bank Make A 
Difference Fundraising Auction. 
It was a big success and we 
are so very grateful to all the 
volunteers, the donors, and all 
those who participated in the 
Auction. Thanks for all your 
continued support!

www.caliberequipment.ca
34511 Vye Rd.
Abbotsford B.C.
V2S 8J7 PH. 604-864-2273

First and Still Foremost.

Look to CLAAS for all your hay and forage needs and experience success
across the entire harvesting chain. The CLAAS family of products offers
rugged durability and continuous reliability. CLAAS balers and hay tools
have been leading the way with innovative technology and an unparalleled
range of features suitable for any size operation.

Financing available through CLAAS Financial Services.

www.AgSafeBC.ca

Equipment safety
On-site training at no cost

Call: 1.877.533.1789
Contact@AgSafeBC.ca

Book today!
Where and when you need us

https://www.facebook.com/canadianfoodgrainsbankabbotsfordauction/
https://www.facebook.com/canadianfoodgrainsbankabbotsfordauction/
mailto:brandsma.rob@gmail.com
www.caliberequipment.ca
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Greenhouse Film • 
Ground Covers • Bulk Bag •

Meat/Cheese Packaging Bags •

          

http://www.silagrow.com
mailto:sales%40sanscorp.com?subject=
http://www.sanscorp.com
http://www.deltairrigation.ca
mailto:info%40deltairrigation.ca?subject=
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Martha DeGroot
November 3, 1926 – February 13, 2018
Margaretha Huberta DeGroot (nee VanVelsen) passed 

away February 13, 2018 at Peace Arch Hospital 
surrounded by her family. Martha was born in Zoeterwoude, 
Netherlands on November 3, 1926 to Helena (nee 
Leonardus) and Johannes Geomans VanVelsen. She grew 
up on the family dairy farm, attended Catholic school, 
and she excelled in her education. After her graduation, 
she began to work as a family helper, caring for children.

Martha met Adrian DeGroot, a handsome local farm 
boy, at a community dance in 1950. They courted for 
two years before Adrian headed off to Canada to start 
a life there farming. For two years they corresponded 
before they got married and immigrated to Canada.

The newlyweds settled in Surrey Centre. In 1957 
they bought their first dairy farm in Hazelmere 
Valley, where they raised their three sons, 
Gerry, John and Andrew. Martha was 
a wonderful hard-working mother, 
and raised her children with 
strong Catholic values.

In 1986, Adrian and 
Martha decided to slow 
down, and passed the 
farm on to their sons. 
Martha got her dream 
home and Adrian was 
still able to have a few 
heifers on their hobby 
farm.

Martha continued 
living in her own 
home with the 
care of her son John 
and granddaughter 
Gabrielle until her 
passing on February 13, 
2018. She was predeceased 
by her parents, siblings and 
husband Adrian.

Martha is survived by her sister 
Nell in the Netherlands; sons Gerry 
(Elizabeth), John, and Andrew (Gladys); and 
her grandchildren Gabrielle, Julian and Maria. 

(photo Danielle Groenendijk)

Photo credit: Randy Vanderveen/CCAA

You may recall the mention of volleyball star, Danielle 
Groenendijk of Vancouver Island in our last issue. Danielle 
and her VIU Mariners team mates beat their rivals, 
the Douglas Royals in the CCAA (Canadian Collegiate 
Athletic Assoc.) National finals in Grande Prairie March 
10 to take Gold! After losing three of four regular season 
match-ups and the PacWest Provincial championships 
to the Royals, The M’s adjusted their strategies and went 
into the finals on fire, after defeating their opponents 
in straight sets! One more accolade for Danielle, she 
was selected as a first team all-star member, along with 
teammate Chantal Cumming. Congrats to Danielle and 
teammates for their stellar performance!

(photo – Katie Fooks)

Congratulations to Katie Fooks on completing 
her Bachelor of Arts, majoring in Education at Trinity 
Western University. She also completed the Tesol 
certificate for teaching ESL, and is accepted into the 
Bachelor of Education program this fall to become a 
teacher. Katie is the daughter of Brian and Janice Fooks 
(Clayburn Cattle), who are very proud of her hard work 
and successful accomplishment!

(photo – Rowan Hylkema)

Proud parents Melissa and Hans Hylkema of Hyljon 
Holsteins, Hague, SK, are pleased to announce the 
arrival of their daughter, Rowan Perth born on March 
5, 2018. Rowan weighed 9lbs 3oz, suggesting that her 
sire has a low calving ease rating. Excited and proud 
grandparents are John and Susan Hylkema, (Hyljon) 
Hague, SK and Scott and Lorraine Rigby of Langley, BC.

(photo – Nellie Rose Powers)

Miss Nellie Rose Powers turned 1-year old on April 
7, 2018. Steven and Steffy Powers (nee Dewitt) are 
the proud parents of Nellie. Her grandparents, John 
and Traci Powers and John and Joni Dewitt (DariDelite 
Farm), are so happy and love spending time with Nellie. 
Nellie is named after her Great Grandma Nellie Dewitt in 
Sicamous, whom she loves to visit! She loves cows and 
already spends A LOT of time with her mom in the barn 
and working on the farm.

Udder News
Chris Maarhuis Phone: 604-823-0018
E-mail: chris@holsteinnews.com

NEXT PUBLISHING DEADLINE: May 4, 2018 
(Summer Issue in mail: June 5, 2018)

We help you grow

Udder News brought to you by 
Bank of Montreal

Diane Murphy
VP Agriculture Markets

(604) 504-4980

Iain Sutherland
Agriculture Manager
(604) 504-4978

mailto:chris@holsteinnews.com
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Figure 1 - Claw Horn Disruption Lesions

Figure 3 - Radiographs of a normal digit and of abnormal growth on a pedal 
bone due to prolonged inflammation of tissues in the base of the claw. 

Figure 2 - Claw anatomy illustrating digital cushion, tendons supporting 
the pedal bone and typical sole ulcer site.

By Laura Solano, DVM, PhD 
and Steve Mason, PhD 

At the 2018 Western Canadian Dairy 
Seminar, Dr. Gerard Cramer explained 
how cows can become chronically lame if 
damage to their hooves is not treated early 
and if there is no follow-up evaluation.

Sole hemorrhage, sole ulcer and white 
line lesions, collectively referred to as 
claw horn disruption 
lesions (CHDL) are the 
most common non-
infectious claw lesions 
of dairy cattle worldwide. 
The photographs in figure 
1 illustrate these lesions. 
An important risk factor 
for sole hemorrhages 
and ulcers is thinning 
of the digital cushion 
(figure 2), which acts 
as a shock absorber 
between the pedal bone 
and the walking surface. 
Thin digital cushions are 
associated with low body 
condition scores. White 
line lesions are associated 
with excessively rough or 
slippery flooring surfaces, 
especially when cows are 
required to make sharp 
turns as they travel on 
those surfaces. Excessive standing time 
is a risk factor for all of these CHDL.

Several research studies have reported 
that cows with severe CHDL are at higher 
risk of recurring lameness, and failure 
to treat these lesions early in their 
development can lead to anatomical 
damage of the claw. Dr. Cramer described 
recent findings from studies in the UK, 

Delayed Treatment Can Lead to Chronic Lameness
demonstrating that cows with a history of 
lameness develop bony structures in the 
pedal bone that are irreparable (figure 3). 
From other studies, we also know that 
hormonal changes around calving cause 
relaxation of the suspensory tendons 
which hold the bones of the digit in place 
(figure 2), resulting in movement and 
sinking of the pedal bone. Dr. Cramer 
explained how this puts pressure on the 
corium, causing inflammation which, in 
turn, leads to the changes in the bone 
described above. These changes create 

a perpetual cycle, with 
inflammation playing a 
key role in the recurrence 
of lesions.

Appropriate treatment 
of CHDL involves the 
application of a block 
on the opposite claw 
(assuming it is healthy) 
and the administration 
of a non-steroidal 
a n t i - i n f l a m m a t o r y 
drug (NSAIDs, e.g., 
ketoprofen, meloxicam) 
to control inflammation 
and pain.

Dr. Cramer’s bottom 
line is this: Controlling 
lameness due to CHDL 
requires an integrated 
approach that focuses 
on prevention and early, 
effective treatment of 
chronically lame cows. 

Prevention starts with ensuring appropriate 
lying time, minimizing inflammatory and 
metabolic incidents around the transition 
period, and ensuring all cows receive an 
appropriate hoof trimming around dry-
off. If a cow does become lame, applying 
appropriate treatment with the use of 
blocks and NSAIDs, along with a follow-
up evaluation is essential.

Calgary AB

Controlling 
lameness due to 
CHDL requires 
an integrated 
approach that 

focuses on 
prevention and 
early, effective 

treatment of 
chronically 
lame cows.

Sole Hemorrhage Sole Ulcer White Line Lesion

By Casey Jacobs, BSc. Agr, PhD Student 
and Dairy Management Consultant with 
Nutrisource Inc.

It is well-known that digital dermatitis 
(DD) is a painful, infectious foot disease 
causing lameness, reduced production, 
decreased fertility and affects animal 
welfare. New research is confirming that 
starting a good control program in the 
heifers will pay dividends.

DD is one of the most common foot 
lesions affecting dairies in North America 
with reports of 70 - 90% of herds 

Hoof Health – Don’t Forget the Heifers

Example of DD negative feet detected during pen walks. The cleft 
between the heel bulbs is easily visible.

Example of DD positive feet detected during pen walks. The cleft 
between the heel bulbs (arrow) is not easily visible.

affected, and was the most common 
(40%) of all foot lesions recorded by hoof 
trimmers in Alberta, Ontario, and British 
Columbia over a three-year period. The DD 
cycle is complicated with various stages 
of development and recurrence which 
contribute to challenges in its control. 
Once DD is present on your farm it is there 
to stay, and control strategies focus on 
achieving a manageable state of disease 
by limiting the number of lesions present. 
Control strategies, including regular foot 
bathing and routine topical treatment, 
typically focus on the lactating herd.

But What about 
Replacement Heifers?

Initially, it was thought that cattle 
develop resistance to DD over time, a 
thought which prompted a research study 
to expose heifers to DD contaminated 
environments prior to calving to promote 
resistance to DD lesions. Not only did pre-
calf heifers develop DD lesions prior to 
calving, they also developed more severe 
lesions after calving compared to heifers 
which had not developed DD lesions prior 
to calving. More recently, research from the 

University of Wisconsin has determined 
that DD present in heifers prior to calving 
results in an increased risk of DD in 
first lactation, decreased first service 
conception, more days open, changes 
in claw conformation, and decreased 
milk production in first lactation. With 
consequences like these, managing DD in 
heifers becomes increasingly important, 
but first there needs to be a method to 
easily determine if heifers are infected.

A recent study at the University of 
Calgary investigated the use of pen walks 
as a means to identify heifers with DD 
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Exceptional comfort and an easy to maintain Kubota 
Tier IV Diesel engine combine for an impressive 
piece of equipment in Kubota’s SSV Series. New side 
lights expand the operator’s visibility on the job site, 
and the roll up door and wide operator area make for 
a more alert and productive work environment during 
those long all-day jobs. But best of all, our SSV 
Series are easy to maintain, so you can focus on your 
job site, not on your equipment.

PERFORMANCE AND 
COMFORT ALL ROLLED 
INTO ONE.

ABBOTSFORD Avenue Machinery Corp. 1521 Sumas Way 604/864-2665
COURTENAY North Island Tractor 3663 South Island Hwy. 250/334-0801
CRESTON Kemlee Equipment Ltd. N.W. Boulevard 250/428-2254
DAWSON CREEk Douglas Lake Equipment 11508 8th Street 250/782-5281
DUNCAN Island Tractor & Supply Ltd. 4650 Trans Canada Hwy. 250/746-1755
kAMLOOPS Douglas Lake Equipment 706 Carrier Road 250/851-2044
kELOWNA Avenue Machinery Corp. 1090 Stevens Road Hwy. 250/769-8700
PRINCE GEORGE Huber Equipment 14370 Upper Mud River Road 250/560-5431
QUESNEL Douglas Lake Equipment Highway 97 North 250/991-0406
VERNON Avenue Machinery Corp. 7155 Meadowlark Road 250/545-3355

Proud Partner of

kubota.ca

The BC Dairy Historical 
Society seeks nominations of 
producers, processors, BC Dairy Pioneers, 
supporters of the BC Dairy industry, writers 
or other individuals who have made outstanding 
contributions to the BC Dairy Industry. To nominate a 
worthy individual, submit a short summary of your nominee’s 
contributions to the industry.  

Nominations are to be submitted online at 
www.bcdairyhistory.ca under the awards tab.
Nominations close October 5th. 
The award will be presented at the 2018 BC Dairy Conference Gala Banquet.

Wally Smith recipeint of 
the 2017 BC Dairy Industry 

Achievement Award

Know a 
Dairy Farmer 
Outstanding In 
His/Her Field?
Nominate Them!

Pacific Forage Bag Supply Ltd.
Bryan Arthur 604 220 4879 • Alexis Arthur 604 319 0376
www.pacificforagebag.com • pacificforagebag@gmail.com

Spring is 
Here!

Inoculate your silage 
(Biotal Buchneri) and 
call us about the JBS 
Track-Pack!

lesions. Pen walks correctly identify 74% 
of feet that had DD and 97% of feet that 
were DD free. Eleven out of 28 Alberta 
farms visited had DD in their heifers 
with up to 13% of heifers infected. 
The age range of animals with DD was 
309 days of age to calving and farms 
with DD in young stock were more likely 
to have a high prevalence of DD in the 
lactating herd. Pen walks can be used 
to determine which animals or groups of 
animals are infected so that effective DD 
control strategies can be implemented. 
Additionally, all young stock infected 
with DD lesions were identified as having 
some sort of contact with infected 
lactating cattle. Examples include 
housing heifers with or next to dry cows, 
in old milking barns or on the scraper 
path from the lactating herd. Eliminate 
contact with DD infected animals and 
thoroughly clean footwear and equipment 
to limit contamination of heifer areas and 
reduce consequences of DD.

The University of Wisconsin studied 
a new commercial product which is 
characterized by very high levels of 
iodine, making it only suitable for 
non-lactating animals. Fed with a DD 
nutritional supplement, it showed 
promise in reducing the emergence of 
DD lesions and reducing the severity in 
Holstein steers. As always, results will 
vary depending on management of other 
risk factors.

Additional steps to help prevent DD 
in replacement heifers is to consider 
implementing a footbath program for 
groups of heifers 60 – 90 days younger 
than where DD is first detected. To 
help limit the introduction of infected 
animals to the lactating herd, ensure 
DD lesions in heifers are treated prior 
to calving. Work with your hoof trimmer, 
veterinarian, nutritionist or other farm 
advisors to identify heifer groups with 
DD and create control strategies to limit 
the consequences of DD and help heifers 
reach their potential.

Limiting DD in heifers can:
• Help maintain a lower prevalence 

of DD in the lactating herd
• Decrease the incidence and 

severity of future DD lesions
• Improve fertility
• Improve milk production
• Maintain proper hoof conformation
• Give heifers the best chance to 

reach their genetic potential! 

https://kubota.ca/en/home
www.bcdairyhistory.ca
www.pacificforagebag.com
mailto:pacificforagebag@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/kubotacanada
https://www.youtube.com/user/KubotaCanada
https://twitter.com/KubotaCanadaLtd
http://www.bc4h.bc.ca/home
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For 185 years, Scotiabank has been helping farmers and agri-businesses 
grow and prosper. Our integrated banking solutions can assist in the  
day-to-day management of your business for now and in the future.

For more information on our complete suite of services, contact  
one of our specialists or visit scotiabank.com/agriculturalservices

® Registered trademark of The Bank of Nova Scotia.

Lee Gogal, BBA Director and Group Lead, BC Agriculture
604.308.1657 | lee.gogal@scotiabank.com

Henri Peeters Director, National Accounts Agriculture
604.798.7396 | henri.peeters@scotiabank.com

Kimberly Ross, M.Sc. (Ag.Ec.) Director, BC & AB Agriculture
604.302.2620 | kimberly.ross@scotiabank.com

Meagan Beattie Senior Client Relationship Manager, BC Agriculture (Interior)
250.212.0555 | meagan.beattie@scotiabank.com

Jason Warmerdam, BBA Client Relationship Manager, BC Agriculture
604.845.4760 | jason.warmerdam@scotiabank.com  

Dariann Kloot Client Relationship Manager, BC Agriculture
604.328.0494  | dariann.kloot@scotiabank.com

Amman Dhaliwal Agriculture Specialist – Small Business, BC Agriculture 
604.365.9667 | amman.dhaliwal@scotiabank.com
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Creative & Production Services 
100 Yonge Street, 10th Floor

Toronto, ON M5C 2W1

OVER 50 YEARS B.C.’S BEST COW MARKET

Your Complete Marketing Outlet

34559 McClary Ave., Box 40
Abbotsford, B.C. V2S 4N7

Office (604) 864-2381 • Fax (604) 854-3038

Monday sales
10:00 a.m.
Beef & Feeder Cattle

Wednesday sales
12:30 p.m.

Dairy & Beef Cattle

McCLARY
STOCKYARDS LTD.

MARK YOUR 
CALENDAR!

MACHINERY SALE on Saturday, 
April 21 at 10:00 a.m.

www.daritech.com

(800) 701-3632
(360) 354-6900

Feeding pasteurized milk will save you 
money compared to using powdered 
milk replacer, while providing healthier, 
faster growing calves. Built with the 
expertise and quality you desire, our 
Westwaard pasteurizers also include 
fully automated PLC controls, heavy 
duty stainless steel construction and 
capacities ranging from 20 to 800 
gallons to accommodate any dairy!

WESTWAARD
FABRICATORS for DARITECH

Let us help you raise 
healthy, robust calves!

http://www.scotiabank.com/agriculturalservices
https://www.facebook.com/daritechinc/
https://www.youtube.com/user/TheDariTech
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Deadline:  
May 4 and 
 in the mail 
June 4!

SUMMER ISSUE

You Read It – 
So Do Others!

Only $129/issue 
Email: karen@holsteinnews.com

Advertise Here…

To Advertise Here 
Email: karen@holsteinnews.com

Gordon Borne
604-302-2988 1-877-476-6846
www.groovingord.com gord@groovingord.com

Concrete Safety Surfacing
Alley Scraper Groove 
Grooving

We do the work for you! Agri-jobs.ca
Our business is helping your business GROW, since 1974
Connecting Dairy Employers with the right Dairy Employee!
Contact us to find out how we can fill your dairy position:

Looking for HELP 
on your DAIRY?

www.agri-jobs.ca  |  Phone: 604-823-6222   |  Email: info@agri-jobs.ca

Working 
for you to 
source ALL 
your dairy 
ALFALFA, 
HAYS and 
STRAW

Director CFGA  BC
Director BCFC  Fraser Valley

Call/Text Garth 778-808-9920
office@bcstrawdustsales.com

With short feed straw, ready to use. 
Visit our website at www.bchaysales.com

Darren Bowman
Corporate and Personal Financial Planning

General Insurance, Life, Disability,
Group Benefits, Investment Funds

#304 – 2752 Allwood Street, Abbotsford, BC  V2T 3R7
Phone: 604-859-1200  Fax: 604-864-8014

Email: darren@valley.bc.ca

Home   Autoplan   Life   Investment   Group   Business   Farm   Travel

Shawna 
Vandeven

Bryan 
Goetz

Justin 
Cathcart

Duncan 
Railton

Todd 
Hiebert

Tina 
Macleod

Why not insure your farm with a 
company founded by farmers?

Farming isn’t like other businesses. That’s why we offer insurance plans made especially 
for farmers. It’s what you’d expect from a company founded by farmers. So, protect your 
life’s work with the right coverage for your farming operations. Call us today! 

www.cooperators.ca

100% Canadian multi-
product insurer.

101-1520 McCallum Road, 
Abbotsford 
(College Park Centre)

604-853-0744  
Vandeven Financial Solutions Ltd.

1-32904 Ventura Avenue, 
Abbotsford 
(Beside Beans & Leaves)

604-859-6757 
Hiebert Insurance Agencies Ltd.

5-45955 Yale Road 
Chilliwack 
604-701-3260

“Daryl’s trimming ability, 
calm demeanour, and 
hoof health knowledge 
are important parts 
of our herd health 
program.”

JARED DEJONG
ROSEGATE DAIRY FARM

“His many years of 
experience really 
show in his work. He 
is confident as well as 
careful and is not afraid 
to try new products to 
treat hoof health issues 
for our cows.”

ALAN HESSELS
HESDON HOLSTEINS

J.R. LEGACY 
TOP QUALITY 
HOOF 
TRIMMING.
WE CARE ABOUT 
THE HOOF 
HEALTH OF 
YOUR COWS.

7 7 8 . 3 8 8 . 6 8 4 5

DARYLROLLEMAN@GMAIL .COM

mailto:karen@holsteinnews.com
mailto:karen@holsteinnews.com
www.groovingord.com
mailto:gord@groovingord.com
Agri-jobs.ca
http://www.agri-jobs.ca
mailto:info%40agri-jobs.ca?subject=
mailto:office@bcstrawdustsales.com
www.bchaysales.com
mailto:darren@valley.bc.ca
www.cooperators.ca
mailto:DARYLROLLEMAN@GMAIL.COM
http://www.diamondhoofcare.com
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Look who’s 
standing

at your gate!

Air 
Conditioning 
Troubles?

We Come 
To You!

Air Conditioning 
Repairs For Farm 
Equipment

Air Conditioning 
On SiTe • For On & 
Off Road Equipment

6 0 4  9 1 6 - 6 2 2 4

Issue / Theme Deadline Print-ready ads In the mail

Summer 2018 May 4 May 11 June 5

Fall 2018 September 7 September 14 October 9

Christmas 2018 November 2 November 9 December 4

To Advertise Here 
Email: karen@holsteinnews.com

Call now to discuss your 
advertising needs.

Karen Booy: Phone: (250) 803-9567 
karen@holsteinnews.com

Lynn Mazza: Phone: (604) 535-9693 
Fax: (604) 648-9694 
Email: lynn@holsteinnews.com

www.holsteinnews.com

Bill Awmack, P.Ag
Toll Free: 1.888.770.7333
Tel: 604.574.7333
Fax: 604.574.7331
Email: bill@qualityseedswest.ca
Web: www.qualityseedswest.ca

We Carry  
Top Varieties!
Ensure Success!
Seed the Best!

• Top Performing Hay, 
Pasture & Alfalfa Seed

• Legumes
• Grains
• Custom Blends and More!

Buying or Selling a Farm?
BC’s First and Only Real Estate office

committed 100% to Agriculture

Phone Toll Free: 1-888-852-AGRi (2474)
www.bcfarmandranch.com

1009 Belvedere St., Enderby 
Phone 250-838-6455 
Email: diana@mtnview.ca

As Nutrient management 
concerns grow, Mountain 
View Electric Ltd is here to 
work with you.
We offer solutions from GEA 
Houle and FAN, for all you 
Manure Separation or Green 
bedding needs, we have 
the equipment to make it 
happen.
If it is Nutrient Removal 
you are looking for, a GEA 
Centrifuge may be what you 
need. Any way you need to 
break it down, give us a call, 
we are here to help you find 
the right solution.

Houle

FOR INFORMATION on 
ADVERTISING in UPCOMING ISSUES 

of BC Holstein News...
 Contact: tars@holsteinnews.com
  lynn@holsteinnews.com 
  karen@holsteinnews.com

GENETICS DIVISION

®

caLL ME to DIscUss 
YoUr gENEtIc optIoNs!

Josh tELEForD
604-866-1014

Summer isComing!
Book your ad TODAY! 

Deadline: may 4th 
tars@holsteinnews.com

mailto:karen@holsteinnews.com
mailto:karen@holsteinnews.com
mailto:lynn@holsteinnews.com
www.holsteinnews.com
P.Ag
mailto:bill@qualityseedswest.ca
www.qualityseedswest.ca
www.bcfarmandranch.com
mailto:diana@mtnview.ca
mailto:tars@holsteinnews.com
mailto:lynn@holsteinnews.com
mailto:karen@holsteinnews.com
mailto:tars@holsteinnews.com
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Featuring NEW 
and USED equipment:
• Fixed and variable chamber balers 
• Round bale wrappers
• Square bale wrappers 
• Round bale slicers
• Round bale squeezes

NEW Okanagan Rep 
for McHale

Also we carry:
Plastic wrap 
Net wrap

NEW

McHale 
Pro Glide 

Mower
NOW 

Available!

FULL mobile 
service available! 
Contact: Curtis de Dood 
250-833-2108 
Interior Rep for 
Matsqui Ag Repair

Abbotsford: 604- 826-3281

By David Schmidt, Media Consultant, 
BC & Yukon Outstanding Young Farmer 
Program

At 39 and 33, Tyler McNaughton 
and Sacha Bentall of Cutter Ranch in 
Fort Steele are far too young to be put 
out to pasture but their animals thrive 
on it. Thriving animals equals a thriving 
business and a thriving business has 
made McNaughton and Bentall the 2018 
BC & Yukon Outstanding Young Farmers.

McNaughton and Bentall received the 
prestigious award at a gathering of OYF 
alumni and friends in Abbotsford, March 
14th. Branded as “where food comes 
from,” Cutter Ranch produces pasture-
raised lamb, pork and beef on their 160-
acre ranch. The pair began raising lamb 
at Bentall’s parents’ farm in Clinton 
before moving to Fort Steele.

 “We started with lamb but soon 
diversified into hogs and poultry,” 
McNaughton says, noting, “Our intent is 
to produce high-quality ethically-raised 
meat raised in a low-stress environment.” 
Rather than use conventional barns, 
Cutter’s animals are housed in 
greenhouses when not out on the pasture.

After seeing “what worked and what 
didn’t,” they made a major change in 
2016, eliminating poultry, streamlining 
their pork production by phasing out 
farrowing and using purchased weaner 
pigs as a base and adding beef. The 
changes had an immediate positive 
impact. Sales of their pasture-raised 
pork increased 219% in 2017 and have 
already increased another 30% this year.

McNaughton and Bentall have 
established a web-based sales and 
distribution system and aggressively price 
their products, noting, “Our pricing must 
match our quality.” They try to involve the 
local community as much as possible, 
touring hundreds of kids through the 
farm during lambing season each spring 
and regularly conducting sheepdog 
demonstrations; “Our core goals were to 
pursue the endeavor as a couple, dedicate 
time to raising a family (they now have 
two young daughters), be environmental 
stewards of our land, be self-employed 
and grow high quality/nutritious food. We 
can say unarguably that our goals have 
not changed.”

To earn the 2018 award from 
judges Al Timms (retired TD Bank BC 
agriculture manager), Mark Sweeney 
(retired BC Ministry of Agriculture berry 
and horticulture specialist) and Kurt 
Bausenhaus (KPMG), McNaughton and 
Bentall outpointed two other finalists, 
Roger & Lana Groot of Hatch Creek Ranch 
in Topley and Gemma McNeill & Douglas 
Zaklan of Zaklan Heritage Farm in Surrey.

The Groots joined Roger’s parents on 
the ranch after buying out Roger’s uncle in 
2007. They now run a 300 cow cow-calf 
operation and a small purebred Hereford 
herd on 2,000 deeded acres and another 
30,000 acres of Crown grazing lands 
along the Bulkley River.

The Zaklan farm traces its roots to 
1924, when Zaklan’s great grandfather 
won 20 acres in a poker game and started 
growing strawberries in what is now known 
as Strawberry Hill in Surrey.

After mentorships from the Young 
Agrarians, McNeill and Zaklan began 
the current incarnation of the farm in 
2011. They now grow 150 varieties of 30 
vegetables in high density plantings using 
raised beds. Although they only farm 1.5 
acres, they proudly note it is enough to 
support both of them without any off-farm 
income.

The BCOYF program is sponsored by 
the BC Broiler Hatching Egg Commission, 
Clearbrook Grain & Milling, Farm Credit 
Canada and Insure Wealth. To be eligible 

Prime Cuts at Cutter Ranch Outstanding

What’s News

for the award, applicants must be between 
18 and 39 and derive most of their gross 
revenue from on-farm sources. They are 
judged on the progress in their agricultural 
careers, the sustainability of their farming 
operations and involvement in their 
industry and community. Celebrating 
38 years, Canada’s Outstanding Young 
Farmers’ program is an annual competition 
to recognize farmers that exemplify 
excellence in their profession and promote 
the tremendous contribution of agriculture. 
The program is sponsored nationally by 
CIBC, John Deere, Bayer, and Agriculture 
and Agri-Food Canada through Growing 
Forward 2, a federal, provincial, territorial 
initiative. The national media sponsor is 
Annex Business Media, and the program is 
supported nationally by AdFarm, BDO and 
Farm Management Canada.

McNaughton and Bentall will represent 
BC at the National Event in Winnipeg, 
MB, November 29 – December 3, 2018. 
At that event two national winners will be 
chosen from the winners in seven regions 
across Canada. 

https://www.facebook.com/SelectSiresGenerVations
https://twitter.com/SSGsires
https://www.instagram.com/selectsiresgenervations/
http://www.selectsiresgenervations.com
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Central Fraser Valley
NATURE GLEN ENVIOUS KAITLYN VG 86 
Sire: Silverridge V Envious 
Owner: Nature Glen Dairy, Abbotsford
WESTCOAST DOORMAN CASH 3444 VG 86 
Sire: Val-Bisson Doorman 
Owner: John Sunder, Deroche

Lower Fraser Valley
(none 86 points and above)

North Okanagan
HAMMING SOLOMON CLAIRA VG 87 
Sire: Walnutlawn Solomon 
Owner: Hamming Holsteins Ltd., Vernon
HAMMING DOORMAN CLAIR VG 86 
Sire: Val-Bisson Doorman 
Owner: Hamming Holsteins Ltd., Vernon
HAMMING DOORMAN CLAIRA VG 86 
Sire: Val-Bisson Doorman 
Owner: Hamming Holsteins Ltd., Vernon
ROCKLEDGE SABRINA O KALIBER VG 86 
Sire: GS Alliance O Kaliber 
Owner: Rockledge Farms Ltd., Enderby

Richmond/Delta
MARTIANN ALTON IGNITION 262 VG 86 
Sire: Velthuis B Alton 
Owner: Martiann Holsteins Ltd., Delta
MARTIANN SID POLLY 331 VG 86 
Sire: Pine-Tree Sid-ET 
Owner: Martiann Holsteins Ltd., Delta

Upper Fraser Valley
MORSAN DOORMAN MISSY 3362 VG 88 
Sire: Val-Bisson Doorman 
Owner: Westcoast Holsteins, Chilliwack
OLDHEMLOCK GC IVY IRENE VG 87 
Sire: Mr Chassity Gold Chip-ET 
Owner: T&L Cattle Ltd., Rosedale
BENCO COOCOO BEEMER VG 86 
Sire: Pol Butte Mc Beemer 
Owner: Benco Holsteins, Chilliwack
BLONDIN GOLDWYN HARRIET VG 86 
Sire: Braedale Goldwyn 
Owner: T&L Cattle Ltd., Rosedale
ELMBRIDGE DOORMAN SHES A LYNX 
VG 86 
Sire: Val-Bisson Doorman 
Owner: Elmbridge Farms, Chilliwack
MORSAN DOORMAN MISSY 3725 VG 86 
Sire: Val-Bisson Doorman 
Owner: Westcoast Holsteins, Chilliwack
WESTCOAST DOORMAN CASH 3444 VG 86 
Sire: Val-Bisson Doorman 
Owner: Westcoast Holsteins, Chilliwack

BC’s Elite New VG 1st Calvers 
(86 points and higher) November 2017-February 2018

Vancouver Island
MORSAN DOORMAN MISSY 3362 VG 88 
Sire: Val-Bisson Doorman 
Owner: Quebequa Holsteins, Victoria
SKYCREST WINDBROOK SMOKIN HOT 
VG 87 
Sire: Gillette Windbrook 
Owner: J. William Wikkerink Farms Ltd., 
Cobble Hill
WEDGWOOD BANKROLL TRINA VG 87 
Sire: Crasdale Bankroll-ET 
Owner: Stanhope Dairy Farm Ltd., 
Victoria, Wedgwood Holsteins, Cobble Hill
WEDGWOOD G C GEMIMA VG 87 
Sire: Mr Chassity Gold Chip-ET 
Owner: Stanhope Dairy Farm Ltd., 
Victoria, Wedgwood Holsteins, Cobble Hill
WEDGWOOD HI O HOPE VG 87 
Sire: Stantons High Octane 
Owner: Stanhope Dairy Farm Ltd., 
Victoria, Wedgwood Holsteins, Cobble Hill
WIKKSHAVEN BEEMER DAZZLE VG 87 
Sire: Pol Butte Mc Beemer 
Owner: Wikkshaven Holsteins, Cobble Hill
WILLSWIKK OCTANE DAISY VG 87 
Sire: Stantons High Octane 
Owner: J. William Wikkerink Farms Ltd., 
Cobble Hill
WILLSWIKK YORICK POLLY VG 87 
Sire: Mars Yorick 
Owner: J. William Wikkerink Farms Ltd., 
Cobble Hill
FRUEH MERRICK JONIE VG 86 
Sire: Pen-Col Merrick 
Owner: Frueh Farms Ltd., Duncan
SAANWOOD EXPLODE GRETA VG 86 
Sire: Wabash-Way Explode-ET 
Owner: Viewfield Farms Ltd., Courtenay
SAANWOOD GC DOREEN VG 86 
Sire: Mr Chassity Gold Chip-ET 
Owner: Viewfield Farms Ltd., Courtenay
WEDGWOOD DRACO DELLIA VG 86 
Sire: Mr Coin Draco 15006-ET 
Owner: Stanhope Dairy Farm Ltd., 
Victoria, Wedgwood Holsteins, Cobble Hill
WILLSWIKK BRADNICK DAILY VG 86 
Sire: Regancrest-GV S Bradnick-ET 
Owner: J. William Wikkerink Farms Ltd., 
Cobble Hill
WILLSWIKK DOORMAN DIVA VG 86 
Sire: Val-Bisson Doorman 
Owner: J. William Wikkerink Farms Ltd., 
Cobble Hill 

http://www.wecover.net
https://www.westcoastrobotics.ca
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What’s News

Dairy Farmers of Canada

The federal government recently 
increased identification requirements for 
cattle being imported into Canada from 
the US. If you are importing cattle on 
your farm, here are some important points 
pertaining to traceability and biosecurity 
to keep in mind.

Tagging and 
Identification

Since February 1st, dairy cattle 
entering Canada from the US must be 
identified with the US National Animal 
Identification System (NAIS) compliant 
radio frequency ear tag, which begins 
with the numbers 840 (USA country 
code). (Prior to February 1st, cattle have 
been allowed entry without this tag).

What if a cow is entering Canada 
and is identified with an ‘840’ 
electronic ear tag?
- DO NOT cut her ‘840’ tag. It is an 

approved tag in Canada.
- Canadian ear tags do not need to be 

applied or added.
- If the imported animal is only 

identified with ONE official US ‘840’ 
electronic button tag instead of with 
a dual tag set, a new tag cannot be 
reprinted in Canada. To meet your 
herdbook registration and proAction 
requirements for double tagging, you 
then need to affix a blank tag* where 
you write the same number on it (with 
a marker).

A full fact sheet on the Identification of 
Cattle Imported from the US is available 
on the traceability resources section of 
the proAction website.

Recording and 
Reporting

Information about animals imported 
from out-of-country needs to be reported 
to the national database. This is required 
when they arrive onsite at their first point 
of entry in Canada, and at all points 
between there and the farm of destination. 
Notification of receiving an animal on-
farm is a proAction requirement, and 
should be sent to CCIA (CLTS database) or 
ATQ (SimpliTrace database - in Quebec).

As you know, when new animals 
arrive on farms from within 
Canada, the following information 
must be recorded and reported:
- The animal’s identification number 

(15 digits found on RFID ear tag)
- The date of the animal’s arrival to your 

farm/site
- The premises ID number of the location 

the animal is arriving at (i.e. your farm)
- The location from which the animal 

departed (country, state, address, etc.)
- The license plate number of the vehicle 

(single unit) or the trailer (tandem 
unit)

Imported animals do not come from 
a property with a recognized premises 
ID; the address of the animal’s original 
departure has to be recorded and reported, 
within the first seven days of the animal’s 
arrival on your premises (or before the 
animal leaves, whichever comes first).

Matt De Jong 
Cell: 604-854-0668

Derek Bailey 
Cell: 604-302-9407

agsolutions@telus.net

Box 67, Matsqui Stn, 
Abbotsford, BC, V4X 3R2

We’re your 
Ag Solutions

Got Problems?

FielD anD Farm SerViceS

 · Corn Planting
 · Side Dressing\Relay Crop
 · Forage Harvesting
 · Round Baling
 · Field Spraying\Chemical App
 · Fertilizer Spreading
 · Farm and Fleet Maintenance
 · Seed and Fertilizer Sales
 · Ekotune Tractor Optimization

From all of us at FCC, thanks  
for making Canadian agriculture 
so amazing.

#HeresToCdnAg

fcc.ca

Here’s to
CANADIAN  
AGRICULTURE

Importing Cattle 
from the US: 
What You Need to Know

Biosecurity
It is good practice to consider 

biosecurity protocols when importing 
cattle, or anytime you introduce new 
cattle to your herd. To this end, under 
proAction, farmers will need to put 
together Standard Operating Procedures, 
in consultation with their veterinarian, 
to prevent the introduction of infectious 
diseases when bringing new cattle into 
their herds. It is always advisable to have 
new animals tested before purchasing 
them to reduce the risk of introducing 
disease to your farm; and to isolate new 
animals to monitor their health, in case 
they contracted a disease along the way.

* To obtain a blank tag, contact: 
NLID at 1-877-771-6543

mailto:agsolutions@telus.net
https://www.fcc-fac.ca/en.html
https://twitter.com/hashtag/herestocdnag
https://twitter.com/FCCagriculture
https://www.facebook.com/fccagriculture
https://www.instagram.com/fccagriculture/
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Don’t chicken out when it comes to early immune challenges, activate a natural 
defense for your calves with FIRSTgro™.    

Laid by strategically vaccinated hens, this spray dried whole egg premix product 
activates your calves vitality.  

IMPROVED HEALTH | SUCCESSFUL GROWTH | REDUCED COSTS

| www.GroberNutrition.com

UNDER PERFORMING CALVES? we’ve got you.
TAKE ACTION FOR YOUR CALVES

To learn more about FIRSTgro™ and all of Grober Nutrition’s 
calf products contact Gerry DeGroot 604.819.4139

GET A GREAT DEAL
AND GET OUTSIDE

ABBOTSFORD 
1-888-283-3276
KELOWNA 
1-800-680-0233
VERNON 
1-800-551-6411

LOCATIONS:

https://twitter.com/grobernutrition
https://www.instagram.com/grobernutrition/
https://www.facebook.com/GroberNutrition
https://www.snapchat.com/add/grobernutrition
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Ask your WestGen Genetic Advisor today
about how to make your IMPRESSION!
1.800.563.5603 | www.westgen.com

How to make an     
      Impression...

Outcross Pedigree – Socrates (Blitz x Prelude) 
x Potter (Manfred x Juror) – The only place 
you can’t use Impression is on Impression 
daughters! 
Rump Improvement – Lots of producers still 
think rumps are important and Impression 
(+13) does it better than most.
Health Traits – Low cell counts (2.65), 
top shelf mastitis resistance (111) and 
Digital Dermatitis (106), above average 
Milking Speed (102) and very good Milking 
Temperament (107) – not surprisingly he 
delivers long-lasting cows (111).
Feet & Legs – Impression delivers excellent 
Heel Depth (+14) and ideal Rear Leg Side 
View (0).

Immunity+™, Robot Ready™ and A2A2
That Impression is Robot Ready and A2A2 
adds considerably to his popularity. He 
makes it easy to like Immunity+!
Semen Fertility – Impression has long 
carried a reputation for above average 
fertility.  
Moderate Size – Impression attains high 
Type ratings without relying on extreme 
size and stature to make his daughters 
stand out. 
81% GP & Better – 7,368 Canadian 
daughters can’t be wrong…

Monument IMPRESSION EX-93-8YR-CAN


